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FOREWORD
This book has multiple significance and is related to diverse fields of
interest. Therefore, its subject occupies a distinctive place in the field of
Qur'anic studies in particular, and Islamic studies in general. Moreover,
this is a subject that, at times transcends the field of essential or fundamental Islamic studies and moves into the sphere of subjects like language,
rhetoric, and logic.
There are a number of possible approaches to deal with this subject,
and it is essential to distinguish between them and then to choose the best.
For example, one may study the relationship between the Quran and the
Sunnah of the Prophet; the essential differences between the Book and the
Sunnah; the Arabic language and its capacity for expressing, with power,
divine revelation; the extent to which the human tongue is capable of dealing with a language that served as a conduit for the Divine, in terms of the
ease or difficulty of pronunciation or understanding; or its capacity to deal
with, and to comprehend, the changes that inevitably occur in the organization, style, expressiveness, and illimitability of languages.
Some of the most important issues to be dealt with in this field have
come to us through hadith narrations of varying degrees of authenticity (or
the lack thereof), particularly those concerning the plurality of Qur'anic
recitations, the ways that these were passed down, and the relative renown
of each. Witness, for example, the hadith concerning the "seven letters"
and the many different narrations in its support. Thus, it is fitting that our
approach to this book be the study of the relationship between the Blessed
Book and the Sunnah of the Prophet. In doing so, I hope that I may provide a framework from which to read and understand this book appropriately.
Imam Shafi'i defined the relationship between the Book and the
Sunnah in a very precise manner, though most scholars, owing to their preoccupation with jurisprudence, have not paid attention to the subtleties in
his definition. Thus, most interpretations of Imam Shafi'i's definition of
that relationship are less than satisfactory. In his work on jurisprudence, AI
Risa/iih, Imam Shafi'i explained the place of the Sunnah in terms of eluci-
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dation, or bayan. As such, the Sunnah represents one form among many
that brings lucidity to the Qur'an. At times, the Qur'an is perfectly clear,
immediately apparent, and requires no further elucidation. At other times,
the meaning of its verses is explained by other verses, or the meaning is
interpreted over the course of time. In most instances, however, the meaning is clarified by means of the Sunnah, either by word or in deed. This is
because the basic function of the Sunnah is to elucidate. Furthermore, the
elucidator is subservient to the elucidated which, in this case, equates with
the text of the Qur'an.
Imam Shafi'i affirmed that the Qur'anic text occupies the highest possible place and that nothing can compare or compete with it (in terms of
its significance) other than something that is equal to it (i.e., another verse
from the Qur'an). He then went on to generate a number of particular
instances from this principle, although owing to their intricacies, many of
these, too, were misunderstood. Then, given his understanding of the relationship, and his limiting the concept of "text" or na$$ to the Qur'an alone,
he relegated the Sunnah, by considering it the Qur'an's elucidator, to second place. Therefore, when the Sunnah is subsequent to the Qur'an, following it in rank, it will not be capable of abrogating the verses of the
Qur'an because the Qur'an is principal to it. In other words, the Sunnah
cannot abrogate the Qur'an because it, the Sunnah, is not the Qur'an's
equal. Rather, the Sunnah is subservient to the Qur'an and may not rise to
a place higher than to elucidate the Qur'an.
In this way, Imam Shafi'i solidified the relationship between the
Qur'an and the Sunnah. The Qur'an is principal to the Sunnah, and serves
to verify it; whereas the Sunnah will not go beyond the Qur'an, but
revolves about its axis, and derives its own legitimacy from it It is not the
place of the elucidator, then, to abrogate the elucidated, do away with it,
damage it, pass over it, add to it, subtract from it, or do anything other than
elucidate it. The elucidator elucidates and nothing more.
Imam Shafi'i's defense of the Sunnah was, in every case, to maintain
its status as a bayan or an elucidator. Most of the challenges he faced came
from people whose intention was to disengage entirely the Sunnah from
the Qur'an by stirring up issues pertaining to authenticity, like tawatur,
and meaning, like qa.f' and ?ann, so as to drive a wedge between the text
of the Qur'an and its elucidation through the Sunnah of the Prophet. In his
works, like AI Risiilah, Mukhtalif a/ lfadith, and Jamii' al '1/m, Imam
Shafi'i focussed on this objective. The Qur'an's sovereignty and its primacy were very clear in his mind. It was for this reason that, when the Imam
turned to jurisprudence, he placed the Sunnah in a subservient role. Thus,
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FOREWORD

he considered the Sunnah the second source for legislation in cases where
there was no apparent teaching from the Qur'an. In cases where such a
teaching existed, and the Sunnah acted to elucidate the Qur'an, there was
no need for discussion of rank, or to relegate the Sunnah to second place,
or third. So the position adopted by Imam Shafi'i on the matter was
intended to cement the foundation of the Sunnah as elucidation.
When we come to the issue at hand, or what the Sunnah has brought
to us concerning variant Qur'anic recitations, and in particular the matter
of the Qur'an's having been "revealed in seven letters," we may begin to
discuss these things from the perspective outlined above. In this manner,
we may hope, Allah willing, to reach something that we can agree on.
As the Qur'an attempts to erect a stable relationship between itself and
human beings on the one hand, and between itself and the universe on the
other, it is distinguished from every other sort of discourse known to
humans by the uniqueness of its syntax and composition. It is also distinguished by the ways in which it was communicated to humans. The Qur'an
was revealed to an unlettered Prophet who realized that the only means he
possessed for its preservation was his memory or his own powers of retention. Thus, you see him receiving the text and then exerting himself to the
utmost so as not to lose even a single letter or syllable. And this is despite
the repeated assurances of the Almighty that He will preserve the message,
and have it recited to the Prophet (by the angel Jibril [Gabriel]) so that he
will remember it, and that Allah will posit the message in the Prophet's
heart and preserve it there, and then explain it to him. The only responsibility the Prophet had in the matter was to give himself wholly to receiving and accepting the message. Thereafter, the Divine Revealer Himself
would be responsible for collecting and ordering the Qur'an, for having it
recited to the Prophet, and for explaining everything about it. The Prophet
had only to receive the message. However, after the Qur'an was received
he had to implement its principles and provide a living example of its
teachings so as to fully elucidate its meanings.
Indeed, there is a major difference between writing down what is dictated and reciting what is revealed. Dictation may be received while the
memory is at rest; all that someone is concerned with is the faithful transfer between what is heard and what is written. However, when the function is to memorize by heart everything that is heard, so as to carry the
Divine message to others by means of recitation and then to have it written down, that is clearly an entirely different matter! Under such circumstances, the senses, the heart, the conscious self, the mind, and the memory are in a state of interaction with the text, and in a state of extreme exer-
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tion. Under these circumstances, the message verv nearly becomes a part
of the listener. In this manner, the instant that the Prophet hears the revelation, the battle for control of the message is immediately settled.
Thereafter, the functions of recitation, delivery, and transcribing are facilitated. Likewise, it becomes easier to direct the discourse to others. In this
manner, at the moment of revelation, the dialectic of text and human intellect is also settled.
In addition, the oral transmission of the Message affords those who
hear it with the opportunity to familiarize their tongues with it, not to mention their hearts and minds. Then, within the framework of oral transmission and narration, the recited text will sometimes allow for the plurality
of recitations. Certain tribes, for example, had become accustomed to pronouncing the "a" equivalent shaded toward the "e" equivalent, while other
tribes were pronouncing doubled consonants singly, and singled consonants doubly, without changing the meaning. The oral environment surrounding the text lended itself to this sort of reasonable latitude and promoted a sense of congeniality and familiarity which lead to the sharing of
common ground between the text and those who accepted it. At the same
time, the text retained its primacy over the language in which it had been
revealed, both in general and in terms of its various dialects. In this way,
the text made the language its mouthpiece, and prepared it for service in
promoting understanding of the text and its subsequent interpretation. It is
from this vantage point that we may view the issue of the Qur'an's "facilitation" by the Almighty, as articulated in the verse:
We made this Qur'an easy to bear in mind; who, then, is willing to
take it to heart? (54: 17)
Later, came the stage of recorded entry and composition by way of
preparation for the emergence of the text and its transition from oral transmission to book form, circulated and standardized. Thus began a new
stage of interaction with the text-between the text and humankind on the
one hand, and the text and historical reality on the other. Thus, the text of
the Qur'an became capable of encompassing the entire universe in a comprehensive and absolute manner. To establish such an inimitable relationship between its letters and the universe, the Qur'an's revelation took twenty-three years to complete. This was followed by a period of oral transmission, and then a period of collecting what was kept and memorized in
the hearts of people and recording it in writing until the Qur'an appeared
in the form of a book to be read by people and circulated among them until
it came to settle in their hearts and minds.
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The Qur'an set in motion a process of change that very few are able to
comprehend. This was predicated on the concept I call "the integrating of
the two readings," i.e., the reading of the text and the reading of the real
existential. And this is what constituted the methodology for the true
recitation of the Qur'an. It is very difficult for readers to discover the
meanings of the Qur'an within a framework in which precedence is given
to a single recitation, or to a single dimension, like the historical dimension with its emphasis on the occasions cf r~velation, or the legal dimension, and so on. In fact, there is no end to the dimensions of the Qur'an,
and there is no way to begin to understand these without having an appreciation for the subtle affinities between the Qur'an and humankind, and
between the Qur'an and the universe. The first recipient of the Qur'an, the
Prophet, understood this matter completely, and employed this comprehensive methodology in the process of delivering the Qur'an to the
Ummah so that they, in turn, would be able to carry it to all of humankind.
Thus, the Prophet reviewed with the angel Jibril whatever was
revealed to him. Then, once a year, they would review all that had been
revealed to date. This continued every year until the year of the Prophet's
death, during which they reviewed the entire revelation twice. By means
of these reviews, they made completely certain that all components of the
Qur'an were right, that all of the letters in all of the words were correct,
that the order of words in the verses was correct, that the verses were
placed correctly in the right chapters, that the chapters were in the right
order, and that the Qur'an was placed correctly in regard to humankind and
the universe. The Qur'an is the guide that does not stray or err, does not
ignore or overlook. It teaches tawlfid to those who are made khulaftl over
the earth, and purifies them so that they may be able to assume their
responsibilities, be successful in the test of life, and achieve the goal of
edifying or making the earth a better place. As such, the Qur'an is the book
of the universe, and by means of it one may "read" the universe, interpret
it, and clarify the dimensions essential to a productive life in it. Likewise,
the universe clarifies, elucidates, and interprets the Qur'an.ln the universe
there are signs for those who believe, and in the Qur'an there are signs for
those who will consider them.
So, it was within the framework of facilitating the Qur'an for remembrance in the period of oral transmission that the issue of multiple readings
arose. This occurred even before the revelation was completed, before the
fmal review by the Prophet and Jibril, and before the Prophet presented the
final compilation after rearranging the order of the Book at the direction of
the Almighty. Within the same framework, too, the Prophet discouraged
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his Companions from writing anything along with the Qur'an. The reason
for this discouragement is not as many have supposed, i.e., to prevent the
contamination of the Qur'an's verses with outside material, because the
Arabs of those days were all too able to distinguish between the rhetoric
of the Qur'an and that of anything else. Rather, the point in doing so was
to give the Ummah an opportunity to interact with the Qur'an exclusively,
and to allow it to work on their hearts and minds so that everything they
encountered in their lives would be secondary to the Qur'an. Moreover,
within the framework of the Almighty's pledge to preserve the Qur'an and
protect it, He endowed it with the sort of rhetoric and eloquence that was
clearly beyond the ability of humans to produce.
In the same vein, the Qur'an was made primary to the Arabic language, and never gave Arabic the opportunity to assume primacy over it.
There is a great difference between using the Arabic language to understand the syntax used in the Qur'an, and the meanings of its vocabulary to
assist in hermeneutics and assigning primacy to the Arabic language over
the Qur'an, or attempting to make the Qur'an subordinate to the language.
It is unacceptable to say that it is possible to exchange a word for its synonym, or one expression for another way of saying the same thing, even if
one is convinced that the meaning is exactly the same as intended by the
Almighty. This is because the word used in the Qur'an is of Divine origin
and the word supposed to be synonymous with it is of human origin. What
a great difference there is between the human and the Divine!
The Arabs preserved their poetry by means of its meter and rhyme.
Furthermore, every Arab was able to detect in an instant any sort of error
that may occur in that poetry. For example, the meter may be broken, the
rhyme incorrect, the form mistaken, or the feet mismatched. The Qur'an
goes beyond Arabic poetry and prose in its syntax and style. This is what
constitutes the internal safeguard of the Qur'an and the guarantee that no
errors will occur in its text. This is why the Qur'anic scholar, al Zamulkani,
wrote:
The illimitability of Qur'an goes back to the particular way it was
composed, not to the composition itself. Its vocabulary is balanced in
terms of its syntax and etymology. And its constructs impart the most
sublime meanings.
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Ibn M1yah wrote:
The correct opinion and the one held by the majority of scholars in
regard to the inimitability of the Qur'an is that it is due to the Qur'an's
syntax and its veracity. This is because the Almighty's knowledge
encompasses everything, and His knowledge encompasses all forms
of discourse. Thus, in arranging the wording of the Qur'an, the
Almighty knew exactly which word was best suited to follow the one
before it, and which word best yielded the intended meaning. The
Book of Allah is such that if a word were removed from it, and then
the entire Arabic lexicon were searched for a better word, it would
never be found.

In what follows I shall quote from the tafsir of Fakhr al D"m al Raz1 in
which he relates an interesting account of a discussion concerning the
"irregular recitations."
AI Waljidl narrated that in the Qur'anic recension by 'AbdAllah, concerning the verse "and if You forgive them, then truly You are mighty and
wise" (5: 118):
I heard my Shaykh and my father, may Allah show him mercy, say
"'mighty and wise' in this verse, was better than 'forgiving and
mercy-giving' because the Almighty's being forgiving and mercygiving correlates to the state that brings about His forgiveness and
mercy for all those in need of it. Might and wisdom, however, do not
correlate to forgiveness. Allah's might implies that if He is truly
mighty, and far above concern with normal considerations as to what
people really deserve when He decides to forgive, then His kindness
is greater than if He is described as forgiving and mercy-giving,
descriptions which lead naturally to forgiveness and mercy. Thus, his
interpretation, may Allah show him mercy, was to say: 'He is the
mightiest of all, and still His wisdom mandates mercy.' This is perfection at its greatest."
Others have opined that if the verse had read: "and if You forgive
them, then truly You are the forgiving and the mercy-giving," this
would have imparted the meaning that He was going to intercede for
them. But, when the verse read: "then truly You are mighty and
wise," the meaning was clear that he (the speaker represented in the
verse) meant to leave the matter entirely to the Almighty, and chose
not to have anything to do with it at all.
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The author of AI Durr a/ Ma$iinfi 'Ulum a/ Kitab al Maknun repeated what was narrated concerning the ending of the verse mentioned above
in the recension of 'Abd Allah ibn Mas'Od, i.e., "then truly You are the
Forgiving, the Mercy-giving." Commenting on the verse "and if You forgive them, then truly You are mighty and wise," he wrote:
Similar examples (of this sort of rhetoric) have already been mentioned. In the popular recitations and the recension in peoples' hands,
it reads: "mighty and wise," whereas in the recension of 'AbdAllah
ibn Mas'iid it reads: "forgiving and mercy-giving." Certain people
with no understanding of the Arabic language have trifled with this
verse saying: "The most suitable version is the one in Ibn Mas'iid's
recension." Evidently, this person was unaware that the meaning is
linked to the two conditions (preceding the last part of the verse).
This is explained by what Abu Bakr al Anbati wrote when he narrated this [irregular] recitation on the authority of certain critics:
"Whenever the meaning is construed in the way that this critic has
reported, the meaning loses vitality. This is because he attempts to
limit 'the forgiving and mercy-giving' to the second condition only;
such that it has nothing to do with the first condition. In fact, it is well
known that the meaning is connected to both conditions, the first as
well as the second. This is how Allah revealed the verse, and this is
the consensus recitation of all Muslims. The summary of the verse,
then, is as follows: If you punish them, then You are mighty and
wise, and if Your forgive them, then You are mighty and wise, in
both cases, whether in punishment or in forgiveness. Thus, it is as if
'mighty and wise' is more fitting in this place because of its generality, and because it combines both conditions. On the other hand, 'forgiving and mercy-giving' is clearly unsuitable as a carrier of the general meaning carried by 'mighty and wise."'
To my way of thinking, AI Anbati's comments are subtle indeed.
Clearly, he does not mean, whe.n he writes, "it is well known that the
meaning is connected to both conditions" that the connection is made by
having the last part of the verse, i.e., "mighty and wise" act in the grammatical sense as the jawab al shar.t (apodosis) to both conditions. Clearly,
this is contrary to the grammatical rules of the Arabic language because,
grammatically speaking, the first condition (i.e., "If You punish them")
already has its answer (i.e., "then they are Your servants"). In grammatical terms, this is the anwer corresponding to the first condition in the verse.
A servant is subject to his master's doing with him as the master sees fit.
Rather, what AI Anban meant was that the connection to the two condi-
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tions was a connection of meaning. The scholars have had a great deal to
say in regard to this verse, but this is not the place to dwell on their discussions of the subject. Rather, I mention it only as it pertains to the matter of irregular and variant recitations of the Qur'an.
If substituting two of the Almighty's names "Forgiving" and "Mercygiving" for "Mighty" and "Wise" led to such controversy, then what of the
exchange of other words, or letters, especially when they are particles of
meaning, or when they effect the level of the Qur'an's eloquence, its
rhetorical effectiveness, or its syntax, or its meaning?
In view of the above, it can be stated with confidence that regarding
the revelation of the Qur'an "in seven letters" justification for substituting
any of the Qur'an's words with their synonyms is completely unacceptable. The most that can be imagined in this regard is that when the Islamic
sciences were being recorded ('a$r al tadwin), Muslim scholars related
a}Jadith and lesser narrations concerning the "irregular recitations," then
authenticated and classified them as mutawiitir, or ii}Jad, or shiidhdhah,
they did so on the understanding that these represented the transformation
of oral transmissions to the written state. Therefore, I feel that the most
likely explanation for what happened during that time is that Allah granted a degree of latitude to those whose tongues were not yet accustomed to
the dialect of the original revelation. These popular oral recitations were
recorded as "irregular recitations" in precisely the ways that they were
recited. Thereafter, subsequent generations of scholars continued to relate
these narrations as a}Jadlth without stopping to consider that they were
recording something that was never intended to be anything other than
oral. Later, the orientalists attempted to erect, on the basis of these narrations, an entire edifice of hearsay and doubt in regard to the text of the
Qur'an and its integrity.
The importance of the present work stems from its attempt to identify
the issues and reopen the door for their examination in the light of new
scholarship, thereby removing doubts that have arisen. This study also
draws its importance from the fact that the author is a Muslim Arab scholar whose specialization is Qur'anic studies. There are many studies on the
subject in the English language, but they lack the authority of Islamic
scholarship. It is well known, moreover, that the number of people pursuing Islamic studies in English increases significantly every day regardless
of whether they are researchers, graduate students in Western universities,
or others with an interest in the study of Islam.
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It is my hope that this book will fill an important void in the current
literature on Islam in English, and that it will motivate scholars to undertake more studies and research into the issues the book deals with.
It is Allah who knows our intentions and it is He who guides us to the
right path!
Taha Jabir a1 'Alwaru
President of the School of Islamic and Social Sciences
Virginia, USA
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INTRODUCTION
From the earliest years of my life, I have been aware of the variation
in reading among the Qurrii' of the Qur'an because of the existence of
three dominant readings in Sudan--the m~/:laf for one of these readings,
AI Duri 'an Abi 'Amr, having been published for the first time in Sudan in
1978.
The following chapters investigate the reasons behind these variations and the origins of the qirii'iit. I have studied the nature of the seven
a/Jrufin which the Qur'an has been revealed and concluded that they represent seven linguistical variations, reflecting various dialects of the
Arabs in ways of reciting the Qur'an. The a/Jiidith that substantiate the
revelation of the Qur'an in seven aiJruf are found to be sound and successive (mutawiitir).
This book studies the status of the Qur'an and its oral and written history during the Prophet's lifetime, the compilation of Abu Bakr, and the
further compilation of 'Ut:hman which became predominant throughout
the a~iir (the Islamic lands), after copies of it were dispatched and
accompanied by distinguished Qurrii'. At the same time, personal manuscripts that did not correspond with the 'Uthmanic ma~a/Jif ceased to exist.
The development of the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/Jif is traced down to the printed
ma~ii/Jif of our present day, with the conclusion that they represent the
unaltered text of the Qur'an. I discuss various issues in a critical way,
refuting the many allegations concerning the text of the Qur'an and the
ma~ii/Jifto demonstrate its completeness and trustworthiness.
Having studied the relationship between the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/Jif and
the seven a/Jruf, I have concluded that the ma~ii/Jif, which include what is
transmitted by tawiitur, accommodate either all or some of the a/Jruf that
correspond with the orthography of the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/Jif.
I have investigated the question of the language of the Qur'an in
ancient sources as well as in modem linguistical studies and believe that
the text of the Qur'an reflects the influence of various dialects of the
Arabs. The scholars disagreed in identifying the most fluent dialects of the
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Arabs according to their criteria for fluency. I have attempted to distinguish between lughah and /ahjah in ancient sources and modern studies.
Indeed, the language of the Qur'an represents the common spoken literary language of the Arabs, which is based on all their dialects, with a
predominance of Quraysh1 features.
The origins of the qirii'iit date back to the teaching of the Prophet,
although variations in readings are noticed only after the Hijrah in
Madinah and resulted in order to facilitate the reading of the Qur'an
among the various Arab tribes that had entered Islam. In this respect, I
found that whenever the Companions differed in reading among themselves, they supported their reading by referring it to the teachings of the
Prophet. This method continued into the following generation. The book
studies the conditions for the accepted readings along with their development. The readings that satisfy the conditions for an accepted reading and
those that lack one or more of the conditions are studied, together with the
classes of readings.
The forebears of the qirii'iit and the effect of Ibn Mujahid's AI Sab'ah
on the following generation are discussed, together with a survey of books
composed on the subject of the qirii'iit.
The ikhtiyiir in reading among the qualified Qurrii' of the Qur'an is
governed by the conditions for accepted readings. Thus, the Qurrii' did not
have a free hand in their selection, and the theory of reading the Qur'an in
accordance with the meaning is shown to be groundless.
The orthography of the ma~al:zif is intended to preserve the soundly
transmitted and authentic reading, never to initiate or create a reading.
Because certain accepted readings are objected to by some philologists
and grammarians, some examples are studied. I conclude that they are
sound and accepted readings because of their sound transmission, fluency, and correspondence with various Arab dialects.
In addition, the study emphasizes that there are no grammatical or
orthographical errors in the 'Ut:hmanic ma~a/:lif. And moreover, the sound,
accepted readings, although differing in meaning, never contradict each
other.
In the conclusion, I briefly review the main issues covered in the
seven chapters of this book.
In the present study I have relied on various standard books in manuscript and printed form on qirii'iit and the sciences of the Qur'an ('ulum a/
Qur'iin), tafsir, hadith, history, grammar, and Arabic studies.
In the qirii'iit and the sciences of the Qur'an, I have mainly benefited
from Abii 'Ubaydah's Fafjii'i/ a/ Qur'iin; Ibn Mujahid's Kitiib a/ Sab'ah;
al Dam's AI Taysir fi a/ Qirii'iit a/ Sab', AI Muqni' fi Rasm Ma~ii/:lif
xxiv
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and AI Mul:zkam fi Naq_t a/ Ma~iil},if; Ibn al BaqilUinl's Nukat
Makk1 Ibn Ab1 Talib al Qays1's Allbiinah 'an Ma'iini a/ Qirii'iit
and AI Kashf 'an lfujilh a/ Qirii'iit a/ Sab'; Ibn al Jazaii's AI Nashr and
Munjid a/ Muqri'in; al Qas~allaru's La.ta'if a/ lshiiriit; al Zarkashi's
AI Burhiin; and al Suyu.ti's alltqiin. In fact, they are used most in discussions about the meaning of the seven al},ruf and their relation to the
'Uthmanic ma~iil},if, the personal manuscripts, and their end, which fonned
the origins of qirii'iit.
In the field of tafsir, we have used the books of al Tabar1,
al Zamakhshar1, al Raz1, al Qunub1, Abu ijayyan, and Ibn Kath1r to
interpret certain verses that are read in various ways and that support certain accepted readings and grammatical arguments concerning other
readings.
As regards the substantiation of the revelation of the Qur'an in the
seven al},ruf, the compilation of the Qur'an, the arrangement of surahs and
verses, and the problem of naskh, I have benefited from the standard books
on the literature of hadith, mainly from Bukharl, Muslim, and other canonical works, AI Muwa.t.tii', AI Musnad, and the four collections of a/ Sunan.
I have used only the authentic al},iidith which are sound in their transmission and context. Furthennore, certain al},iidith, although sound from
the point of view of their asiinid, are not accepted, because, on the matter
of the Qur'an, tawiitur is always required. In the commentaries on
al},iidith, I benefited most from Ibn ijajar al 'Asqalaru's Fatl}, a/ Biiri and
al Baghaw1's Shari}, a/ Sunnah.
In this connection, I have also used al Taban's Tiirikh, Ibn al Athlr's
AI Kiimil, and Ibn Kathlr's AI Bidiiyah, particularly in questions and issues
relating to the compilation of the Qur'an.
Finally, as regards the language of the Qur'an and the question of fluency and of the most fluent Arab dialect, many primary sources are used,
such as S1bawayh's AI Kitiib, Ibn Faris' AI Siil},ibi, Ibn Jinn1's AI Kha~ii'i~.
and al Suyii.ti's AI Muzhir and Allqtiriil},.
I have used modem studies and have consulted various books that are
on different topics and were written in different languages, such as
al Aliis1's Tafsir, al Zurqaru's Maniihil a/ 'lifiin, and ijammudah's AI
Qirii'iit wa a/ Lahajiit; a number of works entitled Tiirikh a/ Qur'iin, composed by Riistiifadfuii, al Zinjaru, al Kurdi, al Ibyan, and Shahin; al Niir's
Ma' a/ Ma~iil},if, Noldeke's Geschichte Des Qur'iin, and Jeffery's Materials
for the History of the Text of the Qur'iin.
In fact, my primary sources were used mainly to support the views discussed with reference to certain modem works.
a/

A~iir,
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Although, I read many books in this field, I will refer only to those
cited. The bibliography shows the books that I used.
The importance of this topic in the ancient and modem studies lies in
the fact that it concerns the Qur'an, which is the main source of belief and
law and the eternal word of God to the believers.
In particular, there is no work in any Western language devoted wholly to the question of qirii'iit, despite the great contribution made by Western
scholars like Gustavus Fluegel, Otto Pretzl, G. Bergsttaesser, and Arthur
Jeffery in publishing texts on qirii'iit.
In the writings of modem Arab scholars, some like those of }Jammudab and al Zurqaru are very helpful, although they deal only with certain
aspects of the problem or are devoted to the sciences of the Qur'an in general, rather than the qirii'iit specifically. Thus, although what has been
written in the field is very extensive, as the bibliography shows, there is
still a need for critical studies.
In the present work, I have attempted to study comprehensively and
critically the questions relating to my limited topic of the variant readings
of the Qur'an and their historical and linguistic origins. I hope this study
contributes to our knowledge of the Qur'an, which still deserves a great
deal of elucidation.
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CHAPTER

1

REVELATION OF THE

QUR' AN

IN SEVEN AljRUF
From the earliest time, the text of the Qur'an has allowed several
equally valid ways of recitation. Several alpidith, which are often quoted
in support of this practice, will be discussed here to fmd out how and why
variant readings existed and also to understand the texts' implications.
The following hadith is a good indication of the existence of these various ways of recitation:
It is narrated by 'AbdAllah Ibn 'Abbas that the Prophet (peace be
upon him) said: "Jibril recited the Qur'an to me in one l)aif. Then I
requested him (to read it in another IJ,aif) and continued asking him to
recite in other al)ruf till he ultimately recited it in seven al)ruf . ..1
Various al)iidith indicate that whenever a Companion found another
Companion reciting the Qur'an in a manner different from the way he had
been taught arguments and disagreements would arise. One such event
took place between 'Umar Ibn al Kha.~b and Hisharn Ibn }Jakim, as illustrated in the following hadith:
It is narrated from 'Umar Ibn al KhaHab [that] he said: "I heard
Hisham Ibn ijakim reciting Surat a/ Furqiin during the lifetime of
Allah's Messenger. I listened to his recitation and noticed that he
recited in several different ways which Allah's Messenger had not
taught me. I was about to jump on him during his prayer but I controlled my temper. When he had completed his prayer, I put his
upper garment around his neck and seized him by it and said, 'Who
taught you this surah which I heard you reciting?' He said, 'Allah's
Messenger taught it to me.' I said, 'You have told a lie, for Allah's
I.

Bulchiiri, 6:481-82; Muslim, 1:561; Muslim added, "Ibn Shih4b al Zuhn said: 'It has been
narrated to me that these seven a/Jruf are in one meaning and do not differ concerning
l}aliil or l}ariim."' Tabatl, Tafsir, 1:29, and al BaghaWl, Shari) a/ Sunnah, 1:501.
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Messenger has taught it to me in a way different from yours.' So I
dragged him to Allah's Messenger and said (to Allah's Messenger),
'I heard this person reciting Surat al Furqtm in a way which you
have not taught me.' On that, Allah's Messenger said, 'Release him
(0 'Umar)! Recite 0 Hisham!' Then he recited in the same way as
I heard him reciting. Then Allah's Messenger said, 'It was revealed
in this way' and added 'Recite 0 'Umar.' I recited it as he had taught
me. Allah's Messenger then said, 'It was revealed in this way. This
Qur'an has been revealed to be recited in seven al)ruf, so recite of it
whichever is easier for you. "' 2
It would appear from this hadith that the purpose of the revelation of
the Qur'an in seven af)ruf is to facilitate recitation for Muslims. In fact, the
af)adith make many references to this. The following are some examples:
1.

''The Qur'an was sent down in seven al)ruf, so recite what seems easy
therefrom." 3

2.

''The Prophet (peace be upon him) met Jibril and told him, 'I have
been sent to an illiterate people, among them are the old woman, the
aged shaykh, the servant and the female servant, and the man who has
never read a book.' Then he said to him, '0 Mu)Jammad, the Qur'an
has been revealed in seven al)ruf."' 4

3.

"Verily this Qur'an has been revealed in seven al)ruf, so recite at liberty.... " 3

4.

"Jibril came to the Prophet (peace be upon him) and said, 'Allah has
commanded you to recite to your people the Qur'an in one f)arf.' Upon
this he said, 'I ask for Allah's pardon and forgiveness. My people are
not capable of doing it. ..."' 6

5.

"Make things easy for my people" or "Make affairs easy for my people.'07

The revelation of the Qur'an in seven af)ruf to make it easier for the
Muslims to understand is confirmed by the following verse:
And We have indeed made the Qur'an easy to understand and
remember... (54:17)
2.

Bukhiiri, 6:482-83; al Tabarl, Tafsir, 1:24-25. See also the argument between Ubayy Ibn
Ka'b and 'AbdAllah Ibn Mas'Od, and between 'Amr Ibn at·A~ and another, Fatl) al Biiri,
9:26.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Muslim, 2:391.
Related by Tirmidh1, who says it is a good and sound hadith. See $al)il) al Tirmidhi, 14:63;
al Baghaw1, Shari) al Sunnah, 4:508; and al Taban, Tafsir, 1:35.
AI Taban, Tafsir, 1:46.
Muslim, 2:391.
Ibid., 390.
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REVELATION OF THE QuR'AN IN SEVEN A/fRUF

Many commentators point out that it was very difficult for the Arabs,
who were-in most cases-an illiterate people with various pronounciations or dialects, to be ordered or even asked to abandon their own
dialects and ways of recitation all at once. This was not only difficult to
do but also people tried to cling strongly to their dialects.8
The permission to recite the Qur'an in seven al;lrufwas given after the
Hijrah, as is clear from the following hadith:
Ubayy Ibn Ka'b reported that the Messenger of Allah (may peace be
upon him) was near the watering place of Banfi Ghifar when Jibril
came to him and said, "Allah has commanded you to recite to your
people the Qur'an in one l:zarf." Upon this he said, "I ask from Allah
pardon and forgiveness. My people are not capable of doing it." He
then came for the second time and said, "Allah has commanded you
that you should recite the Qur'an to your people in two al)ruf." Upon
this he again said, "I seek pardon and forgiveness from Allah. My
people would not be able to do so." He (Jibril) came for the third
time and said, "Allah has commanded you to recite the Qur'an to
your people in three al)ruf." Upon this he said, "I ask pardon and
forgiveness from Allah. My people would not be able to do it." He
then came to him for the fourth time and said, "Allah has commanded you to recite the Qur'an to your people in seven al)ruf, and
in whichever they would recite, they would be right. " 9

Aqat Bani Ghifiir, which is translated as "the watering place of Banfi
Ghirar," is a place near Madinah. It is attributed to the Banfi Ghirar,
because they lived around this tank! 0
In another version, it is stated that Jibril met the Prophet near AJ:tjar al
Mira', 11 which is a place near Quba' in the countryside around Madinah. 12
This does not, however, mean that the part of the Qur'an that was
revealed after the Hijrah was the only part to be recited in seven al;lruf.
This is shown by the previously mentioned argument between 'Umar and
Hisham about different versions of Surat al Furqiin, which was revealed
in Makkah. 13 Such arguments between the Companions were not accept8. SuyO~T, /tqiin, 1: 136; Ibn ijajar al 'Asqalanl, FatI} a/ Biiri, 9:22; Ibn al Jazal'l, Nashr, 1:22.
9. Muslim, 2:391; al Tabatl, Tafsir, 1:40.
10. Fat/J al Biirl, 9:28; al Qas.tallllnl, La.tii'if allshiiriit, 1:35; Taban, Tafsir, 1:36; al Baktl,
Mu'jam mii lsta'jam, 1:164.
II. Related by Tirrnidh1, who says: "It is good and sound hadith." See Sa/Ji/J a/ Tirmidhi,
4:61; AJ:unad, Musnad, 5:132; Baghawl, Shari} a/ Sunnah, 4:508; Taban, 1:35.
12. See Taban, Tafsir, 1:35-36. Mujahid says it is Quba' itself. See Ibn al Athlr, al Nihiiyah,
1:203. AI Bakti in his bookMu'jam miilsta'jam, 1:117, was confused when he mentioned
it as in Makkah.ln fact, he thought Sujiyy al Sabab was the same place as AJ:!jllr alMira'.
13. AI SuyO.(I, ltqiin, vol. I, 27.
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able, and so the Prophet himself forbade his Companions to dispute
regarding this matter and became angry whenever he found some of them
disagreeing about recitation. Once he said:
Verily this Qur'an has been revealed to be recited in seven al;zruf, in
every l;zarfyou recite you have done so correctly. So do not argue,
since this may lead to kufr! 4
There are so many al;ziidfth about the revelation of the Qur'an in the
seven al;zruf that Abu 'Ubayd al Qasim Ibn Sallam (224/838) considered
them as mutawiitir al;ziidith (al;zadith related through multiple chains of
transmission, i.e., successive)} 5 Despite this, Goldziher attributes to him
the opinion that these a/:zijdfth are shiidhdh and without an acceptable
isniid, referring to the Ali/Bll of al Balawi .16 In fact, however, Abu 'Ubayd
rejects only one hadith, namely, the one that refers to the seven al}ruf as
being revealed in seven different meanings (see page 11). The other
al;ziidith are regarded as mutawiitir, and he interprets them as referring to
seven dialects. 17
Al Suyii~i (911/1505) counted the names of the Companions who narrated these al}iidith, and he found twenty. 18
This fact is supported by another hadith to the effect that 'Uthman Ibn
'Aflan asked those present at the mosque of Madinah if any of them had
ever heard the Prophet (peace be upon him) say, ''The Qur'an has been
revealed to be recited in seven aiJ,ruf." In response, a huge number of
them stood up and testified that they had heard this hadith. Consequently,
'Uthman himself emphasized this hadith by stating that he testified with
them. 19
Since all these al}ruf were established as correct and sound, the feeling was that they were not a subject for dispute. Hence, it is forbidden to
argue on this matter or to favor one IJ,arf over another. The reason is that

14. Related by AQmad, Musnad, 4:169-70; 'fabari, 1:44; Fat}) a/ Biiri, 9:21; Ibn Kathlr,
Far}ilil al Qur'iin, 65.
15. Nashr, 1:21; ltqiin, 1:78. In fact, this large number of Companions who narrated these
al)iidith must have been the reason for Abii 'Ubayd's considering them as successive
a/:tiidith (mutawiitir), since this number of people found in the generation of the
Companions do not exist among the Successors. Nevertheless, it is a famous and good
hadith. See al Zurqani, Maniihil al 'lrfiin, 1:132.
16. Madhiihib a/ Tafsir allsliiml, 54, quoting al Balawl, A/if Bii', 1:21.
17. Seep. 13.
18. ltQiin, 1:1~1. Suyii~I studied the work of Ibn al Jazari and added two to the nineteen,
which the latter had already collected. See Nashr, 1:21.
19. Nashr, 1:21. Ibn al Jazart says this hadith is related by al ijilfi?: Abii Ya'la in his book al
Musnad al Kabir; ltqiin, 1:131.
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all the al:zruf are sound and that "it has been revealed in this way."211
Accordingly, everyone should recite as he has been taught.

The Meaning of Seven A/Jruf in the A/Jadith
Each group of scholars attempted to clarify the exact meaning of the

al:zruf mentioned in the al:zadith. This chapter discusses all views given on
this matter and then attempts to establish the meaning on the basis of the
available evidence. First, however, the meaning of the expression "seven"
must be discussed.
A group of scholars say the number "seven" mentioned in the
al:zadith is not intended as an exact number, but is a symbolic term meaning a considerable number less than ten. Hence, the number seven
denotes numerousness in the single figures, just as seventy means
numerousness in tens, and seven hundred means numerousness in hundreds. For instance, in the following Qur'anic verses:
The parable of those who spend their substance in the way of God
is that of a grain of com: it grows seven ears, and each ear has a
hundred grains. God gives manifold increase to whom He pleases.
(2:261)
Whether you ask forgiveness or not (their sin is unforgivable): Even
if you ask seventy times forgiveness, God will not forgive them.
(9:80)
One hadith says: "Every (good) deed the Son of Adam does will be
multiplied, a good deed receiving a tenfold to seven hundredfold
reward." 21 Ibn ijajar al 'Asqalaru (852/1448) related this saying from 'lyac;l
(544/1449) and his successors. 22
However, most scholars maintained that the expression "seven" in
the al:zadith means precisely the odd number seven that follows the number six and precedes eight in arithmetic. In this respect, we can refer to

20. Bukhiiri, 6:482; Fatl) a/ Biirl, 9:26.
21. Muslim (Arabic text), 2:480; for the translation of the hadith, see Mishkiit a/ Ma~iibil),
2:417.
22. Fatl) a/ Biirl, 9:23; ltqiin, 1:131; at Zarkashl also attributed it to certain scholars. See
Burhiin, 1:212. Ibn al Jazarl says in Nashr, 1:25-26, "It is said the number seven does not
mean the exact meaning. But it means here the numerousness and simplicity." See also
the Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st ed., 2:1073. AI Rllfi'l in his book l'jiiz a/ Qur'iin, 10;
AI;unad 'Adil Kamlll in his book 'Uium a/ Qur'iin, 85-86; and 'Abd at Sabiir in Tiirikh a/
Qur'iin have chosen this opinion.
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the following Qur'anic verses in which •· the number is meant to be the
same, neither more nor less.
To it are seven gates: for each of those gates is a (special) class (of
sinners) assigned. (15:44)
(Yet others) say they were seven, the dog being the eighth. (18:22)

In fact there is no reason for abandoning the exact meaning of the
number seven and attempting to interpret it as a metaphorical tenn.
Moreover, the al)adith themselves make clear in various versions that the
number seven is intended to be the exact number, neither more nor less.
Among those versions are the following:
... and he recited it in other a~nif till he ultimately recited it in seven
a}J.ruf." 23
... then I realized it had been ended in this number." 24
The repeated asking for more a}J.ruf between the Prophet and Jibril
started from one /;laif to two, three, up to seven. 25
Thus, most scholars agree that the number is limited and confined
to seven specifically. We may conclude, after this discussion, that the
number seven mentioned in all versions of these a})adith is the precise
number known to the people. The majority accepted that these al)adith
indicate that the Qur'an has been revealed in seven a})ruf, but differed
in explaining and identifying them, and in giving examples.

The Meaning of A]Jruf in the Arabic Language
The word a})ruf is the plural of l:zaif. It is given several meanings in
the Arabic lexicons:

1.

23.
24.
25.
26.

The extreme, verge, border, margin, brink, brow, side or edge of anything, as, for instance, the bank of a river or side of a ship or boat. 26

Bukhdri, 6:482.
Related by Nasa'l. See fk/dn, 1:131-32.
Muslim, 2:391.
Qamiis, 3:130; AI Nihilyahfi Gharib allfadith, 1:369; Lisiin al'Arab, 9:41; Lane, book
1, part II, 550.
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In this respect we can refer to the saying of Ibn 'Abbas: "People of
the Book do not come to the women, except from the side (i/lii 'alii
l)ar/)."21
The word l)aif occurs in the following Qur'anic verse with the same
meaning:
There are among men some who serve God, as it were, on a verge:
if good befalls them, they are, therewith, well content; but if a trial
comes to them, they turn on their faces: they lose both this world and
the Hereafter: that is loss for all to see! (22: 11)
2.

A letter of the alphabet, the letters being thus called because they are
the extremities of the word and the syllable.

lfaif also means the edge of a sword or the sharp stone edge of a
mountain. A she-camel is described as l)aif if she is hard and sharp like a
stone edge.28
3.
4.

5.

As a grammatical term, it means a particle, i.e., what is used to
express a meaning and is neither a noun nor a verb. 29
Mode, manner, or way, as, for instance, in reciting the Qur'an according to seven modes or manners of reading, whence such phrases as
fuliin yaqra' bi IJ,arf Ibn Mas' ud (such a one reads in the manner of Ibn
Mas'iid). 30
A dialect, an idiom, or mode of expression peculiar to certain Arabs.
Accordingly, the hadith "Nazal a/ Qur'iin 'alii sab'at a}Jruf" would
mean, "The Qur'an has been revealed in seven dialects of the dialects
of the Arabs." This interpretation is attributed to Abii 'Ubayd, A}.>ii al
'Abbas (2911903), al Azhari (370/980), and Ibn al Athir (606/1209V'
Ibn al Athir considered this interpretation the best one.12

The Interpretation of ''Seven

A/Jruf"

As seen above, most scholars say that the number seven mentioned in
the a}Jadith is really meant to be the exact number; however, they differ in
interpreting the meaning of the word al)ruf because al)ruf is a common
word that has several meanings that can be determined only by context.~~
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Lisiin ai'Arab, 9:42.
Qiimiis, 3:131; Lisiin ai'Arab, 9:41-42; Lane, book I, part II, 550.
Qiimiis, 3:131; Lisiin ai'Arab, 9:41; Lane, book I, part II, 550.
Lisiin ai'Arab, 9:41; Lane, book I, part II, 550.
Qiimiis, 3:131; Lisiin ai'Arab, 9:41; Lane, book I, part II, 550.
Nihiiyah, I :369 (see Chapter 5).
Maniihil, 1:146.
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To complicate matters, the context of the a/:liidith under discussion allows
for more than one interpretation.34
This early difference of opinion produced many sayings, all of which
are repeated and overlap. Ibn :ijibban (354/965) counted thirty-five of
them,~ while al Suyii~I claimed that there were about forty, although he
did not quote all of them.36
A comprehensive study and comparison of all the views and opinions
expressed concerning these a/Jjidith allows us to summarize and arrange
them as follows:

1.

They are ambiguous and their meaning cannot be known with certainty because the word l)arf has different meanings: a letter of the
alphabet, a word, a meaning, or a way.

This is the view of Ibn Sa'dan al Nal;lwi (231/845). 37 This view has
been opposed on the ground that a common word can be known and fixed
according to the context. For instance, the word 'ayn has more than one
meaning that can be realized and identified in the sentence in which it
occurs. Examples are "Naf(lrtu bi a/ 'ayn a/ mujarradah" and "Sharibtu
min 'ayn Zubaydah." The meaning is clear and unambiguous. In the first
sentence, the word 'ayn means "eye," and in the second sentence it means
"water''. This is made clear by the use of the word na?artu (I have seen)
in the first sentence and the word sharibtu (I have drunk) in the second
sentence.38
2.

The word l)arf may mean "ways of pronunciation," which was the
view of al Khalil Ibn AQmad (170n86). 39

This has been objected to because no word in the Qur'an can be read
in seven ways, except for a few words, such as the word "uff." Even if it
is argued that each word may be read in one way or more up to seven, there
are many words that can be read in more than seven ways.IIJ
Most of the scholars; for example, al Tabari (310/922), oppose this
view, and even al Zarkashi (794/1391) considered it the weakest one. 41
However, the seven aiJ.ruf, if the meaning of the word is to be taken in
this way, must not be regarded as being in any way connected with the
34. Burhiin, 1:212.
35. ltqiin, 1:173-76, Burhiin, 1:212; Ibn ijibbAn says: "These sayings resemble one another
and are possible, and other interpretations are possible." See ltqiin, 1:176.
36. I tqiin, 1: 131-41.
37. Burhiin, 1:213; ltqiin, 1:131.
38. Manahil, 1:165.
39. Burhiin, 1:213.
40. Ibid., 1:213; ltqiin, 1:132.
41. Burhiin, 1:213.
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seven readings that were collected for the first time by Ibn Mujahid
(324/935t2 and that did not exist in the Prophet's lifetime or even in the
first century.
Indeed, scholars of Qur'anic studies used to collect readings regardless of number, and many more readings than the seven of Ibn Mujahid
existed. The first scholar known to have collected readings in written
form is Abu 'Ubayd al Qasim Ibn Sallam (224/838), who is said to have
given twenty-five readings. 43
Later al Tabari (310/922) wrote a book called a/ Jami' fi al Qira'at,
which contained more than twenty readings. 44 This work no longer esists,
although much of the material is incorporated into his Tafsir. Many
scholars did not agree with Ibn Mujahid's attempt to limit the number of
readings to seven for the precise reason that the following generation
might think that these seven readings were the same as the seven al}.ruf
referred to in the hadith. 45 Indeed, a famous scholar in the field of
Qur'anic readings, Abu Shamah (665/1267), is quoted as having said,
"No one thinks that these seven readings are what is meant in the hadith
except the ignorant."
3.

The seven al}.ruf indicate seven meanings.

Those who subscribe to this opinion differ in their interpretation.
Some say, for example, that it refers to command and prohibition. Some
say, for example, that it refers to command and prohibition, lawful and
unlawful, mul}.kam and mutashabih46 (that whose meaning is accepted
and that which is disputable) and parables (amtha/). 47
A hadith related by lJakim (405/1014) and al Bayhaqi (458/1065)
favors this view: ''The Qur'an has been revealed from seven doors according to seven al}.ruf. restraining, commending, lawful, unlawful, mul}.kam,
mutashabih, and amtha/.'148 However, this hadith, which is not reported
elsewhere, is said by Ibn 'Abd al Barr .(563/1070) not to be authentic but
weak.49 Furthermore, al Bayhaq1 himself, who narrated this hadith, stated
that what is meant here by the seven al)rufis the kinds of meaning in which
the Qur'an has been revealed, but that the other al]iidith refer to dialects.50
42. Nashr, I :34.
43. Ibid., 33-34.
44. Ibid., 34; more detail on this matter is available in Chapter 6.
45. Nashr, I :36.
46. ltqim, 1:138.
47. ltqiin, 1:136-38.
48. Ibid., 136.
49. Burhim, 1:216.
50. ltqim, 1:137. This is also the view of Abo Sblmah, AbO 'All ai Ahwazi, and Abo ai'Aill'
al Hamadani. See ibid., 171-72.
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Ibn al Jazaii (833/1429) raised a good reason for refuting this view,
which is that the Companions did not dispute with each other about the
interpretation of the verses but only about the ways of the recitation, as
happened between 'Umar and Hisham and others.51
Finally, it is impossible to recite the Qur'an as if all of it is l)alal or
l)ariim or amthii/. 52 It is allowable to recite a verse in several ways, but not
for a verse to be read in various ways that lead to contradiction, in meaning
as would be the case with l)aliil and l)ariim. 53
4.

The seven al;lruf are ways of recitation using synonyms, for example,

ta'ii/, aqbil, 'ajjil, asri'.
Many scholars adopted this opinion54 and quoted their evidence from
the a}Jiidith referring to the revelation of the Qur'an in seven a}Jruf. Abu
Bakrah states that: "Jibril came to the Prophet and said, '0 Muhammad,
recite the Qur'an in one }Jarf,' and Mika'Il said: 'Ask for more,' till he
reached seven a}Jruf, each effective and sufficient, provided you do not
seal a verse of punishment with mercy or a verse of mercy with punishment, like your saying, 'Ta'iil, aqbil, halumma, idhhab, asri', 'ajji/."' 55
This interpretation is open to debate. First, this hadith is meant to show
that the a}Jrufin which the Qur'an has been revealed are synonymous in one
meaning and, second, to witness that there is no contradiction in these a}Jruf
(i.e., they do not seal a verse of punishment with mercy). 56
Further, individuals are not at liberty to recite the Qur'an in their own
way or to replace one word or letter with another, whether it changes the
meaning or not.57 One should have heard the appropriate recitation from
the Prophet himself directly or from him through his Companions and
Successors.58 In this respect, we may refer to the above-mentioned argument between 'Umar and Hisham, where each one said, "Allah's Apostle
has taught it me."59

51.
52.
53.
54.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Nashr, 1:25.

ltqiin, 1:137.
Ibid.
ltqiin, 1:134-35. AI Suyii~I, quoting from Ibn 'Abd al Barr, attributes this to most of the
scholars and specifically mentions the names of Sufyan Ibn 'Uyaynah, al Tabari, Ibn
Wahb, and al Tal}awi.
Related by Al,unad and Tabarani with a sound chain. Other versions give the same meaning. See Qurtubi, 1:42; ltqiin, 1:134.
Qur.tubi, 1:42; ltqiin, 1:134, quoting Ibn 'Abd al Barr.
Qur.tubi, 1:43, quoting al Baqillani.
Fatl} a/ Biin, 9:22.
Bukhiiri, 6:483.
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Moreover, those who adopted this opinion agreed that this permission was given in the beginning when most Arabs were illiterate and that
subsequently the other six aiJ;ruf were abrogated, so that there is only one
}J.arf available now .60 We can contest this interpretation because it is still
permissible to recite the Qur'an in several ways, so that one can fmd an
example of synonyms in Surat allfujuriit, wherefatabayyanu is also read

fatathabbatu. 61
Thus we cannot claim that all variants of this type have been abrogated or that the term IJ,arf implies such a temporary concession with the
aim of making recitation easier for the first generation.62
5.

The seven a}J,ruf are seven dialects of the Arabs.

The Arab dialects, of .course, exceeded seven, but the supporters of
this view maintain that what is meant is the seven most eloquent dialects.63
There is no agreement on identifying these seven dialects and the various
versions differ greatly, although all agree on including the Quraysh1
dialect. 64
Ibn Qutaybah (275/888) attempted to prove that the Qur'an was
revealed only in the Quraysh1 dialect, quoting the Qur'anic text:
We sent not an Apostle except (to teach) in the language of his (own)
people, in order to make (things) clear to them. Now God leaves
straying those whom He pleases and guides whom He pleases: and
He is Exalted in Power, Full of Wisdom. (14:4)

In his opinion, these dialects should represent various branches of
Quraysh.65 Al Qastallaru (923/1517) maintains that Quraysh were neighbors of the Ka'bah, and that they were preeminent among the Arab tribes.
Their practice was to choose the best of style and words from the dialects
of all the tribes that came to Makkah. 66 This view, however, appears to be
an attempt to conflate two different ideas; i.e., that the aiJ,rufwere dialects
and that they were all variants of Quraysm Arabic. In this respect, a state60. Qur.tubi, 1:43; ltqiin,l:l34-35.
61. 49:6. The latter being the reading of ijamzah and al Kisa'I, while the former is read by
the rest of the Qurrii'. See al Qaysi, Kitiib al Tab#rah, 480, 681; Nashr, 2:351, 376,
adding Khalaf to ijamzah and al Kisa'r.
62. Maniihil, I :68-69.
63. Burhiin, 1:217-18; ltqiin, 1:169. This view is related by Abii 'Ubayd al Qasim Ibn Sallam,
Tha'lab, Sijistani, al Qa(li Abii Bakr, al Azhari, al Baqillani, and Ibn 'A.tiyyah. See also
Ibn Abi Zakariyya, AI $ii/Jibi, 41-42.
64. ltqiin, 1:135-36; Nashr, 1:24; Burhiin, 1:218-19; Qur.tubi, 1:44-45.
65. ltqtin, 1:135, where Abii 'Ali al Ahwazi is also quoted.
66. La.tii'if, 1:33.
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mentis attributed to 'Uthman: "The Qur'an has been revealed in the language of Quraysh."67 The most that this statement can mean is that the
Qur'an is mainly in the Quraysh1 dialect, since features from other dialects
are found; for example, the retention of hamza, which generally disappears
in the language of ijijaz. 68 However, many accounts indicate that the
Qur'an was not revealed solely in the style of Quraysh. Although sometimes it is in the style of Quraysh, it also is in the style of other Arab tribes,
according to the most fluent and concise forms of expression. For instance,
Ibn 'Abbas did not understand the meaning of the wordfafar until he heard
two bedouins talking about digging a well who were using this verb.69 It
might be most reasonable to assume that the Qur'an was revealed in the
dialect of Quraysh and their neighbors at the beginning of the revelation.
Then permission came later for all Arabs to recite the Qur'an in their own
dialects, which they were used to, bearing in mind that these dialects were
extremely varied. Thus they were not ordered or even asked to abandon
their own dialects in favor of that of Quraysh, because it was difficult to do
so and because people tried to cling strongly to their dialects. Above all, the
permission facilitated the recitation and understanding of the Qur'an.70
However, no individual was given permission to replace any given
word (of the Qur'an) by a synonym in his own dialect; everyone had to be
taught the word directly from the Prophet71 On the other hand, no objections exist against this idea of the Qur'an's revelation in seven dialects for
'Umar and Hisham, although belonging to Quraysh, differed in their recitation. It does not seem reasonable to accept disagreement between two men
who spoke in one dialect unless that difference referred to something else. 72
67. Qur.tubi, 1:44. There is another version attributed to 'Umar in which he wrote to 'AbdAllah
Ibn Mas'Od: ''The Qur'an has been revealed in the language of Quraysh, so do not recite to
the people in the dialect of Hudhayl." See also al Qas.tallllni, La.tii'if, I :33. In some versions
of these sayings, the name of Mu(lar appears instead of Quraysh, but Ibn 'Abd al Barr says:
"The authentic version is the first in which Quraysh was mentioned, because it is sound and
came through the people of Madinah (Burhiin, 1:219-20). Also, some features of the
speech of Mu(lar are anomalous and are not allowed in the recitation of the Qur'an. As
examples, the Kashkashah of Qays changes the feminine singular second person--ki-into
shi in the verse "Rabbuki Tal}taki" to read "Rabbushi Tal)tashi" (19:24) and the tamtamah
of Tamlm, e.g., changing sin to tii' so that "al Nas" reads "al Nat" (Qur.tubi, I :45; Burhiin,
1:219-20).
68. Qur.tubi, 1:44, quoting Ibn 'Abd al Barr and al Qli4I Ibn al Tayyib, who state: "AIIlih
Almighty says: 'We have made itaQur'an in Arabic' (43:3, A. Y. Ali's Translation, p. 1342)
and the Almighty did not say 'Qur'iinan Qurashiyyan."' No one claims that only Quraysh is
meant here because the name of Arab covers all tribes.
69. Qur.tubi, 1:45.
70. Nashr, 1:22; Fatl} a/ Biiri, 9:22. In this respect, the Encyclopaedia of Islam (1st ed.),
2:1067, says: "The language in which Mul)ammad delivered his revelation was according
to the most natural assumption, the lfidjiiz dialect of the people of Mecca."
71. ltqiin, 1:136.
72. Nashr, 1:24; ltqiin, 1:136. AI 'lzz Ibn 'Abd al Salam objected to the interpretation of the
seven al}rufas seven dialects (Khams Rasii'il Niidirah, 64). See ijammodah, a/ Qirii'iit wa
a/ Lahajiit, 25.
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Later, in his /'jiiz a/ Qur'iin, al Rafi'i adopted this view of interpreting
the seven al:zruf as seven dialects of the Arabs, but the nu."llber seven in his
opinion is a symbolic term meaning a considerable number. He says:
''These seven a/:lruf mean the dialects of the Arabs to make it easy for each
tribe to recite the Qur'an in its own way as it was used to in its dialect." He
claimed that-to Arabs-the word /:larf merely means "dialect" But they
began, after Islam, to use the word l:zarf for methods of recitation, as, for
instance, in the expression, "Hiidhiifi l:zarf Ibn Mas'ud" meaning his reading.73
6.

The seven al}ruf indicate seven varieties and differences in the readings.

The first scholar to suggest this is Ibn Qutaybah, who was followed by
the subsequent generation with little or no modification. Ibn Qutaybah
studied the differences in readings and found they were the following
seven:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

A difference in the i'rab and vocalization of the word that does not
alter its consonantal outline in the orthography and does not alter its
meaning (e.g., hunna a.tharu/hunna a.thara)/4
A difference in the i'riib and the vocalization of the word that alters
the meaning of the word but does not alter its consonantal outline
(e.g., rabbanii bii'id/rabbunii bii'ada). 15
A difference in the abruf of the word (but not in its i'riib) that alters
its meaning and does not change its consonantal outline (e.g., nunshizuhii/nanshuruhll).76
A difference in the word that changes its consonantal outline in the
orthography and does not change its meaning (e.g., kiinat illii
$ayl}atan/zaqyatan ). 77

A difference in the word that changes its consonantal outline and its
meaning (e.g., wa .ta/l}in marujiid/wa .tal'in natftd).n
A difference in word order (e.g., wa jii'at sakratu al mawti bi al
J:zaqqi/sakratu al J:zaqqi bi al mawti).19

73.
74.
75.
76.

l'jtiz a/ Qur'iin, 70-71. For more details, see Chapter 5.
11:78.
35:19.
2:259.
77. 36:29.
78.
56:29 and 50: I 0. Ibn at Jazarr approved this analysis of Ibn Qutaybah except that he
criticized it with respect to this example since it has no relevance to the difference in reading.
Ibn at Jazarr says: "If he had used as an example in place of this bi (lanin/bi ;.anin (81 :24), the
example would be valid." See Nashr, 1:28.
79. 50:19.

15

7.

A difference in letters or augment (e.g., wa mii 'amilathu/wa mii 'ami/at).80

Ibn al Jazari's work agrees with Ibn Qutaybah in how he explains the
al},ruf, except that he more clearly identifies and gives examples.
AbU al FaQI al Razr (630/1232) follows the same approach to this
question as does Ibn Qutaybah, but he puts the differences in a different
order. For instance, his first and second types are included in the fifth type
of Ibn Qutaybah and Ibn al Jazari while the third covers the first and second of the other two. The sixth type of al Razi agrees with the fifth of the
others, and the seventh might be included in the first of Ibn Qutaybah and
Ibn al Jazari. The third type of al Razf agrees with the fifth of the others,
and his seventh might be included in the first of Ibn Qutaybah and Ibn al
Jazari. However, this last suggestion of al Razf should not be dismissed,
since al Razi refers here to difference in dialect concerned with absence
or presence of imiilah, tafkhim, hamzah, etc. Some scholars consider all
differences to be a question of differences in pronunciation of this type.81
These are the differences between the schoiars, who agree in their general approach. For instance, Makki Ibn Abi Talib mentions that a group of
scholars adopted a view similar to that of Ibn Qutaybah, but he only explains their interpretation.82
The scholars who take this view are Ibn Qutaybah,83 Ibn al Jazari,84 al
Razi, 85 Makki Ibn Talib al Qaysi (437/1045), 86 the author of Kitiib a/
Mabiini fi Na?m a/ Ma'iinz~87 and Ibn al Baqillaru (403/1012).88
AI Khti'I's AI Bayiinfi Tafszr al Qur'iin 89 rejects all the a/:riidfth of the
revelation of the Qur'an in seven al},ruf simply on the grounds that these
al},adith were not narrated through the isniid (pl. asiinld) of Ahl al Bayt in
line with his Shi'Ite methodology. He states that after the Prophet, reference in religious affairs should be made only to the Qur'an andAhl al Bayt,
whom Allah Almighty has purified. Hence, no versions are valid if they
80. 36:35.
81. ltqiin, 1:133; al Rafi'I, in his book ljiiz a/ Qur'iin, 70, adopts this view. The work of the
author of Kitiib a/ Mabiinf fi Na?m a/ Ma'iini adopts the same view. See Muqad-dimatiin
fi 'Uium a/ Qur'iin, ed., A. Jeffery, 221-28.
82. lbiinah, 36.
83. Ta'wfl Mushkil a/ Qur'iin, 28-30.
84. Nashr, 1:26-27.
85. Ibid., 25; Fatl) a/ Biiri, 9:29. Ibn ijajar says here, "AI Razi quoted Ibn Qutaybah and
refined it."
86. lbiinah, 37-42.
87. Muqaddimatiin, 221-28.
88. Nukatallnti$iir, 120-22; Qur.tubf, 1:109-13.
89. AI KhO'I, a/ Bayiinfi Tafsir a/ Qur'iin, 177-90.
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differ from what is right in their view. Thus, there is no need to speak
about the asiinid of these versions, this being the first reason to reject these
versions and to consider them unauthentic.90
Furthermore, al Khu'I' claims that these versions contain contradictions. For instance, permission to recite the Qur'an, according to one
hadith, was given all at once. In one version Ubayy entered the mosque
and saw a man reciting in a way different from his, but another version
states that Ubayy was in the mosque and two men entered the mosque and
recited in different ways from each other.91
Finally, al Khu'I says that the reply was not related to the question in
the version relating to Ibn Mas'ud, who is reported to have differed with
another person as to whether a certain surah should be reckoned as having
thirty-five or thirty-six verses. 'Ali was beside the Prophet and answered,
''The Messenger of Allah commands you to recite as you have been
taught. n92
All in all, in his opinion, there is no reasonable meaning for the revelation of the Qur'an in seven aJ:zruf and it is not understandable.93
This view has no firm basis. First, it is not agreed outside Shi'ite circles that Ahl a/ Bayt are the only references for the Islamic Sharf'ah and
that the narrations of Ahl a/ Sunnah-including Abu Bakr, 'Umar, and
'Uthman-are invented. AI Khu'i 's approach would rule out a priori all discussions of the a/:lruf, and from an objective academic point of view there
is no justification for denying the validity of the hadith of Ahl a/ Sunnah in
their entirety. It is stated clearly in the Qur'an:
0 mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of a male and a
female, and made you into nations and tribes, that you may know
each other (not that you may despise each other). Verily the most
honored of you in the sight of God is (the one who is) the most righteous of you ... (49:13)
In any case, the differences between the versions in letters or words do
not affect the truth of the hadith, nor can contradictions refute an authentic hadith.
90. Ibid., 177. He quoted from U$ill a/ Kiifi, 4:438-39, Abii Ja'far's statement: "The Qur'an
has been revealed from One, but the difference comes from the narrators." It is also stated (439) that Abii 'AbdAllah was asked about sayings that the Qur'an was revealed in
seven a~rufand.he replied: "They lied and were enemies of Allah and it was revealed in
one ~if from the One."
91. Ibid.
92. Ibid., 178.
93. Ibid.
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AI Khu'I contradicts himself when he says: "Hence we find that the
narrators differ in some words of al Mutanabbi's poems but this difference does not invalidate the existence of the qa~fdah or its successive
transmission (tawiitur)." In the same way, the differences between the
narrators in the details of the Prophet's Hijrah do not contradict the
Hijrah itself or its tawiitur. 94 If this is so, it is difficult to see why this
principle should not also be applied to the question of the al}ruf. As for
the objection that there is no relation between the question and the
answer (in the hadith of 'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'Ud), this can be answered
quite simply by pointing out that the Companions were learning the
recitation and counting the verses, because the Prophet would pause at
the end of each verse (iiyah). 95 This was part of the process of teaching.
The Companions studied not more than ten verses at a time to recite and
practice. 96
Naturally, having rejected the revelation of the Qur'an in seven al}ruf,
al Khu'I does not accept the interpretation of the hadith but uses opposing arguments in an attempt to discredit them all. Despite this, he, surprisingly, mentions that he views al Rafi'I's opinion as closest to the truth,
but rejects it because al Rafi'I interpreted "seven" as a symbolic term. 97
He also reduces Ibn Qutaybah's views to six. In addition, he says there is
a seventh way of reading the Qur'an upon which all scholars agree, that.
Ibn Qutaybah does not take this into account, and that his seven interpretations of difference are in fact eight.98 Thus, in addition to rejecting Ibn
Qutaybah's premises, al Khu'I wishes to show that his arguments are in
any case fallacious.
Moreover, contrary to al Khu'I's claim, the al}adith have a petfectly
feasible value, which is that of facilitating recitation and making it easier
for the Muslims to understand. 99 The scholars' differences in interpreting
these al}adfth do not affect the authenticity of the al}adfth.'00
However, the Shi'ite scholar Abu 'AbdAllah al Zinjiinf, in his book
Tiirikh a/ Qur'iin, quoted the hadith narrated by 'Umar Ibn al Kha,t.tiib and
many other a/:liidith. 101 He chooses the view of al Tabafi as the best interpretation, this referring to the seven ways of recitation using synonyms. 102
Later he mentions that it might be possible to interpret this hadith as refer94. Bayiin, 158.
95. This is confirmed by a sound hadith related by Abo DawOd and al ijlkim. See al Albini,
$ifat $aliit al Nabiyy, 70-71.
96. Ibn Taymiyyah, Fatiiwii, 13:402; Tartib al Musnad, 18:9.
97. Bayiin, 191-93.
98. Ibid., 188.
99. See pp. 4-5 of this study.
100. For more information about the authenticity of these al}iidlth, see pp. 6-7 of this study.
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ring to the differences in the recitation of the Qur'an (e.g., imiilah, ishmiim,
and idghiim) as they have been narrated by the seven readers.' 03 Al Zinjaru
attributed this view to al Shahrastan1 in his Tafsir. 104
In conclusion, many sources and references support and witness to the
revelation of the Qur'an in the seven a}Jruf, which can be put in the following order:
The fact that many authentic and sound al].iidith indicate that the
Qur'an has been revealed in seven different a/:truf ~

1.

10

2.

The discussions and disputes among the Companions about differences in recitation during the lifetime of the Prophet, who him~elf
taught them to recite in many ways different from each other. 106

3.

The disputes among the successors (Tiibi'un) during the time of the
"rightly guided" caliphs, particularly in the time of 'Uthman. 107

4.

The many examples of differences in recitation that exist in the books
of sunan, like those of al Bukhal'i, Muslim, al Tirmidh1, and others. 1
Moreover, the books of tafsir like that of al Tabal'i 109 and books on the
history of qirii'iit and ma~iihif, like that of Ibn Ab1 Dawud, 110 include
many different riwiiyiit of the readings of the Qur'an. 111
(l!

The Qurrii', the readers of the Qur'an in different ways of recitation,
continuously, through generations, memorized and taught their students and followers the qirii'iit, readings of the Qur'an in different
ways according to rules of riwiiyiit and isniid.

5.

The following chapters will study these qirii'iit and the conditions
governing them, and will attempt to discover whether any are not based on

101. For the text of this al)iidith and some others, see al Zinjlin1, Tiirikh a/ Qur'iin, 33-37, and
pp. 3-5 of this study.
102. AI Zinjlinl, Tiirikh a/ Qur'iin, 37.
103. Ibid., also see pp. 13-14 of this study.
104. This tafsir is called Mafiifi/:1 a/ Asriir wa Ma$iibil;l a/ Abriir, which al Zinjlin1 says is a
respected tafsir. The author of this tafsir is AbO al Fat}) Mul)ammad Ibn al Qlisim Ibn
Al)mad al Shahrastlin1, a theologian and jurist who was born in 477 A.H. and died in 548
A. H. A manuscript of this work exists in the Majlis Library, Tehran. See Tiirikh a/ Qur'iin,

36.
105.
106.
107.
108.

See pp. 3-9 of this book.
Ibill., 3-4, 5-6.
See Ibn Ab1 DliwOd, Kitiib a/ Ma$ii/Jif, ed. A. Jeffery, passim.
Each book ha~ a chapter or more on the qirii'iit under Tafsir and Fa4ii'il a/ Qur'iin.
109. AI Tabatl, Jiimi' a/ Bayiinfi Tafsir a/ Qur'iin.
110. See also A. Jeffery, Material for the History of the Text of the Qur'an, including Kitiib a/
Ma$iil}if, passim.
Ill. AI Qirii'iit wa a/ Lahajiit, 5.
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the musl;zaf of 'Uthman, and whether in this case they may be derived from
the a/;lruf.
In conclusion, we may say that the scholars agreed unanimously that
the Qur'an has been revealed in seven a/;lruf in order to facilitate the reading of the Qur'an. This apparently came after the Hijrah, when various
tribes that spoke many different dialects embraced Islam and found it difficult to abandon their own dialects immediately.
Those who deny the authenticity of the a/:uidith dealing with this subject do not seem to have any objective basis for their arguments.
Finally, although scholars disagree as to the meaning of the a/;lruf, the
most natural interpretation is that they refer to linguistic variations in the
manner of reciting the Qur'an. However, it is difficult to commit to any of
the specific definitions of these linguistic variations advanced by various
scholars.
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CHAPTER

2

COMPILATION OF THE QUR' AN

The Prophet (peace be upon him) had scribes whom he ordered to
write down the revelation of the Qur'an on materials' available at that time.
It is stated that whenever he received verses or surahs, he commanded
one of his scribes inunediately to record and to arrange them in their places
in the surahs of the Qur'an. 2
Many accounts support this view, that every revealed verse was written down at the time of its revelation and was put in a preordained order
and kept in a safe place.3
Many scribes took down the revelation. Some were assigned permanently to record the revelation, being given the title of Katib al Wa~y. while
others normally were engaged on other secretarial duties and were brought
in to take down the revelation only occasionally.4
The scribes of the revelation whom the Prophet asked to write down
the verses-and the portions of the Qur'an that he received-were many;
even more scribes performed secretarial duties.5
Certain scholars tried to count the number of scribes by using the
sources available to them. Ibn Kathir counts twenty-two,6 and recently we
fmd the number increased to thirty-three' or about sixty.8 The most famous

l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

These are said to have included palm stalks ('usub), thin white stones (likhii/), pieces of
wood (a/wtil)), and shoulder bones (aktti/). See Bukhtiri, 6:478 and 481. For more detail,
see p. 29 below.
AI Baghawr, Shari) a/ Sunnah, 4:522.
AI Bukhtiri, 6:480.
Fatl) a/ Barf, 9:22; Kittib a/ Wuzarti' wa a/ Kutttib, 12-14; AI Bidayah wa a/ Nihtiyah,
5:339-55; Al'lqd a/ Farid, 4:245-47.
AI Musnad, 6:250; Kittib a/ Ma~IJif, 3; al Jahshiyarr, Kittib a/ Wuzarti' wa a/ Kuttiib, 1214; AI Bidayah wa a/ Nihiiyah, 5:339-55; Fat/J a/ Barf, 9:22; Al'lqd a/ Farid, 4:245-54.
AI Bidayah wa a/ Nihiiyah, 5:339-55.
Ma'a a/ Ma~ii/Jif, 15-18.
Kuttiib a/ Nabiyy, 3rd ed. (Beirut: 1981).
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scribes are 'Utlunan, 'Ali, Ubayy Ibn Ka'b, and Zayd Ibn Thabit,9 who is
known as Kiitib al Nabiyy or Kiitib al Waby. 10
To ensure that the Qur'an would not be confused with his own utterances, the Prophet is reported to have ordered his Companions to write
nothing except the Qur'an. Furthermore, he commanded those who may
have written down anything other than the Qur'an to efface it. 11
As a result, the entire revelation is said to have been gradually secured,
kept in a written form, and stored in the Prophet's house! 2
The Prophet gave a number of the Companions permission to have
their own manuscripts (in the sense of collections of fragments) in addition
to memorizing the Qur'an.' 3 The most famous among them, who are said to
have taught many others, are the following: 'Utlunan, 'Ali, Ubayy Ibn Ka'b,
Abu al Darda', Zayd Ibn Thabit, 'AbdAllah Ibn Mas'Od, Abu MOsa al
Ash'ari 14 Salim (the mawlii of Abu :ijudhayfah), and Mu'adh Ibn Jabal. 15
Thus, the Qur'an was memorized by many Companions and was all
written down in the form that has come to us (i.e., the same verses and
surahs in the very same order)! 6
Though the Qur'an was fully recorded, using all possible writing materials, it was not written in the form of a mu~IJaf (referring to the Qur'an in
book form). This was done later after the Prophet had passed away.
Even before the recorded Qur'anic text was in book form, it was
known as AI Kitiib (The Book). For instance, the Qur'an states in 2:2:
''This is the book without doubt; in it is guidance sure to those who fear
God."
The Prophet is also reported as having said before his death: "I have
left amongst you Muslims that which, if you stick to it, you will not be
misguided-the book of Allah.""
Al Baghawi explains that these records were not compiled in an official mu~baf during the time of the Prophet because some verses were
abrogated during the period of the revelation of the Qur'an. When there
was no more abrogation and the revelation was sealed, the time had come
for the formal compilation to be carried out.'8

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Kitiib a/ Wuzarii' wa a/ Kuttiib, 12; AI Bidiiyah wa a/ Nihiiyah, 7:145; Fatl) a/ Biiri, 9:22.
Fatl) a/ Biiri, 9:22.
AI NasA'f, Fa4ii'il a/ Qur'iin, 12; AI Kha~fb al Baghdadi, Taqyid a/'1/m, 29-32.
Fatl) a/ Biiri, 9:13; Shari) al Sunnah, 5:521-22.
Kitiib a/ Ma$ii/Jif, 50-88; All,viibah fi Tamyiz al Sal)iibah, 2:489; Materials, 20-238.
Maniihil, 1:245.
Bukhiiri, 6:487, adds these two names to the list given in Maniihil.
See, for example, al Baghaw1, Shari) a/ Sunnah, 4:518.
AI Nawawf, Sahil) Muslim bi Shari) al Nawawr, 7:184.
Shari) a/ Sunnah, 5:519.
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Burton argues against this view on the basis of his rejection of the two
modes of mansukh al tiliiwah. 19 However, a stronger argument in its favor
would be the fact that it would be pointless to compile the Qur'an into a
bound mu#J.af until the process of revelation was completed.

Compilation of the Qur'an during the Reigns of
Abu Bakr and 'Uthman
The Companions and their Followers relied on memorizing the
Qur'an-teaching the young and newly converted Muslims the Qur'an
through memorization. In addition, they had their personal manuscripts.
The Qur'an remained uncompiled in official book form until the year
12 A.H., when seventy of the lfu.ffii? were killed in Yamamah fighting
against the self-proclaimed prophet Musaylimah. 20 Forty lfu.ffii?, and possibly seventy, had been killed earlier in the battle of Bi'r Ma'iinah.21
'Umar came to Abu Bakr with the suggestion that the Qur'an should
be compiled in a single book as a safeguard against the loss of some parts
of the records or the death of the lfu.ffii?.
AbU Bakr considered the matter carefully and agreed with 'Umar
after some hesitation. He then entrusted Zayd Ibn Thabit with the compilation since he had the following qualifications:
1.

He was the well-known scribe of the revelation (Kiitib a/ Waby al
Mashhiir).

2.
3.

He was a f:liifi'? of the Qur'an.
He had checked through the text with the Prophet after the Prophet
had recited it in the presence of Jibril for the last time.
He was young, knowledgeable, wise, and reliable.
He was skilled at writing the Qur'an.22

4.
5.

Zayd was afraid of carrying out this task because he felt that he could
not do something that the Prophet had not asked him to do. Abu Bakr
finally persuaded him, and he started the work by comparing the Prophet's record with the memorized and written versions of those of the
f:lu.ffii? who were available in Madinah. He then wrote out the entire text

19. See The Collection of the Qur'tin, passim. For a further discussion of this question, see
alsop. 49.
20. Qur{ubi, 1:50. See pp. 38-39 for a further discussion of the number killed.
21. ftirikh a/ Tabar!, 2:545-49; al WAqidl, Maghtizi, 1:346-350; AI Ktimi/, 2: 171-72; Bukhari,
5:287-88.
22. Fatl) a/ Biirl, 9:13.
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in book form and presented the m~IJ,afto Abii Bakr, who received it and
kept it in his custody. 23
The m~IJ,af remained with Abii Bakr until he died, then with 'Umar
until the end of his life, and then with ijaf~, the daughter of 'Umar and
the wife of the Prophet, who was the executor for her father, and was herself a lffl/i?ah. This was because 'Umar had died before the installation of
the third khalifah. 24 At this time disputes arose about the reading of the
Qur'an among the Qurrii' (i.e., readers) because some of the Companions
and the Followers were teaching students in the cities they were sent to in
versions that differed in various ways, and also because the Companions
were reciting the Qur'an in the seven a}J,ruf they were permitted to use.
By the time of 'Uthman, disputes among the readers became so heated that they were accusing each other of unbelief (kufr). Many complaints
were brought before 'Uthman, urging him to take action to avert fighting
and division among the Muslims. Such disputes occurred in many places:
Madinah, 25 Kiifah, Ba~rah. Syria, and the military camps (ajniid).
Hudhayfah Ibn al Yaman was in the battle zones of Armenia and
Azerbaijan and witnessed these disputes among Muslims. He became
very annoyed and hastened to Madinah to suggest to 'Uthman a unified
reading of the Qur'an. He addressed him saying, "0 Chief of the
Believers! Save this Ummah before they differ about the Book as the
Jews and the Christians did before." 26
Consequently, 'Uthman called the Muhiijirun and An~iir for consultation. All of them agreed and encouraged him to unify the reading of the
Qur'an.n
'Uthman sent a message to ijaf~ah saying: "Send us the manuscript
of the Qur'an, so that we may compile the Qur'anic materials in perfect
copies and return the manuscript to you." ijaf~ah sent the manuscript to
'Uthman. 'Uthman then ordered Zayd Ibn Thabit, 'Abd Allah Ibn al
Zubayr, Sa'Id Ibn al ·A~. and 'Abd al Ral}man Ibn ijarith Ibn Hisham to
write the manuscripts in perfect copies. 'Uthman said to the Qurayshi
men, "If you disagree with Zayd Ibn Thabit on any point in the Qur'an,
write it in the dialect (lisiin) of Quraysh as the Qur'an was revealed in
their tongue." 28 They did so and when they had written many copies,
'Uthman returned the original manuscript to ljaf~ah. 29
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Bukhari, 6:478.
Fatl} a/ &iri, 9:10-16.
Tabarf, Tafsir, 1:21; ltqiin, 1:102; AI M~l}if, 21; AI Muqni', 8.
BukharJ, 6:479.
AI Kiimil, 3:111-12.
For further discussion, see Chapter 5.
Bukhiirf, 6:479.
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To every Muslim region, 'Uthman sent one copy and ordered that all
the other Qur'anic materials, whether whole or fragmentary manuscripts,
be burnt.30
The Companions, the learned men, and the leading figures agreed
with 'Uthman and approved the decision he had made, including 'Ali. 'Ali
is reported to have confronted those who rebelled against 'Uthman and
said to them that 'Uthrnan burnt only the ma$ii/J.ifthat varied from the final
revelation and preserved that which was agreed upon,31 that he did nothing without the consultation and consent of all Companions, and, furthermore, that if he were in 'Uthman's position he would have done the same
thing.32
In fact, Muslims in general admired 'Uthman's action and agreed to
it unanimously (with the exception of Ibn Mas'iid) because 'Uthrnan united them in one mu$/J.af, cleansed from any abrogated versions, and freed
it from any ii/J.iid reading or any interpretation that may have been added
to the text. 33

Methods Adopted in This Compilation
We can assume that the scribes thoroughly investigated the text of the
Qur'an in order to ensure the authenticity of the written form compared
with memorized versions, that they ensured that all the verses and surahs
they wrote down were revised according to the final revelation, that they
were convinced that the text was as it had been recited by the Prophet in
the final revelation, and that there were no abrogated verses in the mU$/J.a/
(for example, Surat al Jumu'ah [62:9], where the wordfiis'u is sometimes
said to be read fiimtf.u, but the authentic one is the first, the latter having
been abrogated in the final revelation).34
Thus, the people agreed unanimously with 'Uthman, since his new
compilation was in accordance with the first compilation of Abii Bakr. It
is stated in a sound hadith (riwiiyah $a/ftl)ah) that the reading of Abii Bakr,
'Umar, 'Uthman, 'Ali, Zayd Ibn Thabit, the Muhiijirun, and the An$iir was
the same, and was the common reading that was taught to them after the
final revelation. The Prophet read the Qur'an with Jibiil once in every
~. but in the last Rama.;lan before he passed away he read it twice.
Zayd Ibn Thabit bore witness to this final revelation and read it with the
Prophet and wrote it down for him in this way.
30. Ibid.
31. AI Bidiiyah wa a/ Niluiyah, 7:171.
32. AI Kiimil, 3:112. For a discussion of the position of 'Air in Shr'ite sources, seep. 56 of
this book.
33. Maniihil, 1:260-61.
34. Ibid, 1:257-60.
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Hence, this reading was named the reading of Zayb Ibn Thabit
because he wrote it and read it to the Prophet and taught his students what
he had been taught. For this reason also he was in charge of the project for
the first and the second compilations.35
The scribes of the compilation of 'Uthman were four, according to
Bukbfui.36
Ibn Abf Dawiid (316/928) narrates on the authority of Muhammad
Ibn Silin (110/729) that the scribes whom 'Uthman instructed to compile the Qur'iin were twelve, being from the Muhiijirun and the An~iir,
and that Ubayy Ibn Ka'b was one of them. Ibn Sirfn adds, "Kuthayyir
Ibn Afla}:l told me-and he was one of the scribes-that when they differed in writing something they used to postpone writing it. I think that
this postponing was to make sure that it corresponded to the final revealed
version." 37
It is said also that the scribes of this revelation were only two, Zayd
Ibn Thltbit and Sa'Id Ibn al 'Af>, for the reason that Zayd was the best in
·:. writing and Sa'id was more eloquent in pronunciation.38
Those who say that the scribes were twelve include scribes who dictated and others who wrote, but do not mention all of their names. AI
'Asqalanf found that nine of them are mentioned in various places by Ibn
Abi Dawiid and lists them. 39 They are, in addition to the four mentioned
in Bukhari:,40 Malik Ibn Abi 'Amir (grandfather of Malik Ibn Anas),
Kuthayyir Ibn Afla}:l, Ubayy Ibn Ka'b, Anas Ibn Malik, and 'AbdAllah
Ibn 'Abbas. Ibn Ab1 Dawiid reports the command of 'Umar Ibn al
Kha.t.tab: "No one should dictate in our ma~ii/Jif except those who
belonged to Quraysh and Thaqif." 41
AI 'Asqalan1 argues that in fact no one from Thaqif was among the
scribes, as they were either from Quraysh or the An~iir! He tries to evaluate these views and suggests that at the beginning of the compilation
Zayd and Sa'Id were the sole scribes, but when help was needed to write
out more copies to be sent to the provinces, the other scribes were
added. 43
2

35. Shari) a/ Sunnah, 5:525-26. It is narrated on the authority of 'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'iid that
he also witnessed the final revelation.
36. 6:479. See also a/ Kiimil, 3:112.
37. Fatl) a/ Biirf, 9:19; AI Ma$ii/J.if, 25-26.
38. Fatl) a/ Biiri, 9:19.
39. Ibid.; AI Ma$iil)if, 25-26.
40. 6:479.
41. AI Ma$ii/J.if, 11.
42. Fatl) a/ Biirl, 9:19.
43. Ibid. For a modem attempt to establish the names of the other scribes, see Md a/ Ma$iil)if,
92; Diriisiitfi a/ Thaqiifah a/lsliimiyyah, 59.
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Ibn Mas'Od is said to have felt ignored or insulted when he was not
asked to join the committee set up to compile the Qur'an. He is quoted
as having said that he had been taught seventy surahs by the Prophet,
while Zayd Ibn Thabit was a young boy playing with children. 44 As a
result, Ibn Mas'Od is said to have refused to give his mu~}J,af back to
'Uthman to be burnt and to have told his students to do the same. Ibn Abi
Dawud states, however, that Ibn Mas'Od reconsidered and gave his
45
mu~}J,afback to 'Uthman.
The reason 'Uthman did not include Ibn Mas'Od is discussed by al
'Asqalan1, who points out that Ibn Mas'Od was not in Madinah at the
time when 'Uthman urgently appointed the committee. He was in
Kufah. Furthermore, 'Uthman did nothing more than reproduce the
pages compiled by the command of Abu Bakr into one mu~}J,af. In the
times of Abu Bakr and of 'Uthman, Zayd Ibn Thabit had the privilege
of being the scribe in charge of compilation. 46

The Materials of Inscription of the Qur'an
The materials available at the time of the first compilation during the
lifetime of the Prophet are said to have included the following: Palm stalks
('usub), thin white stones (likha/), boards (alwa}.l), scapula bones (aktaj), saddles (aqtdb), leather (adim), pieces of cloth (riqd'):7 potsherds (khaza/), shells
49
50
(~ada/), ribs (a4lll), and parchment (raqq)
When the compilation took place during the reign of Abu Bakr, the
materials differed from those of the first inscription.
AI 'Asqalaru states that Abu Bakr was the first one to compile the
Qur'an on paper• and in one mu~}J,af. He supports his view by a version
attributed to Ibn Shihab al Zuhti (124{741).52 He refutes the view that Zayd
48

44. AI Musnad, 5:325, Fatl} a/ Biiri, 9: 19; Qur.tubi, I :52-53; Ibn Sa'd, a/ "fabaqiit, 2:444.
45. AI Ma~ii/Jif, 18; Qur.tubi, 1:52-53; AI Tamhid wa a/ Bayiinji Maqta/ a/ Shahid 'Uthmiin.
The author, Mul}ammad Ibn Yal}ya Ibn Abi Bakr, adds "but the followers of Ibn Mas'Od
did not agree with him. Then Ibn Mas'Od asked 'Uthman for permission to return to
Madrnah as he did not wish to stay in Kofah. He was given permission and came to
Madrnah some months before he passed away."
46. Fatl} a/ Biirl, 9:19.
47. Bukhiiri, 6:478-81; Miftiil} a/ Sa'iidah, 2:292; A/ Mul}arrar a/ Wajiz, 1:64.
48. AI Muharrar a/ Wajiz, 1:64.
49. Ibn al Baqillani, a/ Tamhid, 222.
50. AI Awii'il, 1:214. The author interprets raqq as waraq, which meant "parchment" at the
time. In this connection it is reponed also that individuals would come with a waraqah to
the Prophet, whou would ask one of the scribes to write on it for him. See al Bayhaqi, AI
Sunan a/ Kubrii, 6:16.
51. Clearly this is an anachronism, since even papyrus was not in use during this period in
Arabia. Presumably, what is intended is parchment.
52. Fatl} a/ Biitl, 9:16.
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wrote for AbU Bakr on leather and palm leaf stalks and rewrote the Qur'an
for 'Umar on paper. 53 He asserts that the Qur'an was written on leather and
palm leaf stalks before the time of AbU Bakr and that it was rewritten on
parchment during the reign of Abu Bakr.54
In a modem study it is argued that the oldest m~IJ.af in existence is that
found in the Mosque of 'Amr Ibn al ·~in Egypt It is written on parchment, probably the best medium for an important document such as the
Qur'an, which is intended to have a long life.55 Although papyrus was of
course available in Egypt, which is not far from Arabia, none of the old
56
ma~iil;.if which exist today use it. Paper was not known in the Islamic
world before ( 134n51).57

The Sending of the Ma$iihif to the Provinces
The number of ma~iil;.if sent to the cities is not specified. The old
sources cite no fixed number. However, al Bukhati, on the authority of
Anas Ibn Malik, states: "'Uthman sent to every Muslim province a copy of
what they had copied" (ilii ku/1 ufuq min iifiiq al Muslimin). 58
Ibn Ab1 Dawiid states: '"Uthman sent a mu~J;.afto every Muslim battlefleld"59 and "he distributed ma~ii}J.ifto the people."60
Likewise, in many other primary or secondary sources, no reference is
made to a particular number of ma~ii}J.if.
Later on, reference is made to four copies with or without mentioning
names of cities. Those which mentioned the number of ma~ii}J.if differ in
the names of the cities to which the ma~iil;.if were sent.
Ibrahim al Nakha'1 (d. 96nl4) is quoted as supporting the view that
the number of ma~iil;.if sent by 'Uthman was four. 61
ijamzah, one of the seven canonical readers, stated that his mu~~Jaf
was copied from the Kiifan mu~IJ.af, which was one of the four ma~iil;.if
sent to the cities.62
AbU 'Amr al Dam (444/1052) states that four copies existed, three of
which were sent to Kiifah, Ba:;rah, and Makkah, while the fourth copy was
kept in Madinah in the custody of 'Uthman. Al Dam adds that this is the
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

Ibid.
Ibid.
AI Zafzaf, AI Tdrif hi a/ Qur'iin wa a/lfadith, 84-85.
Ibid.
AI Tha'iUibi, Thimiir a/ Qu/ub, 543; La.tii'if a/ Mdiirif, 160, 218.
Bukhiiri, 6:479.
AI Ma$ii/Jif, 20.
Ibid., 12.
AI MO$ii/Jif, 35.
Ibid., 34.
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opinion of most scholars.63 Al 'Asqalam agrees with the famous saying
that they number five. 64
According to Ibn al Baqillam they are five, a copy being sent to Kiifah,
Ba:;rah, Yaman, and Baluayn, while 'Uthman kept a copy for himself. 65
He is followed by al Qas.tallam, who opts for the number mentioned by al
'Asqalam.66
Ibn 'Ashir argues that five ma~ii}Jif were sent to Makkah, Damascus
(Sham), Ba:;rah, Kiifah, and Madinah, while 'Uthman kept a sixth copy for
himself, which is known as Mushaf al lmiim. 67
Al Zurqam considered the evidence for the existence of copies five
and six. He suggested that the scholars who counted them as five did not
count the personal copy of 'Uthman, and he therefore supported the view
that counted them as six.68
AbO ijatim al Sijistam (d. 250/864) states: '"Uthman sent seven
ma~ii}Jif, keeping one in Madinah and distributing the rest to Makkah,
Damascus, Yemen, Ba\lfayn, Ba:;rah, and Kiifah."69 He is seconded in this
by Ibn 'Asakir (d. 571/1175)70 and Ibn Kath1r (d. 774/1372)/ 1 except that
the latter puts Egypt in the place of Baluayn. In F a4fi'il al Qur'iin he gives
the list quoted above, but in the later AI Bidiiyah he mentions Egypt in
place of Baluayn.
Al Rafi'1, in his book Tiir"ikh Adiib al 'Arab,12 supports this view,
choosing the names suggested by Ibn Kath1r in his al Bidiiyah.
Ibn al Jazati (d. 833/1429) opts for the number mentioned by Abo
ijatim, but adds that an eighth copy was retained by 'Uthman, which was
known as Mu~}Jaf al lmiim. 13
Finally, al Ya'qOb1 (284/897) counts nine copies, adding Egypt and al
Jaz1rah to the list given by Abo ijatim.74
In conclusion, the most reliable evidence suggests that the number of
ma~ii}Jif was six. The reason is that all of the scholarly works on qirii'iit
refer repeatedly to the ma~ii}Jif of Mactmah, Makkah, Damascus (Sham),

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

AI Muqni', 11; AI Murshid a/ Wajiz, 14.
Fatl) a/ Biiri, 9:20.
Nukat a/ lnti$iir, 359.
Jrshiid a/ Siiri, 7:535.
Maniihil a/'lrfiin, 1:403.
Ibid.
AI Ma$al)if, 34; AI Murshid a/ Wajiz, 73.
TahdhibTarikhDimashq, 1:44.
AI Bidiiyah wa a/ Nihiiyah, 3:216.
2:20-21.
AI Nashr, 1:7.
Tiirikh a/ Ya'qilbi, 2:1471.
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Kiifah, and

Ba~rah

and

Mu~l}iif

allmiim, and never mention any other

m~IJ,af.'~

This argument is supported by the fact that 'Uthman is said to have
entrusted five Qurrii' with the ~iil)if. He appointed Zayd Ibn Thabit to
teach the people of Mad"mah, and sent 'Abd Allah Ibn al Sa'ib to Makkah,
al Mughirah Ibn Shihab to Sham, AbU' Abd al R$nan al Sulanii to Kiifah,
and 'Amir Ibn 'Abd al Qays to B~. 76
The students and followers of the Qurrii' taught the following generations in the same way that they had been taught.77 Thus there seems to be
no place for Egypt, Babrayn, Yemen, or al Jazrrah, since no evidence
points to them; the assumption that there were seven or more ma~iil)if is
even less likely.
The earliest reports, which do not mention a fixed number of cities,
can be interpreted to attest to five, since these were mainly where textual
disputes were taking place at that time.
The addition of a sixth mu~IJ,af may be credible in that it takes into
account 'Uthman's personal copy. This is supported by the fact that when
'Uthman was killed, he was reading his personal m~/J.a/. 18 There are early
references to the mu~IJ,af of 'Uthman, which is known as Mushaf allmiim.
AbU 'Ubayd al Qasim Ibn Sallam quotes from this ~IJ.af and mentions
that he has seen it.79 Ibn al Jazati also is reported to have seen this m~IJ,af.fiJ
Moreover, the mu~IJ,af of Mad"mah is different from that of 'Uthman.
In this respect, al Sha.tibi states that Nafi' quoted the m~IJ,af of Madinah
while Abu 'Ubayd quoted that of 'Uthman.81

The Dating of the Compilation of the Qur'an
in the Reign of 'Uthman
In all aiJiidi,th that mention the compilation of the Qur'an in the time

of 'Uthman, no evidence suggests that the event took place other than after
ijudhayfah had witnessed the dispute among the Qurrli in the battle zone
of Armenia.82
Al Tabaii is the first who suggested a fixed date for this event. He
states that it was in 24/644.83 Al 'Asqalaru agreed and tried to support the
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.

AI Muqni', 98-131; AbO 'Ubaydah, Fa(jii'il al Qur'iin, 264-300.
Mantihil, 1:403-404; Ma' aJ Ma$ii/Jif, 90-91.
Maniihil, 1:403-04.
AI Tamhid wa al Bayiin, 138-39.
AbO 'Ubaydah, Fac}ii'il al Qur'iin, 264-300; Ma' al Ma$ii/Ji/, 89.
Ma' a/ Ma$ii/Jif, 89.
Kitiib 'Aqi/at Atriib a/ Qa$ii'id, 12; Ma' al Ma$ii/:lif, 89.
Tabarf, Tafsir, 1:59-61; Bukhiiri, 6:481; Kitiib aJ Ma$iil}if, 11-26.
Tiirikh a/ Tabari, 4:246. He also mentions another version that suggests the year 26 A.H.
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accuracy of the date through other reports. He states, "This event took
place in the year twenty five of the Hijrah in the third or second year of
'Uthman's installation as khalifah."84 He quotes Ibn Abi Dawfid, on the
authority of Mus.'ab Ibn Sa'd Ibn Abi Waqqa~. as saying, "'Uthman
preached and said: '0 People, only fifteen years elapsed since the Prophet
passed away and you differ in the recitation of the Qur'an."'ss AI 'Asqalan1
argues that the installation of 'Uthman took place after 'Umar's death at the
end of Dhii' al ijijjah, in the twenty-third year of the Hijrah (i.e., twelve
years and nine months after the death of the Prophet), and that if this is
so then the compilation must have taken place two years and three
months after his installation. He adds that in another version it is given
as thirteen years instead of fifteen. 86 He compares the two views and
concludes that the event must have taken place one year after the installation of 'Uthman, which can be taken as the end of the twenty-fourth
or the beginning of the twenty-fifth year of the Hijrah. 87 However," the
authenticity of both versions quoted by al 'Asqalani has been questioned.88 Indeed, if they were sound, the scholars would have accepted
his opinion unanimously, and no other suggestions would have been
discussed.
AI 'Asqalaru also says, "It is claimed by some of our contemporaries
that the event took place in the thirtieth year of the Hijrah," but he does not
quote any reference or give any evidence.89
The contemporary whom he quotes as suggesting the thirtieth year of
the Hijrah is Ibn al Jazari, who fixed this year in his book AI Nashr fi a/
Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr (1:7). In fact, Ibn al Athir, who preceded Ibn al Jazari,
mentions the same date, although he does not give any reference to support his view .90 Some other scholars affirm this opinion.91 Yet other scholars mention both dates without opting for either of them. 92
In some Western scholars' view, the event took place in 33/653
according to their dating of the conquest of Armenia. Hence, the Qur'an
would have been compiled at that time.93 One fact, however, contradicts
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

Fatl) a/ Barr, 9:17.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid. In this he was followed by al Qa~tallani, lrshiid a/ Siifi, 7:534; al SuyiiJI, ltQiin,
1:170.
A/ Murshid a/ Wajiz, 59.
Fatl) a/ &iri, 9:17.
AI Kiimil, 3:111-12.
For example, Abii al Fida', AI Mukhta~ar fi Tiirfkh a/ Bashar, 1;167; Muhammad Ibn
Yai,ya Ibn Abl Baler, AI Tamhfd wa a/ Bayiin, 50.
For example, Lo.tii'if a/ lshiiriit, I :58.
Brockelrnann, History of the Islamic Peoples, 64.
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this view, which is that Ibn Mas'Ud, who is reported to have refused to
return his m~}Jafto 'Uthman and to have told his students not to hand their
94
ma~iil)if over to be burnt, is said to have died at the end of 32/65295 or in
96
33 A.H. The following scholars agree that Ibn Mas'ud died at Maomah in
32 A.H.: a1 Tabari,97 a1 Baladhuti (279/892),98 al 'Amiti,99 Ibn Qutaybah,uXl
al Dhahab1, 101 and Ibn 'Abd al Barr!02 If this date is correct, the compilation would have taken place earlier.
However, since this compilation has been connected with the conquest
of Armenia in which ijudhayfah Ibn al Yaman was present, the narrations
differed in dating the event. In fact, there were many campaigns of conquest in Armenia, and ijudhayfah himself participated in three of them. 103
The first date mentioned, as narrated by Abu Mikhnaf, is 24 A.H. 104
Then al Tabati states that ijudhayfah was directed to the conquest of AI
Biib (Darband) as a help to 'Abd al RaQman Ibn Rab1'a in the year
30/650. 105 AI Tabati, who mentions some small details here and in other
places, does not mention anything about the ma~iil)if. However, Ibn al
Ath1r states that Hudhayfah, when he returned after this conquest, told
'Uthman what he had witnessed in the battlefield among the Qurrii'.
Consequently, 'Uthman consulted the Companions, who agreed with him
to compile the Qur'an. 106 Two years later (32/650), ijudhayfah was in that
region, leading the people of Kiifah. 107 In conclusion, the first narration of
Abu Mikhnaf does not seem to be authentic. Although al Baladhuti
(279/892) on one occasion quotes it, in his opinion it is not the best one.
The other versions he gives do not suggest any fixed date,. 111 although they
correspond with the events detailed in the conquest of the year 30/650, as
mentioned in other sources. 115
94. AI Ma~l)if, 13-18.
95. Ghiiyat al Nihiiyah, 1:459.
96. All~bah, 2:369; Tahdhib, 6:28. al 'Asqallnl attributes to Abo Nu'aym and others the
year 32 A.H., and the year 33 A.H. to Y~ya Ibn Bukayr. See Tahdhib a/ Tahdhfh, as
above.
fJ'l. Tarfkh al fabari, 4:308.
98. Ansiib al Ashriif, I :526.
99. AI Riyii4 al Musta,tiiba, 190-92.
100. AI Ma'iirif, 109.
101. Tarfkh allsliim, 3:104.
102. Allstf'iib, 2:324.
103. Tarfkh al fabari, 4:307.
104. Ibid. AI Tabarr adds that others place the event in 26 A.H. Ibn al Athlr states that it was
in 25 A.H.; AI Kamil, 3:83.
105. Tarfkh al fabatl, 4:281.
106. AI Kdmil, 3:111-12.
107. Tarfkh al fabatl, 4:306-07; AI Kamil, 3:131-33.
108. Futiil) al Buldiin, 277-88.
109. Tankh al fabari, 4:306-07; AI Kamil, 3:131-33.
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Leaving aside the issues raised by the death of Ibn Mas'iid in the year
32 A.H., it is reasonable to assume the compilation took place in the year
30/650, which is suggested by Ibn al Atliir, 110 supported by Ibn a1 Jazati, 111
and followed by some other scholars. 112

The Validity of Abu Bakr's Compilation
Some scholars argue that 'Umar was the first to compile the Qur'an.
In support of this they quote an account given by Ibn Sa'd (2301844). 113
It is reported also that 'Umar asked about a verse, and when he was
informed that it had been preserved in the memory of a certain man who
was killed on the day of Yamamah, he ordered the Qur'an to be compiled
in one mu$/J.a/. 114 He asked every person who had learned anything from
the Prophet to bring it, and he would accept only what two witnesses testified to. 115 Furthermore, it is argued that if Abii Bakr had participated in
the compilation, it would have become an official mu~IJ.af for the state,
which it was not. (If it were, it would not have been transferred to
:ijaf~ah. daughter of 'Umar, but would have passed into the custody of
'Uthman). 116
In addition, it is said that Abii Bakr did not live after the Battle of
Yamamah for more than fifteen months, which, it is argued, was not
enough time for a great task like the compilation of the Qur'an.
Moreover, there was not such a considerable number of great Qurrii'
killed on this occasion that it might be feared that some parts of the
Qur'an would be lost by their death. 117 Furthermore, as discussed above,
the Qur'an was committed to writing during the lifetime of the
Prophet. 118
However, in answer to these arguments it could be said that 'Umar's
role was to suggest to Abii Bakr the compiling of the Qur'an in one book
and to assist him in this. According to the hadith discussed above, he persuaded both Abu Bakr and Zayd Ibn Thabit and supervised the work of
compilation. The m~IJ.afthen came into 'Umar's custody after he became
khatifah and remained with him until his death, when it was transferred
110. AI Kiimil, 3:111-12.
111. AINashr, 1:7.
112. Seep. 34 above.
113. Al"(abaqtlt a/ Kubrll, 3:2.
114. ltqiin, 1:166.
115. Ibid.
116. Jeffery, Concluding Essay, 14; 'Abd al Qadir, Na1rah 'Ammahfi Tiirikh a/ Fiqh a/ ls/iinii,
90-91.
117. Concluding Essay, 14-15.
118. 'Abd al Qadir, Nap-ah 'Ammahfi Tiirikh a/ Fiqh alls/anii, 90-91.
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to his daughter ijaf~ah, his executor. This does not mean that it was
'Umar's personal copy, because he died before the succession of the next

khalifah.
The time frame is quite reasonable for the compilation of the Qur'an,
especially if we take into account the fact that Zayd was experienced in the
compilation of the Qur'an. He not only recorded the revelation for the
Prophet, but many people rallied round to help him in the task (including
the Companions who had memorized the Qur'an). 119
Furthermore, the lists of Qurrii' killed at the Battle of Yamamah
include many learned men like Salim (the maw/a of AbO ijudhayfah),
Thabit Ibn Qays, Ibn al Shammas, Zayd Ibn al Kha.t.tab, AbO Dujanah
Simak Ibn Kharshah, and many others.' 20 Ibn Kath1r counted over fifty of
them.'2'
Even if the number were not so great, there was still fear of missing
more learned Qurrii', since further battles would inevitably cause the death
of others, while there was always the danger that the younger Qurrii' might
fail to preserve some part of the revelation.
Even though the Qur'an may have existed in written form during the
Prophet's lifetime, this would not have allayed the fear, since it was not
compiled in a book form, but was written on a variety of materials.' 22
Finally the riwiiyahs of Ibn Sa'd' 2.l and al Suyii,ti 124 do not contradict
that of al Bukhafi,' 25 which attributes the compilation to AbO Bakr, if we
consider that 'Umar was the one who suggested it to Abu Bakr, and that he
helped Zayd Ibn Thabit and supervised the compilation.' 26

Dating the Compilation during Abu Bakr's Reign
The compilation of the Qur'an during the reign of AbO Bakr took
place after the Battle of Yamamah. m This is said to have been in 11 A.H.' 28
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

Bukhiiri, 6:477.
AI Bidiiyah wa a/ Nihiiyah, 6:334-40.
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AI Burhiinfi 'Uium a/ Qur'iin, I :238.
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Itqiin, I: 166.
Bukharr, 6:476-77.
Ibid. Ibn Abii Dawiid in his A/ Ma~ii/Jif, 6, states that Abii Bakr appointed 'Umar and Zayd
Ibn Thabit to compile the Qur'an and told them to sit in front of the mosque and to write
down what two witnesses testified to be part of the Qur'an. This version is said to be not
authentic (ltqiin, I :167). Jeffery in his Concluding Essay, 14, argues that this contradiction indicates that Abii Bakr did not compile any official mu~IJaf, but according to the
authentic tradition of Bukharr, as we have seen, the suggestion came from 'Umar, who
persuaded Abii Bakr.
127. Bukhiiri, 6:477.
128. Tiirikh a/ Tabari, 3:281-301.
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Ibn Kath1r quotes Ibn Qani' as saying that it was at the end of that year. 129
This date is supported by Ibn ijazm, who states that the conquest of
Yamamah was seven months and six days later, after the installation of
Abii Bakr. 130 Some other scholars mention that it was in 12 A.H. Ibn Kath1r
attributes this date to a group of biographers and chroniclers. 131 He tries to
reconcile these opinions by suggesting that the conquest began in 11 A.H.,
and ended in 12 A.H., 132 but finally opts for the year 12 A. H., because this
date, according to him, is the most widely accepted. 133
Based on the above discussion, it is difficult to accept the argument
of researchers who doubt the compilation of Abii Bakr on the grounds
that no agreement exists on the date of Yamamah (i.e., whether it was in
the eleventh or twelfth year of the Hijrah). 134

The Number of Qurrli' Slain
An estimated six hundred 135 to seven hundred Muslims were slain at
Yama.mah. 136 AI Tabaii states that among them were over three hundred
men of the Muhiijirun and An~iir, 137 while Ibn Kath1r quotes Khalifah Ibn
Khayya_t (240/854) as having said that four hundred and fifty Muslims
were slain, among them fifty from the Muhiijirun and A~iir. 138
In the opinion of some scholars, all seven hundred men slain were
Qurrii', while others consider the number seventy to be correct. 139 However,
it is certain that a considerable number of Qurrii' were slain at Yamamah.
As 'Umar is reported to have said: "Casualties were heavy among the
Qurrii' of the Qur'an on the day of the Battle of Yamamah." 140
Before leaving the subject of the compilations of Abii Bakr and
'Uthman, we should consider Burton's view that neither of these compilations took place.••• This view is based on the opinion that neither event is
logically necessary in order to account for the present-day m~l:zaf
However, to maintain this theory in practice means to deny the validity of
such an immense number of accounts to the contrary that Burton's view is
129.
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surely untenable. In addition, the account given here, which is based on a
consideration of the sources, provides a logical and inherently reasonable
account of a historical process.

The Arrangement of the Surahs
The surahs of the Qur'an were not arranged chronologically as they
were revealed. They were arranged differently. For instance, the second
surah (Surat a/ Baqarah) was revealed in Madinah after the Hijrah, while
the ninety-sixth surah (Silrat a/ 'Alaq ) was the first surah revealed in
Makkah. 142 If the arrangement of the mu~}Jafwere chronological, Silrat a/
'Alaq would have been the first surah in the mu$}Jaf There are also some
verses revealed in Madinah that were put in Makkan surahs. 143 However,
all scholars agree that the verses were arranged and put in their order
according to the revelation. 144
The scholars disagree as to whether the surahs were arranged according to the revelation (tawqif) or through the endeavor of the Companions
(ijtihad). Some scholars argue that the surahs were arranged by the
Companions, because of the different arrangements of their personal
ma~a}Jif. It is said that the m~}Jaf of 'An was arranged chronologically,
while the mu$/Ja/ of Ibn Mas'iid began with Surat a/ Baqarah, then Surat a/
Nisa', then Sural AI 'lmran, etc. 145
Others say that ijtihad took place only in limited areas. They mean by
this that the Qur'an, in its arrangement, is divided into four categories
according to the length of the surahs (i.e., a/ 'fiwal, a/ Mi'ln, a/ Mathani
and a/ Mufa~~a/). In their opinion ijtihad was only in the arrangement of
the surahs of each category; all agreed about the order and contents of
these four categories. 147
Others are of the opinion that all surahs were arranged according to
the revelation, except for surahs 7 and 9. In this case, they rely on the
following hadith: '"Uthman was asked why Silrat a/ Tawbah is put after
Silrat a/ Anfal, and why there is no basmalah between them. He replied
that it was because their theme is one, and because the Prophet passed
away without informing them where to put the basmalah." 14f.
146

142. AI ZuhrJ, Kitdb Tanzi/ a/ Qur'iin, 23.
143./tqiin, 1:38-47; Qur.tubi, 1:61; Ibn Taymiyyah, Daqii'iq a/ Tafsir, 1:13.
144. More discussion will be fonhcoming on pp. 45-47 in this chapter.
145. Qunubi, 1:59; AI Burluin, 1:256; ltqiin, 1:176; Asriir Tartib a/ Qur'iin, 68.
146. Itqiin, 1: 179-80.
147. AI Burluin, 1:237; ltqiin, 1:176.
148. AI Musnad, 1:398-99.
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This opinion has been refuted on the grounds that much evidence indicates that the surahs are arranged according to revelation without a single
exception. Here is some of the evidence as it has been reported in books
of the sunan.
1.

In Madlnah, a delegation came to the Prophet and one in the group,
Abu Aws, reported the Prophet as having said: "I did not want to
come without completing the parts of the Qur'an I recite daily."
They asked the Companions: "How do you divide the Qur'an for the
recitation?" They replied: "We divide them three surahs, five surahs,
seven surahs, nine surahs, eleven surahs, thirteen surahs, and the part
of a/ Mufassa/ from Silrat a/ Qiifto the end." 149

2.

Zayd Ibn Thabit, the scribe of the revelation, said: "We were compiling and arranging the Qur'an from the fragments, in front of Allah's
Apostle. " 150

3.

The basma/ah was a sign for the sealing of the surahs. Ibn 'Abbas stated that the Prophet did not know that a surah had been sealed until the
revelation came to him with "In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most
Merciful"; when it was revealed he knew that the surah was sealed}s 1

Al Nisaburi (828/1424) in his Tafsir reports that whenever the
Prophet received a surah, he asked the scribe to put it in its place.•sz
In light of the above, the compilation during the reign of AbU Bakr can
only have consisted of compiling it into one book, not of arranging the
surahs.'~3 The same applies to the compilation of 'Uthman. As Ibn al
Baqillaru states:
The whole Qur'an, whose compilation and writing Allah commanded, excluding the abrogated verses, is what is contained in this
mu~/;la/ (of 'Uthman). It is the same arrangement and style revealed
to the Prophet in the very same manner of verses and surahs with no
difference in word order, and the Ummah has received from the
Prophet the arrangement of every verse and surah, and their places,
as they have received the recitation of the Qur'an.•S4
Referring to the verse "It is for us to collect it and to promulgate it"
(75: 17), Ibn ijazm concludes that the Qur'an in all arrangements of its let149. Tartib Musnad Al)mad Ibn lfanbal, 18:29; Sunan Abi Diiwiid, 2:114-16.
150. Allfakim, 2:229; AI Murshid, 44, 61; ltqan, 1:172; c.f. Tartib Musnad, 18:30.
151. SunanAbi Dawud, 1:291; Allfakim, 1:231; Shari) at Sunnah, 4:522; AI Murshid at Wajiz,
35.
152. Gharii'ib at Qur'an wa Raghii'ib at Furqdn, 1:32.
153. Shari) at Sunnah, 4:502.
154. AI Murshid at WaJTz, 45; ltqan, 1:115.
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ters, words, verses, and surahs is as revealed by Allah to his Prophet, who
taught the people accordingly. Thus, no one can change anything:~~
Some scholars say that the arrangement of the surahs of the Qur'an in
the mu~}J.afhas features that prove that it is tawqif. For example:
1.
2.
3.

4.

the arrangement according to the beginning of the surahs with letters
like allfawiimim (seven surahs begin with lfiimim [surahs 40-46]);
the agreement of the beginning of a surah with the end of its predecessor; for example, the end of surah 1 and the beginning of surah 2;
a/ Wazn fi a/ Laf? (similarities of verse endings or fawii$il); i.e., the
end of surah 111 and the beginning of surah 112, which ends in a}j.ad;
and
the similarity between surahs in general, like surahs 93 and 94. ~
1

The differences among the ma~iil}if of the Companions are explained
as being because they were personal copies. If it so happened that during
the absence of one of them a surah (or more) was revealed, he would write
it whenever it seemed convenient to him. 1 ~7
We do not know about any of these ma~ii}J.if through an authentic
chain, and nothing which is said about them should be accepted as a fact.
Various contradictory accounts are given of the order of surahs in various
158
ma~ii}J.if, but in any case they do not correspond to the version of the
final revelation. 1 ~9
Finally, the hadith that ascribes to 'Uthman the arrangement of surahs
8 and 9 is said to lack authenticity and has been criticized regarding its
chain and its text. The chain includes a narrator, Yazid al Farisi, who is
unknown and regarded as weak by Bukhati and Tirmidhi} 60 The text (matn)
of the hadith contradicts the authentic reports.
Ahmad Shakir argues: ''This hadith is very weak and in fact has no
basis in its isnad. In addition, its text throws doubts on the basmalah at the
beginning of surahs, as though 'Uthman had added to them or omitted
some part of them as he liked, veneration be to him." 161
Mu\lammad Rash1d Ric;la adopted the same opinion before Shakir,
stating that a hadith narrated just by a single man was not accepted as
regards the arrangement of the Qur'an, for which successive narration

155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.

Ibn ijazm, Alll)kiimfi U~ul a/ Al)kiim, 4:93.
AI Burhiin, 1:260; Asriir Tartib a/ Qur'iin, 71.
Muqaddimatiin, 32; Maniihil, 1:248-49.
A/ Fihrist, 29-30.
Qur.tubi, 1:60.
Bulugh a/ Amiini, 18:155.
Musnad, 1:329-30.
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was necessary. 162 Elsewhere Rashid Ric;la says: "An account narrated by a
man like this, which is unique to him, is not sound and should not be
accepted for the arrangement of the Qur'an which is transmitted with
tawiitur." 163 He also says that it is impossible that all surahs were arranged
except these two s\li'aill. All authorities state that the Prophet and his
Companions recited surahs of the Qur'an in their order in and out of the
prayers. 164
Rashid Ric;la refers to the following hadith: "The Prophet used to recite
the whole Qur'an to Jibtil and Jibtil to him during Ramac;tan once every
year, but in the last Ramac;lan before the Prophet passed away he recited it
twice to Jibtil and Jibtil to him." 165 He argues that the order of these two
surahs (8 and 9) must have been well known at that time. 166 It is an accepted principle in the science of the hadith that an isolated hadith is not
accepted if it contradicts the verdict of reason and the verdict of the
Qur'an.l67
Furthermore, Malik (179{795) is reported to have said: ''The Qur'an
was but compiled according to the revelation, as they (the Companions)
heard it from the Prophet." 168 AI Qw:tubi (671/1272) argues that the
arrangement of surahs as a written document is tawqif, but the readers are
allowed to recite differently from the order of the mu~}Jnf. 169 Furthermore,
al Qw:tub1 concludes that the order of surahs is like that of verses; all have
come to us from the Prophet as they were revealed to him from Allah. If
someone were to change the order of any surah, it would be like changing
the structure of the verses, letters, and words. 170
AI ijarith ai MuJ;lasibi (243/857) is reported to have said that the compilation of the Qur'an was not invented, for the Prophet commanded his
Companions to write it down. But it was written on various materials: riqa'
(pieces of cloth), aktiif (shoulder-blades), and 'usub (palm branches
.~:';.tv'
stripped of thei~ leaves).
Abu Bakr s1mply ordered the Qur'an to be rewntten and to be assemfound in the house of the
bled in one place. Different writings

were

162. AI Maniir, 9:585; Musnad, 1:330.
163. f!iishiyah on Farj{J'il a/ Qur'iin, 12; Musnad, 1:330.
164. AI Maniir, 9:585. Individual surahs are referred to repeatedly by name in the hadith. Thus,
a cursory inspection of a single chapter of a single sowce (Sunan Ibn Miijah, 2:120-39)
reveals no less than twenty-six such references.
165. Bukhiiri, 6:485-86.
166. Farj[J'il a/ Qur'iin, 12.
167. AI Kha.tlb, AI Kifiiyahji 'lim a/ Riwiiyah, 432.
168. Ibn Kathlr, Farj[J'il a/ Qur'iin, 25.
169. Qurtubi, AI Jiimi'li AIJkijm a/ Qur'iin, 1:53.
170. AI Jiimi' li A!Jkiim a/ Qur'iin, 1:60.
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Prophet (peace be upon him) containing the Qur'an. These were arranged
and tied together by a cord to ensure that none were lost. 171
Al Suyfi.ti devoted a whole book to this subject, Taniisuq a/ Durar
fi Taniisub a/ Suwar, 172 in which the subject is treated thoroughly and
studied linguistically and rhetorically 173 to prove the succession of the
verses and surahs through all 114 surahs of the Qur'an.

The Compilation and Arrangement of Verses
in Their Surahs
The order of verses in the different surahs is agreed to have been
ordained by revelation and was not left to the Prophet or his Companions. 174
This can be supported by the following evidence. Ibn al Zubayr said to
'Uthman: ''This verse, which is in Surat a/ Baqarah, 'Those who die and
leave wives behind ... without turning them out,' has been abrogated by
another verse. Why then do you write it (in the Qur'an)? 'Uthman said,
'Leave it (where it is), 0 son of my brother, for I will not shift anything
of it (i.e., the Qur'an) from its original position.'"'"
The surahs were revealed on specific occasions, and the verses
served to answer a question or inquiry, and Jibnl would tell the Prophet
where to put them. 176 The Prophet is reported to have said: "Jibnl came
to me and commanded me to put this verse here in this surah (16:90):
'God commands justice, the doing of good and liberality to kith and kin
"'
Ibn 'Abbas is reported to have said that the last verse revealed in the
Qur'an is "And fear the day when ye shall be brought back to God. Then
shall every soul be paid what it has earned and none shall be dealt with
unjustly" (2:281) and then that Jibtil said to the Prophet, "Put it after verse
280 of Surat a/ Baqarah." 177
'Umar is reported to have said: "I have not asked the Prophet about
anything more than I asked him about a/ kaliilah, 178 to the extent that he
171. AI Burhiinfi 'Uiiim a/ Qur'iin, 1:238.
172. Published with a different title: Asriir Tartib a/ Qur'iin, ed. 'Abd al QAdir Al}mad 'Afll', 2nd
ed. (Cairo 1398/1978). He also composed a short treatise on this subject entitled Marii#d
a/ Ma.tiill' fi Taniisub a/ Maqiill' wa a/ Matiill', Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, MS.SII2,
114-17.
.
173. See, for instance, ijijazi, AI Wa/:ldah a/ Mawf!iliyyahfi a/ Qur'iin a/ Karim; al Qasim, AI
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.

l'jiiz a/ Bayiinifi Tanib Ayiit a/ Qur'iin a/ Karim wa Suwarih.
ltqiin, 1:172; Muir, The Coran, 37, says there were indeed recognized surahs or chapters.
Bukhiiri, 6:46.
Qurtubi, 1:60.
AI Mabiitii, 41; Qurtubi, 1:60-61.
One who dies without leaving a son or a father. See Qurfubi, 5:28-29, 5:76-78.
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pointed his fmger at my chest and said to me, 'Be satisfied with the verse
revealed in summer, which is in the end of Surat al Nisa."' 119
A certain person asked the Prophet which verse would bring good to
him and his people and was told: "The end of Surat al Baqarah, for it is
one of the treasures of God's mercy from under His Throne which He gave
to His people, and there is no good in this world and the next which it does
not include. " 180
The Prophet would teach his Companions the Qur'an. If he became
busy, he asked one of his learned Companions to teach it. 'Ubadah Ibn al
Samit is reported to have said: "When the Prophet became busy and
someone migrated to him, he used to ask one of us to teach him the
Qur'an."'s'
The Prophet would also send teachers to distant places to teach the
Qur'an. On one occasion, "he sent Mu'adh and Abu Miisa to Yemen and
commanded them to teach the people the Qur'an." 182
One of the Followers is reported to have said:
The Companions who used to teach them the Qur'an said that they
learned the Qur'an from the Prophet, ten verses, and they did not
learn another unit of ten verses until they understood their meaning
and fulfilled their requirements. 183
However, the Qur'an itself indicates that each surah has its own internal arrangement. Thus Qur'an 11: 13 challenges the Arabs in the Makkan
period:
Or they may say, "He forged it." Say, "Then bring ten surahs forged,
like unto it, and call (to your aid) whomsoever you can, other than
God, if you speak the truth."

The challenge of the Qur'an continued in the Madinan period:
And if you are in doubt as to what we have revealed from time to time
to our servant, then produce a surah like thereunto; and call your witnesses or helpers (if there are any) besides God, if your (doubts) are
true. (2:23)

179. Musnad, 1:231; ltqiin, 1:173.
180. Mishkiit al Mfll(ibfl) (English Trans.), 2:458.
181. Tanfb al Musnad, 18:9.
182. Ibid., 18:8.
183. Ibid, 18:9.
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The Prophet also recited surahs in the prayers among his
Companions, which indicates that they have a fixed revealed order
(tawqif). Furthermore, al Suyup points out, it would have been impossible for the Companions to arrange the verses in an order different from
the one they heard the Prophet use in his recitation, which is a strong
argument for tawqif. 184 AI Suyuti quotes Ibn ijajar al 'Asqalan1, Makki
Ibn Abi Talib al Qaysi, Ibn al Baqillani, Malik Ibn Anas, al Bayhaqi,
and Ibn al ija:;:;ar as supporting him on the succession of verses in the
different surahs. 18s

The Problem of Missing Verses
Zayd Ibn Thabit is quoted as saying of the compilation of Abu Bakr:
I started looking for the Qur'an and collecting it from (what was written on) palm stalks, thin white stones, and also from the men who
knew it by heart, till I found the last verse of Surat al Tawbah (repentance) with Abii Khuzaymah al An:;an and I did not find it with anybody other than him. The verse is: "Now has come unto you a
Messenger from amongst yourselves. It grieves him that you should
receive any injury or difficulty ... (till the end of Bara'ah)." (9:12829)•86
Abu Khuzaymah was the only one who had kept this verse in a written form, for there were many Qurra' who had committed the whole
Qur'an to memory. 187 For instance, when Zayd Ibn Thabit had reached
the end of "Then they turn aside: God hath turned their hearts (from the
light) for they are a people that understood not" (9: 127), Ubayy Ibn Ka'b
informed him that the Prophet had taught him two verses after that and
recited verses 9:128-29:
Now has come unto you a Messenger frorii amongst yourselves. It
grieves him that you should receive any injury or difficulty: ardently
anxious is he over you: to the believers is he most kind and merciful.
But if they tum away, say: "God suffices me: there is no god but He,
on Him is my trust-He the Lord of the Throne (of Glory) Supreme.
Ubayy added that this was the last verse of the Qur'an to be revealed! 88
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.

/tqiin, 1:174.
/tqiin, 1:172-76.
Bukhiiri, 6:48. The translation was taken from Yosuf 'Ali with modification.
Fatlj a/ Biiri, 9:16: ltqiin, 1:101.
AI Ma~iiljif, 9; Muqaddimatiin, 35.
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In another version it is reported that Zayd said:
A verse from Surat a/ Al;zzilb was missed by me when we copied the
Qur'an, and I used to hear Allah's Apostle (peace be upon him) reciting it. So we searched for it and found it with Khuzaymah Ibn Thabit
al ~. (That verse was 33:23: "Among the believers are men who
have been true in their covenant with God.") We then added it to its
swab in the mu~/:ulf.
189

The same theory advanced with respect to the missing verses of Surat
a/ Tawbah can be applied here, with the addition that Zayd himself had
committed this verse to memory, as clearly stated by him in this account.
It has been argued that this episode of the missing verse of Surat a/
Al;zziib took place during the compilation of'Uthman. 190 Nevertheless, Ibn
Kathir asserts that the missing of verse 33:23 definitely occurred during
the compilation of Abu Bakr, because it is confinned by another version
of the same tradition that is regarded as authentic. 191
A version is narrated by Ibn Abi Dliwfid 192 in which Khuzaymah Ibn
Thlibit came with these two verses from the end of Surat a/ Tawbah, and
'Umar said that if they had been three verses he would have made them
a surah. Then he suggested that he should decide on a surah and annex
them to it. Consequently, they were put at the end of surah 9. 193 This version, however, is said to lack authenticity, for it has three problems in its
isniid, the text (matn) contradicts successive and sound reports that state
that the Prophet taught his Companions the Qur'an and the order of verses
and surahs. In addition, this version states that AbU Khuzaymah put the
two verses at the end of Surat a/ Tawbah, though it is agreed unanimously that he was not one of the scribes who participated in compiling
the Qur'an.' 94 Indeed, Ibn Abi Dawud himself narrates in the same book,
indeed on the same page, another version that contradicts the above,
which states that Ubayy Ibn Ka'b reported that when they compiled the
Qur'an, the scribes thought that 9:127 was the end of a surah. Then he

189. Fatl] a/ /Jiirl, 9:11; Bukhiiri, 6:479-80; Mishkiit a/ Ma~iibi/J, 2:470, English translation by
James Robson.
190. Fatl] a/ /Jiiri, 9:21.
191. FaQii'il a/ Qur'iin, 15.
192. C.f. Musnad, 3:163-64.
193. AI Ma~iil]if, 30. Ibn Abi Dawiid in another version related this event to 'Uthman, seep.
31, who suggested to seal the last revealed surah with these two verses.
194. AI BannA, Bulugh a/ Amiini, 18:173. AIJmad ShAkir has also refuted this version on
the grounds that it is munkar shiidhdh in contradiction to the Mutawiitir. See Musnad, 3:163-64.
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informed them: "The Prophet taught me two verses after this, 'Verily has
come unto you a Messenger ... .'" 195
In support of the latter hadith, there is a hadith in AI Musnad on the
authority of al Barn', who is reported to have said: ''The last surah revealed
completely to the Prophet is Surat Barii'ah.'' 196 Thus, it is a fact that the end
of this surah was as well known to the Companions as the beginning and
the body of the surah. Nevertheless, Ubayy is reported to have said that
those two verses were the last revealed verses. 197 They were revealed
exactly in the year 9 A.H., and the Prophet sent 'AJi with this surah to recite
it and read it in the Ha.ij congregation at Makkah. 198
Furthermore, al Nasa'1 (303/915), in his Fadii'il a/ Qur'iin, reported
the hadith narrated by Zayd Ibn Thabit about the compilation of the
Qur'an during the time of Abii Bakr and did not mention the missing two
verses of Surat a/ Tawbah. 199 Ibn ijazm (456/1063) accepts the validity of
the hadith of Zayd that he found the two verses with Khuzaymah, but
emphasizes that this refers only to the written form, as it had been memorized by Zayd himself. 200 According to al Qtnlubi, the verses were substantiated by Khuzaymah but with the consensus of the Companions. 201
Ibn al Baqillaru, on the other hand, refutes the validity of this addition to
this hadith and states that the Qur'an was recorded in written form without any exception.202
In the light of all the above accounts, the conclusion is that the verses
were arranged and put in their order without exception.

The Meaning of the Term ]ami a/ Qur'an
The wordjama'a in the phrasejama'a a/ Qur'iin has two meanings.
One meaning is "to memorize," which occurs in the Qur'an in this sense
in the phrase inna 'a/aynii jam'ahu wa qur'iinahu.203 The expression
jiimi' a/ Qur'iin and its plural, jummii' a/ 'Qur'iin, are likewise used to
mean "a man or people who commit the whole book to their memories."
Thus, 'AbdAllah Ibn 'Amr is reported to have said, "Jama'tu a/ Qur'iin
195. AI Ma$d/.lif9:128-29; AI Murshid at Wajiz, 56; Tartib at Musnad, 18:173. The author of
Bulugh a/ Amdni, 18:54-55, and 173-74, accepts this version as a sound hadith accepted
by al }Jakim.
196. Tartib a/ Musnad, 18:54.
197. Ibid., 174. The report is regarded as sound. See Bulugh a/ Amdni, 174-75.
198. Tartib a/ Musnad, 18:156-58.
199. Fat.fd'il a/ Qur'dn, 63.
200. Ibn }Jazm, alll)kiimfi U$ill a/ Al)kiim, 6:832.
201. QUilubi, Tafsir, 1:56.
202. Nukat allnti$dr, 331.
203. 75:17.
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fa qara'tu bi hi fi kulli laylah ... "204 meaning, "I have committed the
Qur'an to memory and recite the (whole) Qur'an every night ... " In this
respect, Ibn S1tin is reported as having said that 'Othman memorized the
Qur'an during the lifetime of the Prophet; i.e., "Jama'a 'Uthman a/
Qur'iin 'alii 'ahd Rasul Allah $alia Allah 'alayh wa sal/am, yaqulu:
bafi?ahu. " 20~
The other meaning of the word jama'a is "to collect and write down."
We fmd this in such expressions as "AbU Bakr awwal man jama'a a/
Qur'iin bayn allawbayn," 206 meaning "Abu Bakr was the first to compile
the Qur'an in a written form, as a book (between two boards)."
Many Companions committed the whole Qur'an to memory. 207 This
study has revealed more than thirty of them. 201 In addition, hundreds of
Companions memorized some parts and surahs. 200
The many reasons for the Companions to memorize the whole Qur'an
during the lifetime of the Prophet included the excellence of the language
of the Qur'an for the Arabs210 and the use of the Qur'an for prayers and private and collective recitations.211
The Qur'an also served as a book of shari'ah (law) and of social, business, and state affairs.
The Prophet urged the Companions to recite the Qur'an collectively
and privately, especially in night prayers during the month of Ramac;tan,
and to memorize some verses, surahs, or the whole Qur'an. 212 Those who
have memorized the Qur'an are highly honored and rewarded in the
hereafter. 213
Also the Arabs' memory, as Muir states, was tenacious. 214 Some Companions went to the extreme of reciting the whole book in one night.
However, when the Prophet was informed, he asked them not to seal the
Qur'an in less than three days or a week.21S

204.
205.
206.
207.
208.

209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.

AI NasA 'I, Faf/ii'il a/ Qur'iin, 101.
AI Baladhuri, Ansiib a/ Ashriif, part IV, 1:489.
Kitiib a/ Ma~ii/Jif, 5.
Ma'rifat a/ Qurrii' al Kibiir, 29-39; ltqiin, 1:201-04.
These are those whom we know by name; we have no precise information about anonymous Qurrll', although on one occasion seventy of them are said to have been killed, as
early as 5 A.H. See Bukhiiri, 5:287-88.
ltqiin, 1:200.
Ibn al Baqillilni, l'jiiz a/ Qur'iin, 33-50.
Shari) a/ Sunnah, 4:19-31; al NasA'I, 2:120-39.
Shari) a/ Sunnah, 4:427-99.
Ibid., 427-36.
The Coran, 38.
AI Musnad, 10:43; al Nasil'I, Faf/d'il al Qur'iin, 101-03.
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On the other hand, Anas Ibn Malik is reported as having said that
only four persons committed the Qur'an to memory at the time of the Prophet. 216 Although many interpretations of this statement have been
offered, the only reasonable one is that he meant among his tribe of
Khazraj, since he was boasting of their achievements compared to the
other branch of the An~iir (i.e., Aws). 211
Thus, Jummii' al Qur'iin are those who have memorized the Qur'an
and recite it by heart. The words lfuffa? and Qurrii' have exactly the same
meaning. 218
.
219
Shaban maintains that the Qurrii' refer to Ahl a/ Qura (villagers)
rather than readers of the Qur'an. However, this hypothesis seems to be
groundless since all standard references indicate that it is the readers
who are being referred to. Furthermore, no lexicographical source gives
qurra' as a derivation of the word qaryah; the only accepted plural form
is qarawiyyitn.
However, as mentioned earlier the Prophet had numerous scribes who
took down the revelation to aid memorization.220

The Words $alfifah and Mu~/Jaf and Their Origins
The word ~al]lfah (pl. ~ul]uf and ~al]ii'if), as al Jawhari states, mearis
"a book," as it is found in Qur'an 87:18-19: "And this is in the book of earliest (Revelations), the book of Abraham and Moses." It means the book
revealed to them. 221
The words mu~l]af, mi~l]af, or ma~l]af mean "a (book) containing written sheets between two covers." AI Azhari is reported to have said: "It is
called mu~l]af because it was made a container of written sheets between
two covers. " 222
There is a hadith that proves that the Prophet used the word mu~l]af in
reference to the written form of the Qur'an. 'AbdAllah Ibn 'Amr lbn.al ·A~
supports this fact by relating that a man came to the Prophet and said to
him, "This son of mine reads the mu~l]af in the daytime ..." 221 Indeed, in
another version, the Prophet is reported as having forbidden travel with a

216. Bukhiiri, 6:488.
217. Nukat a/ lnti~iir, 70-76; Fatl) a/ Biiri, 9:46-54.
218. AI Baghawf in his book Shari) a/ Sunnah, vol. IV, p. 428, says: "Ku/1 Shay' in Jamdtahu
fa-qad qara'tahu."
219. M.A. Shahan, Islamic History: A New Interpretation I, 23, 50-51.
220. See pp. 25-27 of this study.
221. Lisiin a/'Arab, 9:186.
222. Ibid.
223. Musnad, 10:110-11.
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m~J:zafto the land of the enemy, lest the enemy take it (and destroy or dishonor it). 224
Thus the. word mu$/:za/ was known to the Muslims, which indicates
that they had no need to borrow or invent it after the Prophet's death. In
fact, the word was known to the Arabs even before Islam and is found in
a verse of the pre-Islamic poet Imru' al Qays: Atat I:Jijajun ba'di 'alayhiifa
a$ba/:lat ka kha.(ti zaburinfi ma$iii:Jifruhbiin (Some years elapsed since my
presence, and it became like the writing of psalms in the ma$iii:Jif of
monks). 225
The word mu$/:Jaf is believed to be of Ethiopian origin, 226 and that it
was brought back by the Muslims who emigrated to Ethiopia, and that
Ibn Mas'iid suggested this name for the compilation of Abii Bakr. 227
However, as stated earlier, the word mu$/:Jaf, whether or not of Ethiopian origin, was in the Arabic vocabulary long before. It is unlikely that
Ibn Mas'iid, who took no part in the compilation, should be involved in
this way. In short, this account cannot be accepted. It is maintained also
that the word mu$/:za/ does not necessarily pertain to the entire text of the
Qur'an but can also refer to a portion of it. 228 However, in the references
mentioned above, the entire text is referred to. Some personal codices
(manuscripts and fragments) may not have included the entire text, but the
'Ut:hmanic ma$iii:Jif, based upon the first compilation, included the entire
Qur'an without any exception.

Theory of Naskh
Most scholars agree on the existence of naskh in the Qur'an. However,
they differ on many points, particularly about the meaning and modes of
naskh and their examples.229
They all agree230 on the first mode, namely, naskh ali:Jukm wa baqii' al
tiliiwah (the abrogation of the ruling and keeping its recitation), for example, 2:240, which is said to have been abrograted by 2:234.231
The second mode of naskh discussed is naskh al I:Jukm wa al tiliiwah
(abrogration of the ruling and its recitation). It is said that some verses and
Bukhiir1, 4:146.
Dfwiin lmru' a/ Qays, 88.
Concluding Essay, 46.
ltqiin, 1:166. AI Suyiiti states that the isniid of this report is interrupted (munqa.ti').
Martin Hinds, "The Siffin Arbitration Agreement," Journal of Semitic Studies 17, 95-96.
AI Juwayni, AI Burhiinfi U$iil a/ Fiqh, 2:1293-300; AI Ghazziili a/ Mustaga, 1:123-24; Ibn
ijazm, All/.lkiimfi U$iil a/ Al}kiim, 1:440-41; Mafiiti}J a/ Ghayb, 1:432-33.
230. Except for the Mu'tazili scholars, who are reported to have objected to the theory of naskh
entirely. See Mafiiti}J al Ghayb, 1:435; al Juwaynl, AI Burhiinfi U$ill al Fiqh, 2:1312.
231. Alll}kiimji U$ill al Al}kiim, 2:263; Mafiiti}J al Ghayb, 1:435; al Amidl, alll)kiim, 2:264.

224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
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parts of verses were eliminated from the Qur'an. For example, Ibn 'Umar is

reported to have said that the Prophet taught two men a surah and they
would recite it One night while they were offering prayers, they could not
remember a single IJaif and they came next day to the Prophet and told him
what happened. The Prophet informed them that this was a part of what had
been abrogated, and told them to forget about it. 232
It is also said that surah 33 used to contain two hundred verses, and
that when 'Uthman compiled the ma$iil)ifhe could fmd only what is present today.233 In another version it is said that this surah was similar to
surah 2.234 Moreover, :ijudhayfah is reported to have said that what we read
of surah 9 is less than a fourth of the original.235
Ibn 'Umar is reported to have said:
Nobody should say that he has committed the whole Qur'an to memory, for he does not know what is the whole Qur'an. There is much
of the Qur'an which has been eliminated. He should rather say that he
has memorized what is found of it. 236
Finally, al Thawn is reported to have said that he came to know that
some Qurrtl among the Companions were killed fighting Musaylimah on
the day ofYamamah and, as a result, somel)urujofthe Qur'an were lost. 237
The last mode of naskh brought into the discussion is mansukh a/
tiliiwah dun all)ukm (abrogated from recitation without the ruling). This
means that some verses are abrogated in recitation and although they are
not recitable, they are still judged to exist in practice. For example, some
Qurrii' were killed at Bi'r Ma'iinah and part of the revelation was eliminated. This was: "Inform our people that we have met our Lord, He is
well pleased with us and has satisfied us." 238 AI Suhayli points out that
this sentence clearly differs from the style of the Qur'an. 2.19 This stylistic
fact demonstrates the weakness of this report. 240
Another example concerns the prohibition of marriage to foster sisters
referred to in the verse: "Prohibited to you (for marriage) are ... foster sisltqiin, 3:74. The isniid is weak, as pointed out by al GhamarJ, Dhawq a/lfa/iiwah, II.
/tqiin, 3:72. The isniid is not authentic. See Dhawq a/lfaliiwah, 12.
A/ltjiil}, 46; ltqiin, 3:72.
ltqiin, 3:75.
A/ltjiil}, 72.
Dhawq a/lfa/iiwah, 18-19. AI GhamarJ attributes it to the Mu~nnafof 'Abd al Raz-zaq.
He adds that this account is rejected, and he considers it false and contradictory to the
Qur'an.
238. ltqiin, 3:75.
239. AI Rawtl a/ Unuf, 6:206-07.
240. AI Qirii'iit wa a/ Lahajiit, 81.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
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ters" (4:23). In discussing the number of times of suckling necessary to
establish the foster relationship, al Raz1 quotes a hadith attributed to
'A'ishah that states that the number was reduced from ten to five. In this
case, ten sucklings is mansukh al tiliiwah wa al l)ukm and five is mansukh
al tiliiwah dun al l)ukm since the Qur'an refers to neither number.
This report is narrated by 'A'ishah in different versions. One version
states that the verse of suckling· was recited during the lifetime of the
Prophet and he left it as a part of the Qur'an.241 Makki refers to the weakness of this version in that it contradicts both the Qur'an and reason.242 He
also regards this example as odd in the matter of abrogation in that the
abrogating passage is not recited, so that the abrogated passage and the
verdict of abrogation both stand.243
After this Makki assigns it to the second mode of naskh. Al Suy\1P:
argues that what was meant by 'A'ishah is that the Prophet was near death
when it was eliminated, or that some people did not know of the abrogation until after the death of the Prophet.244
Al Ja:;:;a:; (370/980) rejects this version because it indicates that the
abrogation took place after the death of the Prophet.245 In addition, al
Ta\lawi (321/933) considers the riwiiyah to be weak and objects to it
strongly.246
Furthermore, al Nab]:}as points out that Malik Ibn Anas, despite narrating this hadith, rejects it and says that a single suckling causes tal)rfm,
since this is the implication in the Qur'anic verse already mentioned. Al
Nab]:}as (338/949) adds that Ahmad Ibn ijanbal and Abu Thawr also questioned this hadith, since they believed that three sucklings make tal)rim,
and refer to a hadith in this connection.247
In addition, al Nab]:}as states that if this version were authentic,
'A'ishah herself would have reported it to the committee of scribes, and
then it would have been included in the ma~ii/.lif.
Qur'an 15:9 also states: "We have without doubt sent down the message; and we will assuredly guard it (from corruption)."
ijammUdah argues that this report has come to us in many contradictory versions. Once it appears as mansukh al tiliiwah and at other times
does not. In one version the prescriptions of five and ten times are revealed
in a single verse, while in another version the ten sucklings were revealed
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.

AI Nawawl, Sal)il} Muslim bi Shari) a/ Nawawi, 10:29-30.
AI Qaysl, A/1tjiil) li Niishikh a/ Qur'iin wa Mansukhih, 45.
Ibid., 44.
ltqiin, 3:63.
Al)kiim a/ Qur'iin, 2:125.
Mushkil a/ Athiir, 3:6.
AI Niisikh wa a/ Mansukh, 11.
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prior to the five sucklings.248 To conclude, the hadith is unauthentic and
groundless.
The third example of naskh is what is said to have been a Qur'anic
verse: "AI shaykh wa a/ shaykhah, when they commit adultery, stone them
as exemplary punishment from Allah; and Allah is Mighty and Wise."249
The verdict of stoning is agreed to be sunnah, as 'Umar and 'An were
reported to have mentioned that stoning is established by the sunnah of the
Prophet.250 Bukhan, who narrates the penalty of stoning, does not mention
the addition of "a/ shaykh wa a/ shaykhah." AI 'Asqalrm1 suggests that
Bukhati's omission may have been intentional, because only one Riiwi
among many has mentioned it, and the Riiwi could have been mistaken. AI
'Asqalaru adds that the great scholars (A'immah and lfuffii?) have narrated
the hadith, but they have not mentioned this addition.251 AI Tal_lawi discusses it in detail and concludes that the stoning of a married person is
established by the sunnah of the Prophet. He supports his view by quoting
'An as having said: "I have flogged her according to the book of Allah, and
stoned her according to the sunnah of the Prophet."m This example is said
to be the best one of mansiikh a/ tiliiwah dun al/J,ukm. 253
In addition to the riwiiyah of "a/ shaykh wa a/ shaykhah," Marwan Ibn
al ijakm is reported to have suggested to Zayd Ibn Thabit that he include
it, but the latter refused on the grounds that it was contradictory, saying:
"Don't you see that young married people are stoned if they commit adultery?"254 This would imply that Zayd was left to decide whether to accept
or reject material for inclusion in the Qur'an. Moreover, Marwan is not
known to have had any role in compiling the Qur'an. AI Ghama.n states that
this version is munkar, and that Zayd could not have omitted something
simply because it contradicted the stoning of young married people. 2ss
Also, 'Umar is reported to have said that when it was revealed he came .
to the Prophet and asked him permission to write it, but he felt that the
Prophet was unwilling for it to be written. Then 'Umar said to Zayd Ibn
Thabit: "Don't you see that if the shaykh commits adultery and is unmarried, he is flogged and that if the young man commits adultery and is married, he is stoned?"256 However, it was unusual for the Prophet to be unwill248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.

AI Qirii'iit wa at Laluljiit, 86.

ltqiin, 3:72.
Fat/J a/ Biirl, 12:117-20.
Ibid., 12:117.

Mushkil at Athiir, 3:2.
AI Qirii'iit wa at Laluljiit, 84-85.

FatiJ a/ Biirl, 12:143.
Dhawq allfaliiwah, 17. The term munkar signifies a hadith that is reported by a weak

chain of narrators that contradicts more authentic information.
256. ltqiin, 3:76. Shaykh in this context means an old man.
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ing for a verse revealed to him to be written down, and it is doubtful that
'Umar could object to a verse that he believed to be revealed from Allah;:zs7
AI Ghamari states that Allah would not have omitted a verse from the
Qur'an just because some people objected to it. He adds that all these con..,
tradictions support the view that what some call the iiyat a/ rajm (verse of
a/ rajm) is not a verse at all. It is at most a hadith. 258
The fourth example of mansukh a/ ti/awah dun a/ l;zukm is as follows:
If the son of Adam were to ask for a wiidi of wealth and be given it,
he would ask for a second one, and ifhe were to ask for·a second and
be given it, he would ask for a third, and nothing would fill the gullet of the son of Adam except dust; and Allah accepts the repentance
of the one who repents. Verily the faithful religion in the sight of
Allah is the straight path (allfanifiyyah), which is not polytheism,
not Judaism, and not Christianity. And he who does good deeds will
not be rejected.2S9

AI Suhayli (581/1185) states that this alleged Qur'anic verse would in
any case be khabar, not l;zukm (i.e., narrative as opposed to command, prohibition, etc.), and therefore not subject to the rules of abrogations.260
The authentic riwiiyah of this hadith mentions only that the Prophet
read surah 98 to Ubayy without mentioning the addition. 261 In another version, Ibn 'Abbas is reported to have said that he did not know if this (addition) was from the Qur'an or not. 262 However, Ubayy himself is reported
to have said also that they thought that it was from the Qur'an until Surat
a/ Takiithur was revealed. 263
AI AlOsl considers that the addition attributed to Ubayy was not
authentic. 264 However, ijammudah maintains that stylistically, in his view,
it is a hadith because the words yahUdiyyah, na~riiniyyah and l;zanifiyyah
are not found in the Qur'an, while the wording is similar to the utterances
of a hadith. 265

257. Dhawq a/lfa/iiwah, 17-18.
258. Ibid., 18.
259. Allfiikim, 2:224; ltqiin, 3:73. Ubayy Ibn Ka'b is reported to have said that the Prophet read
surah 98 to him and it included this addition.
260. AI Rawf/ a/ Unuf, 2:176.
261. Bukha.J1, 6:256-57.
262. Fatl) a/ Barl, 11:213.
263. Ibid.; Miskkiit a/ Ma~iibil), 2:671.
264. Rill) a/ Ma'iinl, 30:208.
265. AI Qirii'iit wa a/ Lahajiit, 80.
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Fifth, Abu Musa is reported to have said that they would read a surah,
which they thought was similar to one of a/ Musabbil:uit/ 66 which they forgot, but that they remembered from it: "0 ye who believe, do not say that
which ye do not; it will be certified on your necks and you will be questioned about it on the Day of Judgment."267
Sixth, 'Umar is reported to have said that they would recite: "Do not
reject your fathers, for this will be (accounted) disbelief against you."
Then he said to Zayd, "Was it so?" He replied, "Yes."268
Seventh, 'Umar is also reported to have asked 'Abd al Ra}Jman Ibn
'Awf if he did not find in what was revealed, "Fight as you have been
fighting at first," for it was not found now. 'Abd al Rai:unan replied that it
was from the part eliminated from the Qur'an.269
Eighth, Maslamah ibn Khalid al An~an is reported to have said that
two verses from the Qur'an were not recorded:
Those who believed and suffered exile and fought in the path of
Allah, with their wealth and persons, rejoice, for you are successful
and those who gave them asylum and aided and defended them
against the people with whom Allah is angry. No person knows what
delights of the eyes are kept hidden for them-as a reward for their
(good) deeds. "270
It is obvious that these two verses are borrowed with little change from
Qur'an 8:74 and 32:17 and joined together.
Ninth, 'A'ishah is reported to have recited Qur'an 33:56: "God and His
Angels send blessings on the Prophet ..."with the addition "And those
who pray in the first line." This addition is reported to have been a hadith, 271
which indicates that the report of 'A'ishah is no more than a sunnah.
Finally, it is said that the surahs that are sometimes combined into
one surah known as Qunut and sometimes known separately as Surat a/
Khal and Surat allfafad were eliminated from the Qur'an. 272
However, Ibn al Baqillam objects to his theory of mansiikh a/
tiliiwah. He quotes a group of scholars who object to this kind of abroga266. AI Musabbilplt are those surahs that begin with tasbil) (glorifying), such as surahs 61 and
62.
267. ltqiin, 3:74; Burluin, 2:37.
268. ltqiin, 3:74. Tbe riwiiyah is not authentic, because there is a break in the transmission. See
Dhawq a/lfaliiwah, 13.
269. ltqiin, 3:64.
270. Ibid.
271. Ibid., 3:73. The ljadith is not authentic, because its isniid includes two unknown riiwis.
Dhawq a/lfaliiwah,l4.
272. ltqiin, 3:15. AI GhamAri states that what is called Surat al ijafad was composed by 'Umar.
Dhawq a/lfaliiwah, 19.
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tion, because the reports are isolated and the revelation of the Qur'an and
its abrogation cannot be judged by isolated reports, which are not sufficient evidence. 273 A contemporary researcher has studied the theory of
naskh and concludes that all these reports are fabricated, although he
agrees in general to the mansukh a/ tilawah wa all}ukm, since the elimination took place during the period of revelation and the lifetime of the
Prophet. 274
However, many reasons exist for objecting to both kinds of mansukh
a/ tiliiwah, either with or without the l}ukm:

1.

All examples given are either not authentic, contradict each other, or
are isolated reports in many different versions.

2.

The examples differ from the style of the Qur'an, as can be seen by
comparing the end of surahs 2 and 3 withDu'ii' a/ Qunut (a prayer usually recited in salah). It is not similar with the style of the Qur'an.

3.

All U~ulls agree that the Qur'an is substantiated only by successive
reports (tawatur). These examples are not successive and therefore are
anomalous reports. 215

Although the Shi'ahs and the Ahl a/ Sunnah generally agree on the
existence of mansukh a/ ti/awah/16 some Shi'ah scholars claim that the
Sunnl scholars' acceptance of the theory of mansukh a/ tilawah proves
that the Qur'an has been corrupted. 277 Western scholars have various
opinions on the subject. Noldeke accepts the traditional accounts of
mansukh a/ tilawah/ 18 while Burton rejects the entire concept as a fabrication.279 Wansbrough, on the other hand and in line with his general
approach, regards the whole problem as a projection back in time of later
disputes. 280

273. Nukat allnti$tir, 103-04; /tqtin, 3:75.
274. Mu~tafa Zayd, AI Naskhfi a/ Qur'tin a/ Karim, I :282-83. Supporting his view, he quotes
al Tabart, Tafsir, 2:480, who states that it is not impossible that Allah would make his
Prophet forget some (verses) revealed to him. 'Abd al Kartm al Kha.fib in his book Min
Qa4tiyti a/ Qur'tin, 235-36, suggests that in the final revealed version some verses were
transferred to other surahs rather than being eliminated, but he does not quote any refer·
ences to support his view.
275. ltqiin, 3:75; Burhiin, 2:36; AI Qirti'tit wa a/ Lahajtit, 77; Mabtil)ithfi 'U/umal Qur'tin, 266;
Dhawq allfa/tiwah, I9-20.
276. AI TOsi, al Tibytinfi Tafsir a/ Qur'tin, I:l3.
277. AI Kho'I, a/ Baytinfi Tafsir a/ Qur'tin, 20I; Tafsir a/ Qumml, I :22-25 (Introduction of the
Editor, Tayyib al Mosawi al Jaza'Irt).
278. Noldeke, Geschichte Des Qortins, I:234-61.
279. Burton, The Collection of the Qur'an, 238.
280. Wansbrough, Quranic Studies, I97.
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The Shi'ah Opinions on the Alteration of the
Qur'an
Many riwiiyahs in Shi'ah sources claim that the Qur'an has been
altered by the omission of certain parts, which they claim was done intentionally because these parts concerned the position of Ahl al Bayt.~•
In one example, Abii 'Abd Allah is reported to have said that the Qur'an
as revealed by Jibtil to Muhammad consisted of seventeen thousand verses.m He is also reported to have said that surah 98 includes the names of
seventy Quraysh1 men and the names of their fathers. ~3
Abii 'AbdAllah also is reported to have directed one of his followers
to read the present-day Qur'an, saying that when the Qii'im came he should
read the original Qur'an in its complete form.284
Surat al AIJ.Ziib is said to have been equal in length to Surat al An'iim,
and the virtues of Ahl al Bayt are said to have been omitted.~5 Moreover,
Abii 'Abd Allah is reported to have said that the verse, "Ummatun hiya arbii
min ummah" has been corrupted, and that it should be corrected to be read
as, "A'immatun hiya azkii min a'immatikum."~6
Certain Shi'ah scholars also claim that the meaning of certain verses
has been deliberately distorted, an example of which is Qur'an 43:4: "And
verily, it is in the Mother of the Books, in Our Presence, high (in dignity),
full of wisdom." The word 'aliyy, which means high (in dignity) as it
appears in the context, is assumed by the scholars to refer to 'Ali Ibn Ab1
Talib.~ Furthermore, al Qumm1 states that the Qur'an has been altered by
putting one l}aifin the place of another and that it contains that which is not
in accordance with the revelation. 288 Thus it is said that the m~l)af of
~timah was three times the size of the existing m~l}af and that it did not
contain a single l}aif of the latter.~9
Furthermore, it is said that no one has the whole Qur'an except the
A'immah.290 In addition, it is claimed that two surahs are missing from the
7

281. AI U~ul min a/ Ktifi, 2:631-34; U~ul al Ktifi, ed. by 'Abd al ijusayn Ibn al Mu~ffar, vol.
II, part V, 178-204.
282. AI U$111 min a/ Kaji, 2:634.
283. Ibid.
284. Ibid., 633.
285. Rul; a/ Ma'tin1, 1:24.
286. Ibid.
287. Tafsir a/ Qumm1, 1:28-29.
288. Ibid., 5. The editor, al MOsaw1 al Jaza'in, agrees with the author and gives as an example
the alleged omission of Fi 'Aiiyy after "0 Apostle! Proclaim the (message) which has been
sent to you from your Lord" (5:70). YOsuf Ah's translation, 264.
289. U~ul a/ Ktifi, vol. 2, part 5, 199-204.
290. Ibid., 178-81.
291. NOideke, Geschichte des Qorans, 2:102-3; Mukhta~ar a/ TuiJ!ah al lthnay 'Ashriyyah,
Introduction of Mui_libb al Din al Kha1}b, 31.
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mu~}Jaf concerning the rank of Ahl a/ Bayt: Surat al Waliiyah and Silrat a/
Nurayn. 29 ' They consist of some Qur'anic verses brought from different
surahs with some addition and alteration. Some Shi'ahs believe that these
reports were fabricated, and no original source is given for them in Shi'ah
reference works. 292
Stylistically, many errors bear witness to their lack of authenticity. 293
Moreover, 'Ali came after 'Uthman and ruled for several years. He was succeeded by his son al ijasan, who ruled for several months. They would have
been able to correct any errors or to put everything in its proper order if any
had been altered. Furthermore, 'Ali is reported to have agreed with
'Uthman, to have supported him in the matter of compilation, and to have
defended him against the rebels. 294
Most Shi'ahs also reject the theory of alteration on the grounds of the
nonauthenticity and fabrication of the reports, 295 of the stylistic differences and linguistic errors, 296 and because the -title, given as al Nurayn
(referring to the Prophet and 'Ali), is known historically to have been
invented later in the seventh century of the Hijrah. 297 Some reports are
said to be authentic, although they indicate that the mu~}Jaf has been
altered. However, they are interpreted as referring to interpretation added
to the text as tajsfr only and not as part of the Qur'an. 298 Indeed, the
ma~iil].if that exist today among all Muslims are the same. The ma~iil].if
printed in Egypt were accepted and copied in Iran and other places, without any alterations, additions, or omissions.
They agree in the recitation and orthography, though they may differ
concerning the meanings and tajsfr.

Two Alleged Episodes That Cast Doubt
Before concluding this chapter it is appropriate to mention briefly the
two alleged episodes that have sometimes been referred to as casting doubt
on the trustworthiness of the text of the Qur'an.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.

Tafsir Ala' a/ Ral}mtin, the author's introduction, 16-17.
Ibid.
AI Kamil, 3:112.
AI Tiisi, AI Tibyan fi Tafsir a/ Qur'an, 1:3; Tafsir Ala' a/ Ral}man, 17-18; al Tabarsi,
Majmd a/ Bayanfi Tafsir a/ Qur'an, 1:15; Nuknt allnti~ar, 365.
Tafsir Ala' a/ Ral}mtin, 16-17; Daraz, Madkhal, 40.
Daraz, Madkhal, 40.
Tafsir Ala' a/ Ral}mtin, 18-19.
See, for example, al Razi, Mafatil} a/ Ghayb, 23:49-56; 'lyil(l, AI Shij'a, 2:282-305; Ibn
Kathlr, Tafsir, 3:229-81; al QasimJ, Tafsir, 12:36-57; Sayyid QuJb, Fi Zilal a/ Qur'an,
4:2431-36; 'Abd al Karlin al Kha.Ob, AI Tafsir a/ Qur'tini, 3:1061-85; al Albani, Na~b a/
Majiiniq li NasfQi~~at a/ Ghariiniq; A.M. Ahsan, "The 'Satanic' Verses and Orien-talism,"
Hamdard Is/amicus 5, no. 1 (Spring 1982):27-36. See also Bell and Watt, Introduction to
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The first of these is the story of the ghariinlq, which many writers have
discussed. 299 In essence, the Prophet is reported as having recited surah 53
in Makkah, and when he came to its end he made the sajdah of tiliiwah and
in this he was followed by those who were present at the time, among
whom were some non-Muslims. 300 A number of the earlier Muslims who
had emigrated to Abyssinia are reported to have subsequently returned to
Makkah, having heard that the people of Makkah had embraced Islam after
following the Prophet in his sujiid a/ tiliiwah. 301 So far the reports are
accepted, but some narrators link this report with the story of a/ ghiiranlq,
in which it is said that when the Prophet recited Qur'an 53:10-20, he added
to the Qur'an the words: "Tilka a/ ghariinlq a/ 'ulii wa inna shafii'atahunna
Ia turtajii" 3112 (''These are the exalted ghariinlq whose intercession is to be
hoped for"), and that Jibtil came with a revelation to abrogate it immediately. Moreover, certain mufassinln quote the story as an example of
Shay.tan interfering in the process of revelation.
The story, however, is fiction, being found no earlier than the time of
the Followers and not being attributed in any of its versions (to, say, any
one of the Companions), let alone to the Prophet.303 Hence, al Riiz1 asserts
that the story was invented by enemies of Islam.304
The presence of this story in many books of tafsir is no different from
the presence there of what is introduced under the name of lsrii'lliyyiit. AI
Qac.ti 'Iyii<;l refutes it on two grounds. First, the story is groundless, obscure,
contradictory, and is not attributed to anyone among the Companions.
Second, the context contradicts the infallibility of the Prophet, for it is
impossible for Satan to have any effect on him or that he would wish to
praise false gods, intentionally or otherwise, because the Prophet is reported as saying ,"Verily my eyes sleep but my heart does not." AI Qa<;li 'Iya<;l
adds that the story's words differ in style and seem alien to the Qur'an, and
that there is no report from the enemies of Islam of different origins that any
of them used the story against the Qur'an. Furthermore, no one among the
newly converted Muslims reverted from Islam as a result of this story, as
happened on the occasion of the I srii'. In addition, Quraysh and Thaqif had
told the Prophet that if he pleased their idols only by looking on them with
favor that they would embrace Islam. The Prophet had refused their proposal, which indicates the falsehood of the story of the ghariinlq. 305

300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.

the Qur'an, 88-89; Watt, Muhammad at Mecca, 101-09; Lichiten-staedter, "A Note on the
Gharaniq and Related Qur'anic Problems," Israel Oriental Studies, no. 5 (1975):54-61;
Burton, ''Those are the high-flying cranes," JSS, no. 15 (1970):246-65.
Bukhari, 6:363; Tirmidhi, 3:58.
Sirat Ibn Hishilm, 3:330-33.
Tabarl, Tafsir, 17:186-90, 3rd ed., 1388/1968 (unedited version).
Ibn Kathlr, Tafsir, 3:229-231; AI Shifa', 2:289.
Mafatil) a/ Ghayb, 23:51.
AI Shifa', 2:289-97.
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According to al Qac;li 'Iyac;l, if the story were authentic, the best interpretation for a/ ghariini q would have been the angels, since their intercession could be hoped for. However, when the polytheists attributed the
word ghariiniq to their idols it was abrogated.306
AI Raz1, in refuting the story, points out that it is rejected by the
Qur'an, Sunnah, and reason. First, he quotes the following verses of the
Qur'an:
And if the Messenger were to invent any sayings in Our name, We
should certainly seize him by his right hand, and We should certain- .
ly then cut off the artery of his heart: Nor could any of you withhold
him (from Our wrath). (69:44-46)
... It is not for me of my own accord, to change it: I follow naught
but what is revealed unto me: if I were to disobey my Lord, I should
myself fear the penalty of a Great Day to come. (10:15)
Nor does he say (aught) of (his own) desire. It is no less than inspiration sent down to him. (53:3-4)
And their purpose was to tempt you away from that which We had
revealed unto thee to substitute in Our name something quite different: (In that case), behold! They would certainly have made you (their
friend)! And had We not given you strength you would nearly have
inclined to them a little. (17:73-74)
... Thus (is it revealed), that We may strengthen your heart thereby,
and We have rehearsed it to thee in slow well-arranged stages gradually. (25:32)
By degrees shall We teach you to declare (The Message), so you will
not forget. (87:6)
Second, al Raz1 reports Ibn Khuzaymah (311/923) as having said that
the story was fabricated by Zaniidiqah and that he composed a book on
this subject and reports al Bayhaqi as having stated that "this story is
groundless in its transmission and the narrators of it are rejected." He also
refers to al Bukhati, who does not mention the story.307
Third, al Razi argues that to praise idols is kufr, which cannot be attributed to the Prophet, who was not able to pray in the Ka'bah until after the
306. Ibid., 302.
307. Mafiiti/J. a/ Ghayb, 23:51.
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polytheists had left it (because of their hatred for him). He adds that God
would have prevented Satan from causing mischief at the outset rather than
allowing him to do so and then correcting it, thus allowing for possible confusion. Al Raz-1 refutes the possibility that the Prophet could have added or
omitted anything from the revelation. 308
Furthermore, what is meant by the word "yansakhu" in Qur'an 22:53 is
its linguistic meaning (i.e., iziilah), rather than the term used in al niisikh wa
al mansilkh.m In addition, the word "tamannii" in this context simply
means hope, 310 although it may have another meaning in Arabic, to recite. 311
In fact, Ibn Hishfun mentions nothing more than the fact that the Muhiijiriln
came back to Makkah. 312
Ibn Kath1r objects to the story of the ghariiniq and confirms that it is
not accepted. He states that although it has been narrated in many different weak versions, it is rejected because the weak version is not acceptable
no matter how often it is reported.313
Mul).ammad 'Abduh points out that the word ghurnilq or ghirniq
(plural ghariiniq) is not found in any sound report as having been used by
the pre-Islamic Arabs in their poems or speeches as a name for their idols.
In addition, he studies the meanings of the word lexicographically and
concludes that none of them seems to be relevant to the idols. 314
As regards the second episode of the ghariiniq, it is maintained that
certain scribes of the Prophet would deceive him and alter the text of the
Qur'an, changing the ending of the verses, and that the Prophet saw little
point in objecting to this. He accepted the alternations on the grounds that
it makes no difference whether the phrase is written Sami'un 'Alim or
'Alimun Sami'. 315 The story is attributed to 'AbdAllah Ibn Ab1 al Sarl;t, who,
as a result, is reported to have left Islam and gone back to Makkah and
claimed that he wrote what he wanted. In another version, it is said that
when the Prophet recited Qur'an 23:12-14 and asked him to write it down,
he commented ''fatabiiraka Alliihu a/:lsanu a[ khiiliqin." The Prophet then
said, "So it has been revealed," whereupon he reverted and said that it had
been revealed to him as much as to the Prophet.316 He was ordered to be
308. Ibid.
309. Ibid., 23:52, 56.
310.1bid., 23:51; Tafsfra/Qiisimi, 12:46-47.
311. Ibid.
312. Sirat Ibn Hishiim, 3:330-33. However, MuJ:mmmad Ibn lsl:Jaq is reported as having narrated this episode with the addition of al Ghariiniq. See Tabarl, Tafsir, 17:187 (unedited
version).
313. Ibn Kathir, Tafsir, 3:229-31.
314. Tafsir a/ Qiisimi, 12:56.
315. AI Shifii', 2:306; a1 Qac.II 'Iyac.l comments that the report is no more than a narration attributed to a nonbeliever whose report is most fit to be rejected.
316. Qurtubf, 7:40.
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killed after the conquest of Makkah. However, this report is groundless,
since it is not mentioned in the earlier reliable sources. For example, there
is no mention of this in the books of Maghiizi and Sirah of Ibn Hisham. The
first reference mentioning this is on the authority of Ibn al Kalbi (146{763)
and al Waqidi (207/822). 317 However, both men are accused liars.318
The same thing is attributed to 'AbdAllah Ibn Ab1 Khata}319 and to an
ex-Christian who also is said to have made alterations and reverted to
Christianity. It is also reported that his grave cast him up many times.320
The story, however, is groundless and fictitious. It is difficult to believe
that the Qur'an, which was memorized by the Prophet and many of his
Companions, certain of whom had their own personal manuscripts, should
have been altered with or without the Prophet's consent The Prophet is
reported as having corrected al Bam' Ibn 'Azib when he changed a single
word when he read from his memory what he had been taught to say when
going to sleep. Thus, it is impossible that the Prophet would have permitted any change in the text of the Qur'an.321 Furthermore, the ending verses
(a/ fawii#/) play an important role in the beauty of the style of the Qur'an.
In no case do the scribes differ in writing any /ii$ilah, although they
have been reported as having differed in writing the word al tiibili (whether
to write it with a final ta' or ha').
Reliable sources do mention that 'Abd Allah Ibn Abi al SarQ was a
Muslim and one of the scribes of the revelation, and that he reverted and
fled from Madinah to his people in Makkah. As a result, when the Prophet
conquered Makkah he ordered that Ibn Ab1 al Sarl:t be killed. However,
'Uthman interceded and asked the Prophet to accept his repentance, which
he did. Even if Ibn Ab1 al Sarl:t claimed, after leaving Islam, that he made
alterations in the Qur'an, this allegation should not be accepted any more
than in the case of al Rai:ti:tai Ibn 'Unfuwah. The latter was sent on a mission to Banu ljarufah, the people of Musaylimah, but joined Musaylimah.
There he told the people that he came with a message that the Prophet
agreed to share with Musaylimah, and some followed him.322 Thus, we
cannot accept these allegations.
Also it is difficult to believe that the Prophet was deceived three times,
respectively, given his statement: "The believer is not stung twice from the
same hole."323
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.

AI Waqidl, Maghiizi, 2:855.
AI A'~ml, Kuuiib a/ Nabiyy, 89.
Ibn Sayyid al Nas, 'Uyun a/ Athar, 2:175-76, 315-16.
Ibn Abl DllwOd, Kitiib a/ Ma~iil)if, 3.
Bukhiiri, 8:216-17.
Tiirikh a/ fabar1, 3:289.
Sunan Ibn Miijah, 2:1318, hadith nos. 3982-83.
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In conclusion, we can say that the Qur'an was committed to the hearts
of the Companions and recorded by special scribes appointed by the
Prophet during his life-time.
Abu Bakr compiled these records in a complete m~l)af, ordering them
by ayah and surah, as he found them in the writings and supported by the
memories of lfuffii'?. This mu$1)a/ was kept in his custody and passed to
'Umar, who left it in the custody of his daughter, because he died before the
succession of 'Uthmlin. When differences arose among the Qurrii', 'Othman, with the consent of the Companions, had copies from the master copy
of Abo. Bakr distributed to the am$iir along with a Qiiri' to teach the people. The Qur'an was received and transmitted with tawiitur generation after
generation. Hence, our mu$1)a/ is a complete record of the Qur'an without
alteration, addition, or omission. Obscured, weak, or fabricated reports cannot be accepted in the matter of the Qur'an, which needs tawiitur for every
piece of information concerning its text. Although the abrogation of certain
verses during the lifetime of the Prophet does not affect the trustworthiness
of the Qur'an, all claimed examples of mansukh a/ tiliiwah, with or without
l:zukm, which we have studied, are shown to be groundless, as are the two
episodes of the ghariinlq and the accounts of scribes having altered the
fawii#l of the Qur'an.
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CHAPTER

3

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
'UTHMANIC MA~Af-:1/F
The Ma$ii/:lif and Their Relation to the A/:lruf
Did the ma~ii}Jif compiled by 'Uthman include the seven a}Jruf discussed in the first chapter? Views on this differ according to the various
views on the nature of the seven a}Jruf.
Ibn al Jazart attributes to a group of scholars the view that the ma~ii}Jif
contain the seven a}Jruf. The scholars argue that the Ummah cannot abandon anything of the a}Jruf, and that the ma~ii}Jif were copied from the compilation of Abii Bakr. 1 Ibn ijazm supports this view, stating that 'Uthman
did not change anything in the Qur'an and could not rescind the permission
to recite the Qur'an in seven a}Jruf given to the Muslims to facilitate its
reading. He adds that 'Uthman's aim was to unify Muslims and to provide
them with ma~ii}Jif to correct the mistakes of some Qurrii' and their personal manuscripts and to make his ma~ii}Jif a reference for all Muslims.2 Ibn
a1 Baqilliirii supported this view, stating that what 'Uthman had done was
to stop people from reciting the Qur'an in certain unauthentic ways and
interpolating explanatory material. He adds that neither 'Uthman nor any
other Muslim leader could make difficult for the Ummah what had previously been made easy for them. Moreover, he says that the people did not
differ about famous and authentic a}Jruf, but only about isolated readings. 3
Another group of scholars states that 'Uthman compiled the ma~ii}Jifin
only one }Jaif and abandoned the rest of the a}Jruf. 4 Al Taban argues for
this, stating that Muslims were permitted (rukh~ah), not obliged to recite

1.
2.
3.
4.

Nashr, 1:31.
AI Fa#fi a/ Mila/ wa a/ Nil;a/, 2:77.
AI Murshid a/ Wajiz, 142. AI Ja'buri adopts this view and regards it as authentic. See his
Kanz a/ Ma'iini, f4.
AI Tabari, Tafsir, 1:63-64; Mushkil a/ Athiir, 4:I90-91.
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the Qur'an in seven al}ruf. He adds that when 'Uthman witnessed the disputes among the Muslims over the qirii'ah he decided, with the Ummah's
consent, to unify them in one IJ,arp AI Ta\lftw1 supports this view and states
that the permission for seven al}ruf was needed because Muslims found it
difficult to change their habits due to their illiteracy. He adds that when
their dialect more closely resembled that of the Prophet and when more
people could write, they were commanded by 'Uthman to read the Qur'an
in only one IJ,arp AI Qw:tub1 attributes this view to Sufyan Ibn 'Uyaynah,
'AbdAllah Ibn Wahb, al Tabari, al Tal,lawi, Ibn 'Abd al Barr, and many of
the scholars.7
Finally, the ma~iil}if are said to contain as much of the al}ruf as can be
accommodated within the orthography of the Qur'an, according to the final
revealed version8-the view attributed to most scholars. Conse-quently, the
ma~iil}if include an undefmed number of al},ruf, certainly more than one
l}arf but not all seven al},ruP Ibn al Jazati opts for- this view, using the argument of al Tabati. 10 AI 'Asqalani supports this view, stating that the ma~iil}if
contain an unspecified number of the seven al}ruf. He gives an example
from the ma~iil}if, in which the word min in Qur'an 9:100 exists in the
11
mu~l}af of Makkah, while it is omitted in the ma~iil}if of the other cities.
Abii Sharnah quotes al Mahdaw1 as having supported this view, and considers it the sounder one, attributing it to the eminent scholars. 12
Indeed, this last view seems to be the most likely and acceptable, since
indications of more than one l}arf exist in the ma~iil}if, as has been pointed
out by al 'Asqal3rii. 13
Those who agree that the ~iil}if include only one l}arf or an unspecified number of al}ruf differ regarding their abrogation and whether it took
place during the Prophet's lifetime, a view attributed to most scholars, or
whether it took place later, at the time of the compilation of 'Uthman, on the
grounds that it was not an obligation of Muslims to preserve all seven al}ruf,
but rather a ~ah (permission), and that when 'Uthman witnessed the dispute among the Muslims concerning qirii'iit, he removed this permission.' 4

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

AI Tabari, Tafsir, 1:58-59.
Mushkil al Athiir, 4:190-91.
Qur(ubi, 1:42-43.
Nashr, 1:31; ltqiin, 1:141-42.
Nashr, 1:31-32.
Ibid.
Fatl) al Biiri, 9:30.
AI Murshid al Wajiz, 140-42.
Fatl} al Biiri, 9:30.
Sharh al Sunnah, 4:525-26; Shari) al Zurqanl, 2:11-12;
113-14.
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at Muti'I, AI Ka/imiil a/ lfisiin,

However, the existence of all seven al:zruf or an unspecified amount of
them in the qirii'iit does not necessarily mean that they were written down
in the ma~iil:zif. Makki Ibn Ab1 Talib al Qaysi states: "The Qur'an was written in one l:zarf to minimize the difference (in readings) among Muslims. " 15
This is supported by al Baghawi, who states that this was according to the
final revealed version. 16

Orthography of the Ma~ii/:lif
The ma~ii/:lif contained neither vowels nor diacritic points, and thus in
this respect the Arabic orthography resembled the scripts from which it was
derived.
Some scholars have maintained that this lack of vocalization and diacritics was intentional, so that either all seven al:zruf or some portion of them
could be accommodated. Among the scholars who shared this view are al
Dani!' Ibn al 'Arabi! 8 Ibn Taymiyya!9 and Ibn al Jazafi.:a~ This view
assumes that vocalization and diacritics were known to the Arabs when they
wrote the ma~l:zif. Indeed, many authorities maintain that the Arabic letters
had always possessed these features or at least i'jiim (dotting). 21 1n support of
this, we might adduce certain documents that have been dated to the early
first century A.H. The first one dates from the reign of 'Umar in 22/643, and ·
in it appear some letters with dotting; i.e., khii', dhiil, ziiy, shfn, and nfm. 22
The other document is that of al Ta'if, which dates from the reign of
Mu'awiyah in 58/677 and in which most letters that require dots are dotted.23
The ma~iil:zifremained unchanged until it was felt necessary to develop their orthography by introducing vocalization to help the readers of the
Qur'an read it perfectly and avoid errors in the i'riib, which had been
brought about by non-Arabs who had embraced Islam.24

Allbdnah, 33; Munjid, 56.
Shari) a/ Sunnah, 4:525.
AI Mul)l«lmfi Nll'l.t a/ MO$iil)if, 3.
AI'A~im min a/ Qaw~im, 2:481.
Fatiiwii, 12:100-2.
Nashr, 1:32.
$ubi) a/ A'shii, 3:151; Miftiil) a/ &tiidah, 2:89;Kashfa/ Zuniin, 1:712. AI Dani in his book
a/ Mul)l«lm, p. 35, mentions the pre-Islamic Aslam Ibn Khudrah as a pioneer of vocalization and diacritics.
22. Grohmann, From the World of Arabic Papyri (Cairo: 1952), 82, 113-14; a1 Munajjid,
Tiirikha/ Khatt ai'Arabi, 37-39, 116, 126; a1 Jabbiilf,A# a/ Khal{ a/'Arabi wa Ta(awwuruhU, 107.
23. Early lslamiclnscriptions Near Taif in the Hijaz, JNES, no. 7 (1948):236-42; a1 Munajjid,
Tiirikh a/ Khatt ai'Arab1, 101-03.
24. AI Mul)l«lmfi Naqt al Mapil)if, 3-4, 18-19.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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During the reign of Mu'awiyah, Ziyad, the governor of Ba~rah. is
reported to have appointed Abii al Aswad al Du'ali to introduce final
vocalization. He was, accordingly, the first scholar to introduce vocalization (naq.t al i'rtib) into the orthography of the ma~ii/Jif. 25
Some other riwiiyahs state that Y~ya Ibn Ya'mur or Na:;r Ibn ·A~im
was the first to introduce naq_t. 26
However, al Qalqashandi states that most scholars agree that Abii al
Aswad introduced vocalization, 27 although naq_t al i'riib of Abii al Aswad al
Du'ali consisted merely of the indication of fmal vowels (i'riib) and

tanwin. 28
The second step in the development of the ma~iil)if was the introduction
of diacritic points (naq_t al i'jiim). This took place during the reign of 'Alxl al
Malik Ibn Marwan, who is said to have commanded al :ijajjaj (d. 95 A.H.),
the governor of Iraq, to appoint certain scholars to distinguish the letters.
N~r Ibn '~im is said to have been appointed to cany out the task. He then
was the first to introduce naq_t al i'jiim, for the same reason as for the frrst
step, naq_t al i'riib, which was to facilitate the reading of the ma~iiiJif.~
Vocalization and diacritics were the same, consisting of dots that were distinguished by color: red for naq_t al i'riib and black for naqt al i'jiim. 30
Among the scholars, there were many who disliked this idea, as they
disapproved of any change or development in the orthography of the ma~ii
IJi/31 and because for them it was easier to read the ma~iiiJif in their original
form, since the actual recitation of the Qur'an depends on the riwiiyah.32
Indeed, for a long time the scholars and men of letters considered the use
of naq_t in letters an insult.33
The third step in the development of the orthography of the ma~ii~Jif
was that undertaken by al Khani Ibn A\unad (d. 170(786), who introduced
a new system of symbols (~Jarakiit) for i'riib. It was not applied immedi25. Ibid., 3-4; AI Aghiini, 12:298; ltqiin, 4:160; AI Awii'il, 2:129-30; al Anbari, Nuzhat al
Alibbii', 8-11. He adds that the authentic view is that Abii al As wad was appointed by •All
Ibn Abi 'nlib.
26. AI Dani states that Yal}ya and Na~r were probably the first to introduce naq( to the people and that they had been taught by Abii al Aswad, who started naq( (AI Mu}J-kam, 5-6).
QUilubi adds the name of al ijasan to that of Yal}ya (Qurr ubi, 1:63); Suyii.O attributes it
to all of them (Abii al Aswad, YaQya, and al ijassan) adding Na~r. but considers the attribution to Abii al Aswad the most accepted (/tqiin, 4:160); Mifta}J al Sa'iidah, 2:24.
27. AI Mul)kam, 6.
28. Sub}J al A'shii, 3:156.
29. AI Mu}Jkam, 18-19.
30. Ibid., 19-20, 22-23.
31. Ibid., 10-11, where he mentions the names of some eminen.t scholars such as Ibn Mas'iid,
Ibn 'Umar, Qatadah, Ibn Sltin, Malik Ibn Anas, and Al}rnad Ibn ijanbal.
32. Ibn Taymiyyah, Fatiiwii, 12:100-1.
33. AI !>OU, Adab al Kuttiib, 61.
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ately to the ma$ii}J.if, for the scribes disliked what they called naq_t a/ shi'r
and were unwilling to use this new system in place of naq_t a/ i'riib of Abii
al Aswad al Du'ah, which they were used to and regarded as the way of
the salaf34
The }J.arakiit symbols of al Khahl Ibn AQmad eventually dominated and
replaced naq_t a/ i'riib. 35 In addition, he introduced into his new system of
orthography the signs of hamz, taslutui, rawm, and ishmiim.36 The consonantal spelling of the Qur'an remained unaltered, because most scholars
opposed any change. They argued that the ma$ii/J.if should remain as they
have come to us from the Companions and that the orthography is tawqij.l'
Abu 'Ubayd, Malik Ibn Anas, A\unad Ibn ijanbal, and al Bayhacp are
reported to have objected to any change in the orthography of the masiihif.38 AI Zamakshati supported this view when he stated that "the orthography of the ma$ii}J.if is sunnah and should not be changed. "39
The Islamic institutions have supported this view to the present day, for
the ma$ii}J.ifare printed only according to the traditional orthography. 40
Certain scholars argued, however, that the orthography of the ma$ii}J.if
is convention and that people may write their ma$ii}J.ifin accordance with
the new orthography. Ibn al Baqillam is reported to have supported this
view, stating that there is no evidence from the Qur'an, the sunnah, consensus, or analogy and that there is no fixed way of writing. Thus, in his
view, any orthography that gives the correct reading and is easy to follow
is permitted.41 Ibn Khaldiin supported this view and argued that the art of
orthography is merely conventional, that it was not perfect when the
ma$ii}J.ifwere compiled, that there is no sound reason for retaining the old
orthography, and that there is no valid argument against writing the
ma$ii/J.ifaccording to the new system.42
Finally, al 'Izz Ibn 'Abd al Salam maintained that it is not only permitted but necessary (wiijib) that the ma$ii}J.ifshould be written according
to the new orthography so that uneducated people may not fall into error.43
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.

AI Mul}kam, 22, 43.
ltqiin, 4:162.
AI MuiJ,kam, 6.
Ibid., 17; lqii? a/ A'liim, passim.
Ibid., 11; ltqiin, 4:146-47; Miftiil} a/ Sa'iidah, 2:225; AI Burhimfl'Uiiim a/ Qur'iin, 1:37988.
AI Kashshiif, 3:265.
Riistiifadiin1, Tiirikh a/ Qur'iin wa a/ Ma$iil}if, 12; al Shinql.O, lqii? a/ A'liim li Wujiib
lttibit Rasm a/ Mu$1}4 a/ lmiim; al }Jaddad, Khulii$al a/ NU$ii~ a/ Jaliyyah, 11-16;
Makhliif, 'Unwiin a/ Bayiin, 72-78.
Tafsira/Mariigh1, 1:13-14.
AI Muqaddimah, 457.
A/ Burhiinfl'Uiiim a/ Qur'iin, 1:379.
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AI Zarkash1 opted for this view, while adding that the 'Uthmanic orthography also should be preserved and kept as a precious inheritance.44 AI
· Maragh1 adopted this view and stated that he, for the same reason as that
given by al'lzz Ibn 'Abd al Salam, preferred to write the verses while writing his tafsir according to the new orthography. His reasoning is· that at the
present time people have more need for it than they did in the time of Ibn
•Abd al Salam.45
•
However, according to the general belief, the orthography of the ma~ii
}Jif should not be altered since, as Ibn al Jazati says, this orthography
accommodates the variant readings of the Qur'an in accordance with the
revelation of the Qur'an in seven a}Jruf. 46 AI Dam states that the differences
among ma~ii}Jif in preserving or omitting certain letters and words is
because of the need to preserve all the a}Jruf revealed to the Prophet and
received by the Companions.47
The most practical way of dealing with this problem may be that
adopted in certain ma~ii}Jif intended for learners, in which the words that
differ in writing from the contemporary orthography are explained in the
margins. 48 This system helps contemporary readers, particularly learners,
whjle preserving the inherited orthography of the ma~ii}Jif.
Ibn Ab1 Dawiid attributes to al ijaijaj the introduction of certain consonantal and orthographical modifications in eleven places in the Qur'an.
According to him they are as follows:
49

l.
2.
3.
4.

2:259:

The word yatasanna was changed to yatasannah.

5:48:
10:22:

The word shari' atan was changed to shir' atan.
The word yanshurukum was changed to yusayyirukum.

12:45:

The word 'iitikum was changed to 'unabbi'ukum.

5.

23:58-59: The word lilliih occurs three times, the last two times
being changed to Allah.

6.

26:116:

7.

26:167:

The word a/ mukhraJin was changed to at marjumin.
The word al marjumin was changed to al mukhraJin.

8.

43:32:

The word ma'ii'ishahum was changed to ma'ishatahum.

Ibid.
TafsiraJMariighi,1:15.
Nashr, 1:12.
AI Muqni', 114. Examples will be forthcoming, 91f.
This method was adopted recently in 'Abd a1 Janl 'lsa, AI M~l)af al Muyassar and
M~/Jaf al Shuriiq al Mufassar.
49. MAlik Ibn Anas is reported to have agreed to write ma~l}iffor learners in the standard
onhography. See a1 Dilnl, AI Mul)kamfi Naq.t a/ Mll$iil}if, 11.

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
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47:15:
10. 57:7:
11. 81:24:

9.

The word yiisin was changed to iisin.
The word ittaqaw was changed to anfaqu.
The word ?anin was changed to 4anin. 50

However, this report of Ibn Abi DawfKI is not regarded as authentic for
several reasons. First, the isniid of this riwiiyah is not sound, since the
author cites an unnamed book by his father and two obscure and unacceptable Ruwiit in the isniid.51 Second, Ibn Abi Dawud is the only source
for this information and his scholarship has been discredited by his own
father. 52 Third, al ija.ijaj would have been opposed, in his time or later, if
he had made this alleged modification.'3 Fourth, Ibn Abi Dawud says-on
the same page-of 'AbdAllah Ibn Ziyad that he asked Yazid al Farisi to
add the letter (a/if) twice in the middle and at the end of qiilu and kiinu. It
is said that he thus added two thousand (alifs) into the m~/:la/.' Al ija.ijaj
objected to this, even though the meaning of the text would not be altered.
This fact makes it more unlikely that he himself would have made any
innovations. In any case, it is said that Ibn Mas'fld read lilliih in three
places in Qur'an 23:58-59, while the people of Iraq read lilliih in the first
place and Alliih in the other two,55 while again in the Mu$/:la/ al lmiim and
the mu$/:la/ of Ba~rah. Alliih occurred on the first two occasions and lilliih
on the third.'6 Thus all of these variations existed before the time of al
ija.ijaj and therefore he could have no role in any alteration. In fact, references show that all of these spellings given by al Dam predate al ija.ijaj.
Finally, if al ija.ijaj's aim was to correct acknowledged errors in the text,
we would not expect any of these spellings to be preserved in the accepted
readings, as in fact they are.
Some examples are accepted in both forms among the Qurrii', such as
the first example, while others are not (as in Qur'an 26:116 and 167 which
are not found in any source). However, as regards the orthography of these
words, they apparently were not dotted before al ija.ijaj. Thus, their readings were governed only by riwiiyah, and what can be attributed to
4

50. AI Ma$fi/)if, 49-50, 117-118.
51. Ibid., 117; al 'Asqalan1, Tahdhib a/ Tahdhib, 5:89-115; 8:166-167; al Bukhati, Kitab at
Qu'afa' al Saghir, 76.
52. Tadhkirat allfuffa'f, 2:770-72; fabaqtit allfufftif, 75-76.
53. See, for example, Ttirikh at Tabafi, vol. 6, passim; Ibn Kath1r, AI Bidtiyah wa a/ Nihiiyah,
9:117-39; Tarikh Khan{ah Ibn Khayytif, part 1, 340-419.
54. AI Ma$ii/)if, 117. The isntid includes Yatld al Farisl, who was regarded as weak (chapter
2, page 63). However, according to al Dllll, the omission of a/if after the wtiw of plural
was consistent, except in a few cases of which he gives examples. AI Muqm', 26-7.
55. Muqaddimattin, 119.
56. Md al MQ$til)if, 117-18.
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al ija.ijaj is, in fact, only the introduction of naqt a/ i'jiim throughout the
ma$ii/:li/ and not only in these particular examples. The mu$1Ja/ continued
to be read according to the riwiiyah, and the vocalization and dotting were
in accordance with this.
Jeffery regards this supposed consonantal and orthographical modification as "an entirely new recension of the Qur'an" and maintains that
"this new text promulgated by al ija.ijaj seems to have undergone more or
less extensive alterations."57 Indeed, he exaggerates the role of al ija.ijaj as
stated in the Kitiib a/ Ma$ii/J,;r to the extent of claiming that "if this is so,
our textus receptus is not based on the recension of 'Uthman but on that of
al ija.ijaj Ibn Yiisuf."59
However, al ija.ijaj had done nothing except sanction the diacritic
points introduced by scholars whom he had appointed for the purpose.60
He distributed copies of the 'Uthmanic ma$ii/Jif to the metropolitan cities,
including Egypt. The governor there, 'Abd al 'Aziz Ibn Marwan, was
insulted to receive a mu$1)af. for he felt that he had no need of the work of
al ija.ijaj.61
Thus, nothing can be attributed to al ija.ijaj as regards the ma$ii/Jif apart
from the diacritic points, which were introduced by scholars appointed by
al ija.ijaj (who himself was commanded by 'Abd al Malik Ibn Marwan). 62
The next step, after the introduction of vocalization and diacritic
points, was the addition of surah titles with an indication of their beginnings and endings63 and the place of their revelation,64 and a sign consisting of three dots at the end of each verse.65 Furthermore, the verses were
divided into portions of akhmiis (fives) and ash'iir (tens),66 and then the
mu$1)a/ was divided into thirty parts (ajzii'), each juz' into two divisions
(IJ,izb), and each IJ,izb into four arbii'.61 In addition, signs were introduced
for all the above-mentioned innovations. The signs were introduced in different colors into the ma$ii/Jif in their manuscript forms.
However, these colored signs, which existed as long as the ma$ii/Jif
were written by hand, could not continue with the appearance of printed

51. "The Textual History of the Qur'an," Journal of Middle Eastern Society (Spring 1947):45.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

See below.

Ibid.
See page 68 of this chapter.
Ibn 'Abd al ijakam, Futii/.1 Mi~r wa Akhbiiruhii, 117-118.
See page 68 of this study.
AI Mul)kam, 16-17.
Tiiiikh a/ M~l}af a/ Sharif, 78.

Ibid., 11.
Ibid., 14-15.
AI Burhiin,1:250; Tiirikh a/ M~l}af a/ Sharif. 78.
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texts because of the difficulty in dealing with them in the printing press.68
Moreover, certain additions/signs were introduced in printed ma~ti/Jif, for
example, the signs of the six kinds of awqtif a/ tiltiwah (pauses) and sajdat a/ tiltiwah, which were initiated by the Egyptian editorial committees
and followed by other committees of ma~ti/Jif.tiJ
The calligraphy of the ma~ti/Jif remained unchanged in the kufic form
until the late fourth century A.H. 70 A new· development in this field was the
introduction of kha.(t a/ thuluth and then naskh, which eventually dominated. 71 Kha.(t a/ naskh is considered the most beautiful one for the
ma~ti/Jif. Other kinds, like ruq'ah, diwtini, ftirisl., siytiqah, and shikastah,
are unsuitable for the ma~ti/Jif, because the rules dictate that they should
not be vocalized, while the ma~ti/Jif should be vocalized to save the reader from committing errors.n
The first mu~}Jafwas printed in Venice in 1530, but it was not distributed because the church authorities had it destroyed immediately.73 The
next printed mu~}Jaf appeared in 1649 in Hamburg. Another appeared in
1698 in Padua in two large volumes under the supervision of Marracci. The
mu~!Jafthen was published under the supervision of Mawlana 'Uthman, in
1787, 1790, and 1798 in St. Petersburgh, and was printed in 1803, 1819,
and 1839 in Kazan .74
The mu~IJafwas printed lithographically for the first time in Tehran in
1828 and again in Tabriz in 1833.75
Thereafter, under the supervision of Fliigel, editions of the ~/Jaf
appeared in 1834, 1842, and 1870 in Leipzig.
It was printed for the first time in India between 1280-81/1863-65
under the supervision of ijafi~ MulJammad Makhdiim and Mawlaw1 Mul;lammad 'Abd al ijati~. It was later revised by Shaykh Mawlaw1 Mal)biib
'Ali.
The first Turkish printed edition of the m~/Jaf appeared in 1297/
1879. This publication was in the calligraphy ofijafi~ 'Uthman.76 The first
68. Introduction to the editorial committee of the M~l}af a/ Miilik annexed to the Khiitimah
of the first edition of 1337 A.H.; Ma' a/ Ma~iil}if, 129-30.
69. Ibid., Tiirikh a/ M~l}af a/ Sharif, 91-94.
70. AI Kurd!, Tiirikh a/ Qur'iin, 160; Kashf a/ ?unun, 1:710-11. 1-Jajjl Khahfah points out (p.
711) that AbO 'Ah Ibn Muqlah (d. 328 A.H.) was the first to introduce a/ kha.(t a/ badi'
and that he was followed by 'Ah Ibn Hilal, who is known as Ibn al Bawwab (d. 413 A.H.),
the best calligrapher of his time. A copy of a mu~l}af written by Ibn al Bawwab is in the
Chester Beatty Library in Dublin.
71. AI Kurd!, Tiirikh a/ Qur'iin, 410.
72. Ibid.
73. AI SaliiJ, Mabiil)ithfi 'Uium a/ Qur'iin, 99.
'
74. Fandlk, Kitiib lktifii' a/ Qanil bi mii Huwa Mafbu', 111-12.
15. AI SaliiJ, Mabiil)ith fi 'Uium a/ Qur'iin, 99.
76. Fandlk, Kitiib lktifii' a/ Qanil bi mii Huwa Mafbu', 112.
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mu~]Jafprinted

in perfect accordance with the 'Uthmanic orthography was
published under the supervision of Shaykh Ri~wan Ibn Mt$munad al
Mukhallilati in Egypt in 1308/1886.77
Finally, the mu{lj.af was printed under the supervision of the Mashyakhat a/ Azhar and the committee appointed by King Fu'ad, and its
first edition appeared in 1337/1918. It has been reedited and republished
several times since then. This edition is unanimously considered the best
edition of the mu~]Japs
However, all the above-mentioned editions were according to the
reading of ijaf~ from ·A~im. which is the common reading throughout the
Muslim world. The edition of the mu~]Jaf according to the reading of
Warsh from Nafi' appeared for the first time in 1349/1930 in Egypt.79
Various editions of Warsh have been printed in kufic or standard naskh in
Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia( and, recently, in Libya.
This reading is second in common use after ijaf~. and it is the common
reading in North and West Africa and in some parts of Sudan and Egypt.
The third most common reading in some parts of North Africa is the
reading of Qaliin from Nafi'. The first printed mu~]Jaf according to this
reading appeared in Tunisia in 1401/1981 and then in Libya.
Finally, the mu~lj.af was printed for the first time according to the
reading of al Diiti from Abu 'Amr in Sudan in 1398/1978. This reading is
the most common reading in Sudan and it is used in some parts of Egypt
and Chad. These four ma~iilj.if represent the common readings for public
purposes in the Islamic world today. However, the remaining canonical
readings are known to many readers who have graduated from the institutes of qirii'iit of al Azhar and of Sudan and many others.
At the present time, new means of recording have been introduced for
Qur'an studies, and all canonical readings of the Qur'an have been recorded orally by famous leading Qurrii' in EgypttQ
We may say, in concluding this chapter, that the 'Uthmanic ma~iilj.if
include more than one alj.ruf. The alj.ruf included in the ma~iilj.if are those
which can be accommodated in the orthography of the 'Uthmanic
ma~iilj.if, which correspond with the final revealed version. The written
text has been recorded according to one ]Jarf, and permission to read the
other various readings related only to recitation (provided that it is read
as it has been taught). The ma~iilj.ifwere not vocalized or dotted; this was
77. Tiirikh a/ MU$1)af a/ Sharif, 91-92.
78. AI Siilib. Mabiil}ithfi 'Uium a/ Qur'iin, 100. The author, however, has wrongly put the
date as 1342 A.H. (1923), while it is in fact 1337. See Md a/ Malfil}if, 103.
79. Md a/ MO$iil)if, 103.
80. For more information about this project, see al Sa~d, AI MU$1)af a/ Murattal, 2nd ed.
(Cairo: 1978).
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introduced in stages, first by Abii al Aswad al Du'ali, who was asked to
cany out the task when la/J,n appeared, and then during the reign of 'Abd
al Malik Ibn Marwan, in order to make reading easier. The orthography
of the ma~a/J,if remained unchanged. Printed ma~a/J,if today represent the
four dominant readings of ijaf:;, Warsh, Qaliin, and al Diiti.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE 'UTHMANIC MA~A.I-j/F AND
THE PERSONAL CODICES OF
THE COMPANIONS AND
THE SUCCESSORS
Many qira'at attributed to the Companions differ from the ma~a}J,if
compiled by 'Uthman and are still to be found in old books of tafszr and a/
qira'at a/ shadhdhah (anomalous readings)} These divergent readings are
classified below.

Categories of Divergent Readings
Addition and Omission of Certain Surahs
It is related that Ubayy Ibn Ka'b added to his mu~}J,af the two surahs
of Qunuf and that Ibn Mas'iid omitted from his mu~}J,af three surahs: the
Fati}J,ah and the Mu'awwidhatan (the two fmal surahs).3
The following views and interpretations have been brought to bear on
the discussion of this problem:

1.
2.

I.

One group of scholars considers the story untrue and fabricated. 4
Another explanation of this problem is that Ubayy and Ibn Mas'iid
were confused, since they first heard the Prophet recite qunilt in the
prayers, particularly in the witr prayer, the most important sunnah
after the obligatory five daily prayers, and that Ubayy came to believe
that they were from the Qur'an. Ibn Mas'iid, on the other hand,
thought that the last two surahs of the mu~}J,af were not from the
See, for example, al Taban, Tafstr; al Zamakhshal'i, AI Kashshiif; Ibn Jinn1, AI Mulpasib

fi Shawiidhdh a/ Qirii'iit; Ibn Khalawayh, AI Mukhta$ar fi Shawiidhdh a/ Qirii'iit.
2.
3.
4.

Muqaddimatiin, 15; ltqiin, 1:182.
Muqaddimatiin, 15; /tqiin, 1:183.
See, for example, Ibn ijazm, AI Fi$iil Min a/ Mila/ wa a/ Nihal, 2:77; Muqaddimat Kitiib
a/ Mabiini, 15; ltqiin, I :220-21.
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Qur'an because he saw the Prophet recite them as an incantation for
al ijasan and al ijusayn. s However, this interpretation is rejected by
certain scholars on various grounds. The author of Kitiib a/ Mabiini
states that Ubayy's profound knowledge of the Qur'an would have
enabled him to distinguish what is the Qur'an from what is not. This
is supported by the fact that the transmission of qirii'ah from him to
the A'immah (leading experts in qirii'ah) does not mention that Ubayy
taught them qunut as part of the Qur'an.6 1bn al Baqillaru suggests that
Ubayy might have written qunut on the back of his mu~l)af as a du'ii',
"as we do on our ma$ii/Jif."1 Moreover, he studies in a special chapter
the stylistic differences between the Qur'an and the sayings of the
Prophet.8 On this basis, he concludes that it is impossible that the
Companions could not distinguish between the Qur'an and what is not
the Qur'an and that the number of surahs was known to them. 9 Indeed,
many authorities confirm that what is attributed to Ubayy is no more
than du'ii,' and they call it Du'ii' a/ Quniit. 10
3.

Certain scholars maintain that Ibn Mas'Od did not write those surahs
because they were memorized by all Muslims, even the children. Thus
there was no fear that they might be forgotten. Otherwise, as the author
of Kitiib a/ Mabiinl states, how could Ibn Mas'Od, with his wide knowledge, not be aware of the most famous, the most widely known, and the
easiest surahs of the Qur'an? 11 However, Ibn al Anbati is reported to
have rejected this view on the grounds that Ibn Mas'Od included in his
mu$1}afshort surahs like a/ Kawthar (108), a/ Na~r (110), and allkhliis
(112), which are similar in length to a/ Mu'awwidhatiin.' 2 However, it
is understandable, in his opinion, that Ibn Mas'Od did not write the
Fiitil)ah, which could not be forgotten, because it is recited in all
prayers and rak'ahs.' 3 This is supported by Ibn Mas'iid's response when
he was asked why he did not write it in his m~l)af. He answered: "If I
had written it, I would have written it with every siirah," meaning-as
Ibn al Anbati interprets this-that a portion of the Qur'an is recited during every $aliit and that this must be preceded by the Fiitil)ah. ••

4.

The author of Kitiib a/ Mabiini states that Ibn Mas'ud may have omitted the surahs because he wanted to write only what he heard direct-

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Qur,tubi, 1:53, 20:251; Muqaddimatan, 15; Ibn al Blqilllnl, fjdz a/ Qur'dn, 291.
Muqaddimatiin, 15.
l'jiiz a/ Qur'iin, 291-92.
Ibid., 291-97.
Ibid., 292.
See, for example, Muqatil, Tafsir a/ Khams Mi'at Ayah. 5; al Akhfash, Ma'iini a/ Qur'iin,
2:551.
Muqaddimatiin, 96-97; QurJubi, 20:251.
Qur,tubi, 20:251.
Ibid., 1:53.
Ibid.
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ly from the Prophet.' 5 However, this view seems not to be sound for
the reason that Ibn Mas'ud himself is reported to have said, "I have
been taught seventy surahs directly from the mouth of the
Prophet ... ,"' 6 which indicates that he learned the rest of the surahs
from other Companions. Thus, his mu$/:laf contains both the surahs he
heard from the Prophet and those that he learned from the
Companions.
5.

Al Qur,tub1 attributes to Yaz1d Ibn Harun the view that Ibn Mas'ud
died before he had completed memorizing all the surahs. However, al
Qut:tiib1 objects to this view, 17 which indeed has no evidence to support it. The alleged exclusion of these surahs from the mu$/:laf of Ibn
Mas'Ud does not mean that they were not memorized by him for, as is
well known, they are among the shortest and easiest surahs of the
Qur'an.

6.

Furthermore, Ibn al Baqillan1 states that all these riwiiyahs are isolated reports that should not be regarded as reliable. In addition, he considers all differences attributed to Ibn Mas'ud as false and related by
ignorant (people), although he does not deny that Ibn Mas'ud, like any
other /:liifi?, might fall into error in certain /Juruf He adds that if Ibn
Mas'ud had denied these two sealing surahs, the Companions would
have disagreed with him, and that this would have become widely
known, since lesser quarrels have been reported to us. Also, he says
that the consensus of the Companions on the compilation of the
mu$/:la/ cannot be impugned by these anomalous invented narrations. 18

Finally, a considerable number of a/:liidith refer to the position of these
surahs, 19 the story behind their revelation,20 and, above all, to the recitation
of them by the Prophet while at home and traveling/' which indicate that
Ibn Mas'iid was aware of them. Thus, these narrations attributed to Ubayy
Ibn Ka'b and 'AbdAllah Ibn Mas'iid cannot be regarded as authentic.

Interpolation of Explanatory Material
The interpolation of certain explanatory material, consisting of one or
more words, into the text of the Qur'an is attributed to the personal codices
of some of the Companions. Some examples are listed and discussed as
follows:

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Muqaddimattin, 97.
Ibn ijanbal, a/ Musnad, 5:258-59; Fat/J a/ Btiri, 9:46-47.
Qur.tubi, 1:53, 58, 20:251.
l'jtiz a/ Qur'tin, 291-92.
See, for example, al Alban1, AI Al)tidith a/ Sal)il)ah, 2:582-83, hadith no. 891; 249, hadith
no. 645; Sunan Abi Dtiwiid, 2:152-53.
20. Sunan Abi Dtiwiid, 2: 152-53; al SuyiiJJ, Lubtib a/ Nuqiil fl Asbtib a/ Nuzii/, 238-39.
21. Sunan Abi Dtiwiid, 2: 152.
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1.

Ibn al Zubayr is reported to have added the words 1.. ~ 4.114 ~.J
A.L>l....i 22 after .)"'"""
<''1 v-.........-'.J
·..,_ ·.~ ..J·
-'L · b <.)" ~-=--~'it.i ~...
· -~:<(3·104)
,..
~.I..I.J.)A
•
•

The author of the Kitiib al Mabiin"i says that this addition, if it is
accepted as authentic, is certainly a gloss by Ibn al Zubayr and his own
words, and that some narrators were confused and incorporated it into the
text. He supports this assertion by stating that these same words were
attributed to 'Ut:hman himself, which suggests that he recited them in his
preaching as an explanation only and not as part of.the Qur'an (since otherwise he would have added them to his ownMu~IJafallmiim).
23

2.

Ibn Abbas is reported to have added the words .,-iY ,j.o after~WI ~!
24
~i .~~i \Ui '(20:15}. This is also attributed to Ubayy Ibn Ka'b with
the further words ~ ~i ~ ~ ,j.o 25

The author of Kitiib a/ Mabiin"i states that if the addition is regarded as
authentic, it is an explanatory addition to the text and that certain narrators
were confused and incorporated them into the text. Fur-thermore, the
isniid of the riwiiyah to Ubayy is maq,tu' (interrupted), and the transmission of the qirii'ah from Ubayy to Abo 'Amr and Ibn Kath1r invalidates it,26
3.

'Ali is reported to have added the words .,>A.III..,;I_,-_, immediately after
~1_,

(103:1}. 27

The author of Kitiib a/ Mabiinl argues that this attribution to 'Ali is
invalid, first, on the ground that the qirii'ah of AbO 'Alxl al Ra1,unan al
Sulam1 (the transmitter of the qirii'ah from 'Ali, his close student, and
teacher of al ijasan and al ijusayn), corresponds to Mu~/Jaf allmiim, in
which there is no mention of this addition. Second, if the attribution to 'Ali
were authentic, he would have incorporated it into the text and would not
have abandoned these words, the result of which would have been to
decrease the reward of the reciter and alter a meaning desired by Allah.
This, therefore, suggests that the narrator either lied or forgot. Third, we
must take into account the unanimous agreement of the Muslims on Mushaf
allmiim, so that if anyone alleges any single addition or omission that contradicts the consensus, it is no different from claiming that the obligatory

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

AI Ma$1i/Jif, 82-82; Muqaddimatan, 102; Materials, 227.
Materials, 227.
Ibid., 201.
Ibid., 146.
Muqaddimatan, 102.
Materials, 193.
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prayers are fifty, that marrying nine wives is allowed, or that fasting more
than the month of Ramac;lan is a duty .18
4.

Sa'd Ibn Ab1 Waqqii~ is reported to have added the two words
l"i;.,.. after .;:.i.i _,i ti ~, (4:12). 29

This addition, as al Suyfl,ti points out, is regarded as tafs'ir. 30 However,
it is unanimously agreed that this tafsir is correct.31

5.

Ubayy Ibn Ka'b is reported to have added the sentence ~.h
1"1~1 ~I ~ I_,..,.. W.
to
~4JI ~~I ~_,ti .,i I.J)IS ~I~ j!
(48:26). 32

'Umar objected to this reading of Ubayy and asked Zayd to read it. He
read it according to the general reading, after which he agreed with Zayd.
It is also reported that Ubayy defended his reading and that 'Umar agreed
to let him read it accordingly. 33 The author of Kitab al Mabani questions
this report as one that cannot be reconciled with the Book received by the
Prophet, which was preserved and transmitted from him. In addition,
Ubayy might have reported that reading before its abrogation, particularly
before the final revealed version. This is supported by the transmission of
a qira'ah from Ubayy to Abu Ja'far, Ibn Kath1r, and Abu 'Amr, who transmitted from Ubayy the ways of reading in madd (prolongation) and shadd
(doubling), but did not report this addition. Furthermore, he points out, this
addition differs from the Qur'an stylistically. Finally, he asks how it could
be that 'Umar was not aware of this addition, since he heard this surah
directly from the Prophet on the occasion of IJudaybiyyah.34
6.

'AbdAllah Ibn Mas'ud is reported to have added the word
to l"~i ~~ !"~ (5:91). ~

.:.~l:i:i.

3

Discussing this example, al Ghazzah argues that these readings differ
from the mu$i)a/ and are to be attributed to the Companions. They are not
part of the Qur'an, because the Qur'an is not substantiated except by
tawatur. He attributes the above reading to Ibn Mas'ud and regards it as
not mutawatir, and therefore as not from the Qur'an. Consequently, it

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Muqaddimatiin, 103-04.
ltqiin, 1:216.
Ibid.
Nashr, 1:28.
AI ijakim, AI Mustadrak 'alii a/ Sa/:lil:wyn, 2:225-26.
Ibid.
Muqaddimatiin, 91-93.
Qur.tubi, 2:283.
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should be considered as his interpretation of the verse and his madhhab.
He quotes Abu ijan1fah as having adopted this interpretation as wiijib
(obligation). Although Abu ijan1fah did not accept this addition as part of
the Qur'an, he accepted it as an isolated report that, in his view, was sufficient evidence for practice. Nevertheless, al Ghazzali objects to Abu
ijan1fah's view and concludes that this addition is not even acceptable as
an isolated report for practice, because it has not been reported to us as a
sunnah heard from the Prophet.36
7.

Among the successors, al ijasan al Ba~l'i is reported to have added the
words ~~ .lJ»'I to LA.l.h "i! F-o !)!, (19:71V'

AI Suyii_ti quotes Ibn al Anbati as having said that this addition is al
Hasan's own interpretation of the meaning of the word .lJ~I·, but that some
narrators mistakenly incorporated it into the text.38 Concerning this general problem of the interpolation of explanatory material, Ibn al Jazal'i
points out that the Companions may have written interpretations in their
readings, although they were sure of what they had been taught as the
Qur'an. In addition, he states that it is not true that the Companions
allowed reading of the Qur'an by meaning as opposed to the literal text. 39
Finally, Abu ijayyan maintains that most readings attributed to Ibn
Mas'iid are suspected of being Sh1'ah inventions. 40

Word Order Differences
For example, Abu Bakr is reported to have read .:.~4 .;all t.fi- .:.•4-J
while the words in the mu$/Jafare .;a.J4.:;,.Lit.~.:.·4-; (50:19). 41 Although
certain scholars quoted it as an example of one of the seven al)ru/,42
'A'ishah reported that she heard her father Abu Bakr in his final illness
reciting this verse in the same way as it occurs in the mu$/JaP3 Another
example of this is what is attributed to Ibn 'Abbas, namely, that he read
~1Jdl~·4-1~!'/, while in the mu$/Ja/ it is found as ~1Jdl~·4-lj!
(90: 1).44 However, Ibn 'Abbas is reported to have interpreted this surah and
read it in accordance with the mu$/JaP5

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

AI Musta$ja, 1:102.

ltqiin, 1:216.
Ibid.
Nashr, 1:321-30; Munjid, 17-18. For more discussion, see Chapter 7.
AI Bal]r a/ Mu/Ji/, 1:161.

Nashr, 1:26-27.
See Chapter I, 15-16.
Qur,tubi, 17:12-13.

44. Materials, 208.
45. Qur,tubi, 20:232.
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Changes in the Consonantal Outlines of Words Without
Changing Their Meaning
For example, Ibn Mas'ud is reported to have read the word :~
(36:29) as ~.J, this being quoted by certain scholars as an example of one
of the seven al)ruf. 44 However, in these scholars' view this reading was
eventually disallowed because of the abrogation of certain al)ruP7
'AbdAllah Ibn Mas'ud is reported to have read the word ;:,..ai-lS (101:4)
as ..J]..JIS ·.48 'Umar is also reported to have read the word.l~li (62:9) as
,r.,.....li',49 and Ubayy is reported to have read lilladhina iimanu an?urunii
(57:13) as t._,..a~l .... t.,;..i .... LUJt...l ,_,...i .J:!lll •50 These reports were quoted by
certain scholars as examples of an a IJ,arfthat was abrogated.s'

Changes in the Consonantal Outline and Meaning of Words
For example, 'Ali is reported to have read the word .efb~ of (56:29) as
2
This was quoted by certain scholars as an example of one of the
seven al)rufwhich was abrogated.SJ
In all of these cases, as we have seen in Chapter 3, it is arguable
whether a certain l)arf was abrogated during the lifetime of the Prophet or
whether the permission to read in this way was removed when 'Uthman
issued his ma~iil)if.S4 Also, these synonyms may be fictitious. Whatever the
case, the reading was not left to individual choice but was subject to the
riwiiyah.
As regards the additional interpretations that were attributed to the
personal codices, Goldziher expressed doubts about their being part of the
original text. He maintained that it is not known yet whether they were
original and that they were allowed into the text only as interpretations.ss
On the same page, however, he contradicts himself when he mentions that
certain later scholars considered these additional interpretations as part of
the text. Goldziher supports this view by arguing that the Companions
were reported as having permitted the writing of this kind of additional
interpretation in the mu~l)af provided that they did not regard them as
,p:.,~.s

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Materials, 78.
See Chapter I, 12-13, 15-16.
Materials, Ill.
Ibid., 221.
Ibid., 169.
See Chapter I, 12-13, 15-16.
Materials, 191.
See Chapter I, 12-13, 15-16.
See pp. 66-67 of this book.
Madhiihib al Tafsir allsliimi, 21.
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Qur'an.56 However, the additional interpretations are not part of the original text of the Qur'an and are not to be confused with the mu:j}J,af, since
it was stated clearly that the condition for using them was only as tafsir
and not as Qur'an.57
One hundred and twenty-three differences have been claimed between
the 'Utlunanic ma:ja}J,if and all personal codices of the Companions. In nine
places, two, three, or four personal codices agree with the 'Uthmanic
ma:ja}J,if, but this is the maximum extent of agreement among them.
Furthermore, Ibn Mas'ud is reported to have been the sole reference for 102
out of the total number. 58
It is argued that the Qur'an contains over 77,000 words and, therefore,
the number of words in the personal codices that differed from the
'Uthmanic ma:ja}J,if is thus very small. 59 In this connection, al Jal:ti?: is
quoted as having said the following:
Verily there are certain people who cast doubt on the trustworthiness
of the Qur'an and search for an addition or omission in it without the
consent of the Prophet and consensus of the Com-panions. However,
if someone had inserted a poetic verse in the poetry of Abu al
Shamaqmaq, he would have been notorious among the Ruwat, so
how about the Book of Allah Almighty, which is transmitted in
tawatur and sound chains and is recited day and night?60

Differences Between the Ma$ii/Jif of the Am$iir
The ma:ja}J,ifthat 'Uthman sent to the major cities are reported to have
differed in certain a}J,rufregarding the addition or omission of certain letters or particles. In this respect, it is said that the mu:j}J,af of Kufah differs
from that of Ba~rah in five a}J,ruf. For example, in 21:4 we fmd Jli written in the Kfific mu:j}J,af, while in the Ba~ran we fmd..ll. Also, the Madinan
mu:j}J,afis reported to have differed from those of Iraq in twelve a}J,ruf. For
example, in 2:132 in the Madinan mu:j}J,afwe find..,....._,i_,, while in the Iraqi
we find;..-;, •.
Finally, the ma:ja}J,if of Syria and Iraq are said to have differed in forty
a}J,ruf. For example, in 5:54 we fmd li~ , while in the latter we fmd
".i.~ .61 However, all are differences in letters between the ma:ja/Jif,
56. Ibid.
57. AI Qira'at wa a/ Lalwjat, 185.
58. Md a/ Ma$d/Jif, 147.
59. Ibid.
60. Ibid.
61. Muqaddimatan, 117-21; AI Muqni', 108-24.
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except for two examples, which differ in particles. The first one is in
9:100, where the word ~is found in the mu~}Jajof Makkah but is omitted in the other ma~ii}Jif. The second example is in 7:23, where the word
:,.. is omitted from the ma~ii}Jif of Madinah and Sham, although it exists in
the ma~ii}Jif of other cities.63 The differences of letters can be classified into
various categories as follows:
62

1.

Morphological change-in 2:132: ..,.-_,i.,and ;.~:;_,;
5:54.

2.
3.

Replacement of conjunction-in 91:15: ~~ ;u and~~~~; and in
40:26 ~ ~~ ji and ~ ~~~ .
Omission of conjunction-in 5:53: l_,...i ~-lll ~and J,l:..:,.

4.

Consonantal differences-in 10:22: ~fo. and ~~.

5.

Omission of pronoun suffixes-in 36:35: ~C.~ and ~-.1;. C.~.

6.

Grammatical change-in 55:78:

7.

Singular and dual alternation-in 43:38:

8.

Singular and plural alternation-in 10:33: 4~ ::,L.f" ~and~-

9.

Verbal change-in 18:93:.;.~ ;:,~Jll and

~~~_,~and~~~ I~.

~.i;. and ~;. in

,

~1;4-1~! ~and ~;4-

.

Ji.

Al Dam maintains that all of the above-mentioned differences between
the ma~ii}Jif are correct and authentic, for they have been revealed and heard
from the Prophet. He adds that when 'Uthrnan compiled the ma~ii}Jif, it was
not possible to accommodate all these readings in one mu~}Jaf, and so he
distributed them in the ma~ii}Jif.
Moreover, the author of Kitiib a/ Mabiini has studied all examples linguistically and concludes that they are correct and sound. In addition, he
states that the differences were intentional to substantiate all a}Jruf revealed
and heard from the Prophet.65
Thus, research confirms that the personal codices attributed to certain
Companions and their Followers have been transmitted in unauthentic
chains, differ from each other, and contradict the 'Uthrnanic ma~ii}Jif.
Additional interpolations are no more than explanatory material that they
added to the Qur'anic text as their own personal codices and because they
were sure of not confusing them with the original text. The reports that
64

62.
63.
64.
65.

AI Muqni', 11; Fatl) a/ Biiri, 9:30.
AI Muqni', 115.
Ibid., 123.
Muqaddimatiin, 121-33.
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'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'fld omitted from his mu~IJ,af the first and the last two
surahs and that Ubayy Ibn Ka'b wrote in his mu~}J,af al Qunut as a surah
are groundless.
Finally, the 'Uthmanic ma~ii}J,if are reported to have differed in certain
letters or particles, consisting of the addition or omission of letters, except
in two places where huwa and min are sometimes included and sometimes
omitted. These accounts are all authentic in their transmission, and it has
been proved linguistically that all are acceptable and fluent Arabic in the
Arabic version of the Qur'an.
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CHAPTER 5

THE LANGUAGE OF THE QUR' AN

This chapter discusses what type of Arabic the Qur'anic text, with its
variant readings, represents. Rather than undertake a thorough grammatical and lexicographical analysis of the Qur'an, the purpose here is to examine the information provided by classical Arab scholars as well as the theories of modern scholars. The goal is to determine whether the language
of the Qur'an represents Qurayshi Arabic (whatever may be understood by
this term), whether it is in standard Arabic or poetic koine but reflecting
.ijijazi features, or whether it contains a number of fluent dialects in addition to that of Quraysh. Although the available data are not sufficient to
allow more than a tentative conclusion, the discussion will provide a better
understanding of the problem of the seven al}.ruf
The Qur'an refers to the language in which it has been revealed as
Arabic, without reference to a particular dialect of the Arabic language. A
considerable number of verses support this fact. The following are a few
examples:
1.

"We have sent it down as an Arabic Qur'an in order that ye may learn
wisdom." (12:2)

2.

"Verily this is a revelation from the Lord of the Worlds: the spirit of
Faith and Truth came down with it to your heart and mind, that you
may admonish in clear Arabic language." (26:192-95)
"[It is] a Qur'an in Arabic without any crookedness [therein] in order
that they may guard against evil." (39:28)
"A book whereof the verses are explained in detail-a Qur'an in
Arabic for people who understand." (41:3)

3.
4.
5.

"We have made it a Qur'an in Arabic that you may be able to understand and learn wisdom." (43:3)

Ibn al Anbati (328/939) states that the Qur'an has been revealed in the
most eloquent, purest, and clearest language of the Arabs, since Qur'an
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4:3 says: "We have made it a Qur'an in Arabic that ye may be able to
understand [and learn wisdom]." Also in 41:44 Allah says: "Had we sent
this as a Qur'an [in a language] other than Arabic, they would have said:
'Why are not its verses explained in detail? What! [A Book] not in Arabic
and [a Messenger] an Arab?' Say: 'It is a guide and healing to those who
believe."'' The Qur'an includes no reference to any particular dialect;
however, in the sunnah there are a few statements attributed to certain
Companions that refer to the issue of dialect. They include the following:
1.

'Uthman is reported to have commanded the committee appointed by
him to compile the Qur'an, all of whom were Qurayshi except Zayd
Ibn Thabit, saying: "If you disagree with Zayd Ibn Thabit on any
point in the Qur'an, write it in the dialect of Quraysh, as the Qur'an
was revealed in their tongue.m He is also reported to have made the
same statement when the scribes differed in writing the word al Tabiit
.::.~l:ill, as to whether to write it with final M' or ta' (eventually it was
written with ta' according to the dialect of Quraysh). 3

2.

'Umar is reported to have written to Ibn Mas'Od that the Qur'an had
been revealed in the Qurayshi tongue and that he should teach people
accordingly, and not according to the language of Hudhayl.4 It is
reported elsewhere that 'Umar said that the scribes of the ma$tli)if
should be only from Quraysh and Thaq1f.S

3.

'AbdAllah Ibn Mas'Od is reported to have preferred the scribes of the
ma$tli)ifto be from Mu(,iar. 6

Most scholars of the classical period agree that the Qur'an has been
revealed in the dialect (lughah) of Quraysh, a view shared by most contemporary scholars. However, what is meant by the term lughah is not
always clear. Does this refer to an actual dialect in the full sense of the
term, or to a Quraysh1 version of a standard literary language, which
exhibits certain Quraysh1 features in terms of phonology, morphology
and vocabulary? Some scholars have claimed that classical Arabic
(ju#:za) is identical to Qurayshi speech.
The ancient scholars used the term lughah in different contexts to mean
lahjah (dialect), as Abii 'Amr Ibn al 'Ala' did when he distinguished
between lughah and 'arabiyyah (the latter is what agreed with the majority, while he called what did not agree with them lughat). 1 In this connec1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

/Qiil) a/ Waqf wa allbtidii', 1: 12.
Bukhiiri, 6:479; AI Murshid at Wiijiz, 92.
Fat!) a/ Biiri, 9:20; Kitiib a/ Zinah, 1:141.
/Qiil) at Waqfwa allbtidii', 1:13; AI Mul)tasib, 1:343; Fat!) a/ Biiri, 9:27.
Abo 'Ubayd, FaQii'il a/ Qur'iin, 310; AI Siil)ibi, 28; AI Muzhir, 1:211.
Abo 'Ubayd, FaQii'il a/ Qur'iin, 310.
AI Zubaydi, Tabaqiit a/ Nal)wiyyin wa a/ Lughawiyyin, 34.
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tion, al Farra' says about the two ways of pronouncing ._,....1 iswah or uswah,
"wa humii lughatiin," (they are no more than dialects). 8 The ancient scholars also used the word lisiin (tongue) to mean lughah, which may be interpreted as lahjah (dialect), and they interpreted the word la}J.n to mean
lughah (lahjah). 9 Sibawayh, however, used the word lughah to mean an
acceptable form of 'arabiyyah. For example, he says: "Lughah li ahl a/
lfijiiz wa hiya 'arabiyyah jii'izah" 10 ("[It is] the lughah of the people of
Hijaz and it is permissible Arabic.") and "Wa hiya allughah al 'arabiyyah
a/ qadimah aljayyidah" ("It is good, ancient Arabic lughah."). 11
According to the Ruwiit, the word lughiit means exceptional and rare
forms, and differences in the word as to its meaning, morphology, and
grammar.•2
MOdem Arab scholars, explain what is meant by lughah and lahjah
more carefully. Al Ghamraw1 states that the dominant view among the
philologists is that lughat Quraysh represents no more than a dialect of a
common language, which is the existing Arabic language. 13 ijammudah, in
his AI Qirii'iit wa a/ Lahajiit, 14 studies both terms using modem linguistic
methodology. According to him, lahjah refers to pronunciation and phonetics!5 This is mainly a matter of accent, although minor variations in
word forms or meaning are also encompassed in this term. For the purpose
of the following discussion, the term lughah will be regarded as meaning
a form that is acceptable Arabic but not used by the majority. An important point is that the concept of dialect, as it exists today, was not recognized by early Arabic writers and that attempts (such as that of RabinY 6 to
reconstruct dialects are obscurist and likely to produce scant results.
By examining the views of the scholars, this chapter will reach some
conclusions on this question.
The view that the Qur'an has been revealed in the lughah (dialect) of
Quraysh is based on the following arguments:
1.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

The first people addressed by the Qur'an were those of Quraysh, who
easily understood the language of the Qur'an.

AI Farra', Ma'iini a/ Qur'iin, 2:339.
Ibn Ab1 Dawiid, Kitiib a/ Ma~iil)if, 32.
AI Kitiib, 2:416.
Ibid., 424.
AI Rafi,, Tiirikh Adtib a/'Arab, 1:135.
AI Naqd a/ Tal)nn, 210.
1st ed. (Cairo: 1368/1948).
Ibid., 4-5.
Ancient West Arabian.
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In this connection, certain verses are quoted and interpreted in favor of
Quraysh: "We have sent not an apostle except [to teach] in the language
of his [own] people to make [things] clear to them," (14:4), and also:
"And admonish thy nearest kinsmen." 17 (26:214)
2.

The Prophet himself was a Quraysh1 and his sayings, accordingly,
correspond with the language of the Qur'an. 18

3.

The style of the sayings attributed to the Companions and the people
of their time belonging to Quraysh is said to have agreed with the language of the Qur'an} 9

4.

In addition, the consensus of all Arabs after Islam and the agreement
among the scholars, narrators, Mu/:laddithun, and Mufassirun is that
the Qur'an has been revealed in the Quraysh1 dialect and that, despite
the quarrels and political disputes among the tribes and the existence
of chauvinism on the part of ijimyar and the non-Arabs, no objection
to this dialect was ever raised. 20

The reason the language of the Quraysh has this superior position is as
follows:

1.

The language is of high quality and fluency.

In this connection, the Prophet is reported to have said that "I am the most
eloquent of you because I belong to Quraysh and was brought up in Sa'd
Ibn Bakr (the tribe of ijatunah, Muhammad's wetnurse)." 21 Qatadah wrote
that Quraysh chose the best of the Arabic language, so that their tongue
became the best of all, and that, accordingly, the Qur'an has been revealed
in the Quraysh1 tongue. 22 Also, al Farab1 is reported to have said that
Quraysh were the best among the Arabs in choosing the most eloquent
utterances: the easiest to pronunce and hear and the clearest in expression. 2.l
This superior Arabic language is said to have been acquired by
Quraysh as a result of their communication with other tribes in the course
of their conflicts and cultural gatherings at ·u~ and other markets. Also,
the Arabs regularly visited Makkah for religious purposes and trade. 24 Ibn
Mushkil a/ Atluir, 4:185; ltqiin, 1:135.
Fi a/ Alhlb a/Jiihin, 110.
Ibid.
Ibid., 110-11.
Abo 'Ubayd, Fat}ii'il a/ Qur'iin, 309; Ibn al Baqillanl, Nukat allnti$iir, 386; AI Muzhir,
1:210.
22. Lisiin a/ 'Arab, 1:588.
23. AI Muzhir, 1:211; Allqtiriil), 22.
24. AI 'A$r a/ Jtihili, 133; Fi 'lim al Lughah al 'Amm, 222; al Rafi'l, Ttirikh AdOb ai'Arab,
1:85-90 (2nd ed., 1940).
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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p-aris states in his AI Sii/J.ibi that delegations on pilgrimages and for other
purposes visited Makkah and that they would ask Quraysh to arbitrate
between them because of their eloquence and perfect language. Hence,
Quraysh used to chose the best of other tribes' speech patterns and poems
and add them to their tongue. By doing so and by enhancing their innate
ability, they became the most eloquent of the Arabs.25
2.

The second reason given for Quraysh having this position is that they
were far away from neighboring non-Arab states.

This distance, as Ibn Khaldfm puts it, protected Quraysh from non-Arab
influences. According to philologists holding this view, the acceptability of
the dialects of the Arabs was in proportion to their proximity to Quraysh.26
AI Suyfi.ti quotes al Farabi as having pointed out that the philologists
ignored the Arab tribes that lived near foreign nations. 27
3.

Third, Quraysh were immune to pronunciation defects attributed to
other dialects.

Many defects are attributed to certain tribes. For example, AbU al 'Abbas
states in his Majiilis Tha lab'1B that Quraysh have a high standard of fluency so that they did not have the 1an 1anan ofTamim, the kashkashah of
Rabi'ah, the kaskasah ofHawazin, the tatf.ajju ofQays, the ajrafiyyah of
Qabbah, and the taltalah of Bahra'. He gives only examples for an anah
and taltalah. The first example ('anlanah) is the changing of alifto layn,
as if to say 'anna abda Alliihi qii'imun for anna, while the second (talta/ah) is the pronunciation of the present-tense prefixes with kasrah (as in
ti1lamuna, ti'qiluna, and tisma 1una). 29
Other sources cited pronunciation defects in various dialects, among
them thefa/Jfal)ah of Hudhayl, which is the change of hii' to ayn; and the
wakm and wahm of Kalb, which means that the plural sifflx -kum becomes
-kim when the preceding vowel is kasrah. (Thus they say alaykim and
bikim.) Wahm is the pronunciation of -hum as -him in such contexts as
minhim, anhim, and baynihim in all cases. The aj'ajah of Qudaah consists
of changing the final -i to -ij, as in substitution tamirriij for tamimi. The
istinJii' of Sa'd Ibn Bakr, Hudhayl, al Azd, Qays, and the An.~iir is the
changing of ayn to nan in the word anJii for a:ta. Watm in the language of
Yemen is the pronunciation of sin as tii'; for example, a/ n.iit for a/ n.iis.
The lakhlakhiiniyyah of Shihr and Oman is saying masha Allah for
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

25. AI SQI)ibl, 33-34.
26. AI Muqaddimah, 635.
27. AI Muzhir, 1:212; Al/qtirdl}, 23.
28. Edited by 'Abd al Salam Hariln, 3rd ed. (Cairo: Dar al Ma'arif, 1969).
29. Ibid., 1:81.
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1

miishii'a Allah. The tumJumiiniyyah of ijimyar is the use of the definite
article -am instead of -al, as in,tiiba am hawii'u for,tiiba al hawii'u.30 Some
of these features still exist in parts of the former Arabia. One example is
the kashkashah (i.e., the pronunciation of the feminine suffix -ik as -ish),
because in San'a' and other parts of Yemen it is still in use.31 Another is the
.tumJumiinnyyah, which is said to still be in use in ijashid, A$tb,
Khalwan, and other parts of Yemen. One hadith is quoted as using -am
(i.e., "Lay sa min am birri im siyiimu fi im safar").32
The following factors contributed to the superior features of the
Qurayshi language:
1.

2.

3.

The Arabs made pilgrimages to Makkah where Quraysh were the servants of the House and the pilgrims and had custody of the Ka'bah.
Hence, Quraysh were favored and respected by all Arab tribes. 33
Quraysh were tradesmen and merchants who traveled to different parts
of Arabia, to Syria in the north, and to Yemen in the south. Makkah
itself was the commercial center of Arabia. The Qur'an mentions this
in surah 106: "For the covenants of security and safeguard (enjoyed)
by the Quraysh. Their covenants (covering) journeys by winter and
summer." 34
Subsequently, Quraysh acquired political power and authority among
other Arab tribes.:u AbO Bakr is reported to have addressed the An,riir in
the following words: ''The Arabs only follow Quraysh." 36

Some modem scholars believe that the richness and purity of the
Quraysh1 language and the political prestige of Quraysh led to Quraysh1
Arabic becoming accepted at an early date as the literary standard throughout Arabia. 37
Supposedly, Quraysh1 Arabic was dominant a long time before Islam,
and became the language of culture for all Arabs more than 100 or 150
years before the Hijrah38 (i.e., from about 500 c.E.). Hence, the Qur'an was
understood by the Arabs irrespective of their different tribes.39
AI Rafi1 asserts that the Arabic language has passed through three
stages in its development toward fluency. In its first stage, it was developed
AI Muzhir, 1:221-23.
Laluljat a/ Yaman Qadiman wa lfadithan, 47-48.
Ibid., 20.
AI Sal;ibi, 33; at Rafi'l, Tarikh Adiib a/'Arab, 1:85 (2nd ed., 1940).
Waft, Fiqh al Lughah, 109; Fi a/ Adab a/ Jahin, 111-12.
Ibid.
AI Baytln wa a/ Tabyin, 4:10.
Wlifl, Fiqh al Luglulh, 109-10.
Tarikh Adiib al'Arab, 1:86.
39. ijasan 'Awn, Dirtlsiit fi-al Luglulh wa a/ Nal;w, 58.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
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by a single tribe. Then its development was taken up by all the tribes collectively. Finally, Quraysh alone is to be credited with having brought the
language to its final and most important stage of development He argues
that Quraysh acquired this position because its members lived in the vicinity of the Ka' bah and met pilgrims, as a result of which they heard others
and selected the best of other tongues. AI Rafi'i concludes that it was almost
miraculous that this development started 100 or 150 years before the
Hijrah.40
However, certain scholars object to the view that the Qur'an has been
revealed only in the lughah of Quraysh. They believe that much evidence
shows features of various other dialects in the Qur'an. For instance, certain
Companions among Quraysh are reported not to have known the exact
meaning of some Qur'anic words. Thus 'AbdAllah Ibn 'Abbas is reported
to have said: "I did not to know the meaning of [the wordfti.tir in]fti.tir al
samilwiit until I met two bedouin quarreling over a well. One of them said,
'Aniifa.tartuhii' (I began [or started] it).',. 1 Ibn 'Abbas is reported to have
said, "I did not to know the meaning of al fattii/:1 until I heard the daughter of Dhii Yazin saying to an opponent of hers 'halumma fiiti/:lni' (come to
arbitration with me) .. Then I knew it." 42
Abu Bakr and 'Umar both are reported not to have known the meaning
of the word abb in 80:31, "wafiikihatan wa abban." 43 In reference to this,
a number of books and treatises were composed by early scholars, among
which are Kitiib al Lughiitfi a/ Qur'an (being the version of Ibn ijasnfin on
the authority of Ibn 'Abbas)44 and Mii Waradfi a/ Qur'iin min Lughiit a/
Qabii'il (by Abu 'Ubayd al Qasim Ibn Sallam).45 In addition, al Nadim states
that al Farra', AbU Zayd, al ~ma'i, al Haytham Ibn 'Adi, Mul)ammad Ibn
Yal)ya al Ql\ti'1, and Ibn Durayd composed books on lughiit a/ Qur'iin. 46
AI Dawfidi, in his fabaqiit al Mufassir1n, 41 mentions that Mul)ammad Ibn
Yaiid al Ba~fi has a book on lughiit al Qur'iin. 48 This subject has been treated by al Zarkaslii and al Suyii.ti, each of whom devotes a chapter to it 49 AI
Suyii.ti's chapter is based on the work of AbU 'Ubayd. Furthermore, many
more examples show the existence of grammatical features belonging to
other dialects in the Qur'an, such as what is called lughat akalun1 al barii40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
49.

Tiirikh Atkib a/'Arab (Cairo), I :79-86, 89-90.
Abu 'Ubayd, Faf/ili/ a/ Qur'iin, 314; ltqiin, 2:4.
AI Mubarrid, AI Fiirji/, 113-14; ltqiin, 2:5.
ltqiin, 2:4.
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gh"ith; for example, in 21:3, "Wa asarrit a/ najwii alladhin ?alamu," and in
5:71, "Thumma 'amit wa $ammit kathirun minhum." This ancient Semitic
feature is found in the language of other Arab tribes, but the Quraysh11anguage was free of it. 50 Ibn al Baqillaru interprets the statement of 'Uthman
about the revelation of the Qur'an in the dialect of Quraysh as meaning that
it was mainly but not entirely in this dialect He cites the fact that features
of other dialects exist in the Qur'an and that 43:3, "We have made it a
Qur'an in Arabic," refers to all Arabs. In addition, he states that whoever
maintains that the Qur'an has been revealed in a particular dialect should
provide supporting evidence. He argues that if this were so other people
would have said that it should be the tongue of Hashim, since they are the
nearest kinsmen of the Prophet.51
Ibn al Baqillaru quotes the statement attributed to the Prophet, "I am the
most eloquent of you because I belong to Quraysh and was brought up in
Sa'd Ibn Bakr." He comments that that does not mean that the Qur'an has
been revealed in the Quraysh1 language, because the Qur'an could be
revealed according to the most eloquent language of the Arabs and, according to the language of those whose language is lesser in eloquence, because
all varieties of Arabic used in the Qur'an are eloquent. He accepts that most
of the language of the Qur'an is Quraysh1, but states that of the different
tribes that recited the Qur'an before the Prophet, the Banu Tam1m were the
most fluent and clear. This statement of Ibn al Baqillaru. also asserts that the
Prophet accepted the lughah (dialect) ofTam1m and that he read the Qur'an
in the dialect of Tam1m, Khuza'ah, and others.52
Ibn 'Abd al Barr supports this view, pointing out that the dialects of
other tribes exist in all qirii'iit of the Qur'an, such as the retention of hamz
(while Quraysh omits it).53 AbU Shamah quotes certain scholars as having
said that the Qur'an has been revealed not only in the Qurayshi tongue but
in those of their neighbors who were fluent speakers, while the Arabs were
allowed to read the Qur'an according to their accustomed dialects.54
He states elsewhere that the Qur'an includes all Arab dialects, because
its revelation was for them all, and that they were permitted to read it
according to their different dialects. Thus, the readings of the Qur'an differed. He adds that when the ma$iil}.if were established, these different
readings were abandoned except for those whose lughiit (i.e., dialects) corresponded with the orthography of the ma~ii/J.iP'
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According to Ibn Malik, the Qur'an has been revealed in the dialect of
ijijaz, except for a few features that are in accordance with the practice of
Taniim, such as idghiim (assimilation); for example, the following: "Wa
man yushiiqqi Alliiha" (59:4) for Qurayshi yushii.qiq, which was not read
thus by anyone, and "Wa man yartadda minkum" (2:217) for Qurayslii
yartadid.
This assimilation originated with Taniimi and occurs only rarely, while
the ljijazf practice of separating consonants occurs more frequently in the
Qur'an; "yartadid" (2:217), "wa a/ yumlil" (2:282), "yu}Jbibkum" (3:31),
"yumdidkum" (71:12), "yushii.qiq" (4:115 and 8:13), "yu}Jiidid" (9:63), ''fa
a/ yumdid'' (22:15), "wa a}J.luf' (20:27), "isdud'' (20:31) and "ya}J.lif'
(20:81). 56
The ijijazi practice of separating the consonants is considered by
Sibawayh as the best ancient Arabic.57
Moreover, all Qurrii' have agreed unanimously to read "illii ittibii' a/
?anni" (4: 157) with fat}J., because this is in accordance with the ijijazi
tongue, in which they use fat}J. in this type of exception58 (as opposed to
Taniim, who use tjammah).
Sibawayh studied this type of exception in the section of his book entitled Hiidhii. Biibun Yukhtiirufihi a/ N~bu li'anna a/ Akhira Laysa min Naw'
a/ 'Awwal wa Huwa Lughatu Ahl a/ Jfijiiz (Preferring the Accusative
because the Second TennIs Not in the Same Category as the First, and That
Is the Dialect of the Hijaz), as opposed to Tamim who use 4ammah (the
nominative).59
Thus we fmd "mii hadhii basharan" (12:31)60 as opposed to Taniim's
"mii hiidhii. basharun." However, no one recited this passage in the latter
manner, according to Sibawayh, except those who were not aware of how
it was in the ~}J.a/. He, however, opts for the mii tamimiyyah in general
on the grounds that it corresponds with analogy. 62
Ibn Jimii (392/1001) states that mii in Tamim usage is more analogous
but that the Hijati is more widely used. He prefers the Hijw because it is
more widely used and because the Qur'an has been revealed in this language.63
61
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In addition, the readings of the Qur'an represent various dialects,
among them ijijaz1 and Tam1m1, such as "bi rabwatin" (2:265), withfatQ
according to Tam1m1 practice, this being the reading of Ibn 'Amir and
'~im, while "bi rubwatin" with tjammah is attributed to Quraysh, being
the reading of the rest of the ten Qurrii'.64 Ibn Jimfi regards the reading of
7:57, nushuran, as more fluent, because it is the language of the ijijaz1 people, while the Tam1m1 version is nushran.65
The ijijaz1 nushuran is the reading of Nafi', Ibn Kath1r, Abu 'Amr,
Abu Ja'far, and Ya'qub; and the Tam1m1 is the reading only of Ibn 'Amir.66
Ibn 'Abd al Barr argues that the statement of 'Umar to Ibn Mas'iicf67 indicates merely his own preference and does not mean that he forbade Ibn
Mas'ud's reading. He points out that because the Qur'an may be read in
seven aQruf, there is no objection to choosing from within the seven
aQruf. 68 Ibn Jinn1 comments that the Arabs change hii' to 'ayn and vice
versa because of the similarity in their place of articulation. He concludes
that 'attii for Qattii is permitted, but that Qattii is preferred because it is
more widely used.69 ijammudah supports this view by referring to certain
sound readings attributed to Hudhayl, which were accepted among the
Qurrii', such as the readings of ijamzah and al Kisa'i in which they read
3:11 as ''fa li immihi" instead of ''fa li ummihi."10 This interpretation leads
to the question of the revelation of the Qur'an in seven aQruf, which has
been discussed in detail in Chapter 1. Among the interpretations of the
term aQruf mentioned, one is that they refer to certain dialects of the
Arabs. However scholars who support this interpretation have differed in
identifying the dialects involved. According to certain scholars, all seven
aQrufare included in the MuQaii tongue. 71 Abu 'Ubayd attributes to certain
unnamed scholars the view that these seven Mu~ati dialects are those of
Quraysh, Kinanah, Asad, Hudhayl, Tanfim, Qabbah, and Qays.72 Ibn
'Abbas is reported by some scholars to have identified these seven as Ka'b
of Quraysh (i.e., Ka'b Ibn Lu'ayy and Ka'b of Khuza'ah [i.e., Ka'b Ibn
'Amr of Khuza'ah]). According to Ibn 'Abbas, branches of Quraysh and
Khuza'ah were neighbors. 73
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However, al Kalbi attributes to Ibn 'Abbas the view that the aiJ,ruf
are seven dialects, five of them belonging to the A'jaz of Hawazin. AbU
'Ubayd identifies four of the five as Sa'd Ibn Bakr, Jusham Ibn Bakr,
Na~r Ibn Mu'awiyah, and Thaqif. He adds that they were called 'Ulya
Hawazin (Upper Hawazin) and were considered, along with Sufla
Tamim (Lower Tamim), the most fluent of the Arabs according to 'Amr
Ibn al 'Ala'. 74 However, according to Abu 'Ubayd, Sa'd Ibn Bakr is the
most fluent of all Arabs, for the saying is attributed to the Prophet, "I am
the most fluent of Arabs because I am Quraysh1 and brought up in Sa'd
Ibn Bakr."7s AbU Shamah attributes to certain unnamed scholars the
belief that five of the seven dialects belong to Hawazin and the remaining two to all the Arabs. In support of this view, it is argued that the
Prophet was brought up in Hawazin and lived with Hudhayl/' According
to another version, AbU 'Ubayd is reported to have identified the dialects
as Quraysh, Hudhayl, Thaqif, Hawazin, Kinanah, Tam1m, and Yemen.n
This view apparently expands the seven aiJ,ruf to include nearly all the
Arab dialects.
AbU Shamah and Ibn al Jazari attribute to certain unnamed scholars
the view that the dialects are Sa'd, Thaqif, Hudhayl, and Quraysh, and that
the remaining two are divided among the tongues of all the Arabs.78
According to AbU IJatim al Sijistan1, the dialects are Quraysh, Hudhayl,
Tamim, al Azd, Rabi'ah, Hawazin, and Sa'd Ibn Bakr.79
According to al Tabari, the language of the Qur'an represents some
but not all of the dialects of the Arabs, because their tongues and languages were more than seven.80 According to Ibn Qutaybah and AbU 'Ali
al Ahwaz1, all seven aiJ,ruf are included in the Qurayshi tongue, in which
the Qur'an was exclusively revealed!'
Among those who accepted the existence of other dialects in the
Qur'an, views differed concerning the most eloquent speakers of the
Arabic language. AI Mubarrid states that every Arab whose language has
not been changed is fluent according to his people (tribe), and that the
meaning of the statement banii fuliin af~ahu min bani fuliin is that Arabs
are more similar in their language to the language of the Qur'an and the
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Quraysh, although the Qur'an has been revealed in all the languages of the
Arabs.82
Abu 'Arnr Ibn al 'Ala' is quoted in different versions as mentioning
the most eloquent of Arabs as those in Upper Hawazin and Lower
Tam1m,83 Upper Hawazin and Lower Qays, or Upper Hawazin and Lower
Quraysh.84 According to AbU 'Ubayd, however, Sa'd Ibn Bakr is the most
fluent of all Arabs because of the statement attributed to the Prophet discussed above.
Quraysh were regarded as the most eloquent of all the Arabs according to Ibn Faris,85 who is followed by al Farab1, al Suyu_ti,86 Ibn Khald1in,87
and al Rafi'1.88 Ibn al Baqillam, as mentioned, considers Quraysh the most
eloquent of the Arabs and cites the fluency and clarity of the language of
Tanfim. AI Mubarrid, in his AI Kiimil and on the authority of al A~ma'1,
considers Jarm to be the most fluent of all Arabs.89 Other sources refer to
many other tribes, such as Hudhayl and Thaq1f, as being the most eloquent90
The most fluent of all the Arabs after Quraysh, however, according to
al F"arab1, are Qays, Tanfim, Asad, Hudhayl, and some parts of Kinanah and
Tayyi'.91 AI Rafi'1 asserts that Quraysh are the most eloquent of all the
Arabs, followed by Sa'd ibn Bakr, Jusham ibn Bakr, Nasr ibn Mu'awiyah
and Thaq1f. Following them in fluency are Khuza'ah, Hudhayl, Kinanah,
Asad, and I)abbah. They were neighbors of Makkah and visited there frequently. Next in fluency are Qays and other tribes of central Arabia.92 The
number seven, however, according to al Rafi'1 is symbolic.93
The time factor is an important reason for these differences in fluency,
eloquence, and clarity of speech, since the tribal societies in Arabia were
influenced by non-Arab clients who came to live in settled areas and who
later influenced nomadic regions. The philologists are said to have refused
to accept information from certain regions and tribes whose dialects were
considered the most fluent of all Arabs, such as Thaq1f, the people of Ta'if,
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and the towns of Hijaz, on the grounds that their language was changed and
distorted by the influence of foreign clients.94
This view of seven dialects with all their different versions has been
refuted on the grounds that the Qur'an's text includes many words belonging to other Arab dialects that have not been selected as one of the seven
al)rups Also, if the differences between them were dialectal, 'Umar and
Hisham would not have been reported as having differed in reading,
because both men belonged to the same Qurayslii tribe.96 Furthermore, al
Tabafi regarded as weak (4a'if) all traditions mentioning the seven lughat
on the basis of their isniid, since none of their narrators (such as Qatadah
and al Kalb1) is regarded as accepted in any chain.97
Ibn al Jazari states that what is meant by al)rufis not dialects but seven
types of linguistic differences.98 In support of this view, Abu Bak.r al
Wasi.fi is reported to have said that forty Arab dialects (lughat) are found
in the Qur'an.99 AI SuyO.fi identifies thirty-two dialects, quoting examples
of them in the Qur'an. 100
Ibn al Naq1b is reported to have said in his Tafszr that the Qur'an
includes all Arab dialects. 101 In support of this view, Ayyub al Sak.htiyaru
is reported to have said that the verse, "We sent no Messenger except [to
each] in the language of his own people" (14:4), refers to all Arabs! 02 'Ali
and Ibn 'Abbas are also reported as having said that the Qur'an has been
revealed according to the dialects of all Arabs. 103 The version of Ibn
'Abbas states that the Prophet taught people in one dialect. When they had
difficulty understanding, he started teaching every tribe according to its
dialect. 104
Since the Qur'anic text includes different features of various. Arab
dialects, this chapter will next discuss the commonly accepted view that the
Qur'an has been revealed in the common literary language, this being based
on a certain dialect or dialects of the Arabs, whether specified or not.
The following pages will discuss views of modem and contemporary
scholars whose arguments and analyses are based on modem methodology
and linguistic evidence. However, first we will briefly consider Vollers'
94. AI Muzhir, 1:212.
95. Maniihil, 1:180-81.
96. Ibid.; Alltqiin, 1:136.
97. AI Tabatl, Tafsir, 1:66.
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103. Ibid., 96.
104. Ibid., 96-96.
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hypothesis that classical Arabic was based on the speech of the bedouins in
Najd and Yarnamah, but was much changed by the poets, while in the rest
of Arabia, a quite different language, the precursor of the modem ijadati
colloquial, was spoken. Vollers claims that the Qur'an was composed in
that popular Arabic and subsequently rewritten in the classical style.'().1
However, Vollers' theory has been discarded as too extreme.'06 Rabin differs from Vollers, who
rejected the official text of the Koran as a grammarian's fabrication
and sought its original form in the noncanonical variant readings. This
reconstructed text he believed to be representative of 'a popular language', opposed to classical Arabic above all by its lack of cases and
moods ... .'07
Rabin then presents his own hypothesis: "I accept the Othmanic text as
a true presentation of the language Muhammad used, but believe that his
literary diction contained some elements of the spoken idiom of his milieu
which happens to be a specimen of another lost language."' 08 Vollers' view
was rejected by R. Geyer and Noldeke, who rightly point out that there is
no support for it in either the oldest traditions nor in the evidence of the
Arabic itself. 119 In any case, i'rtib is found not only in Arabic, but is an original Semitic feature, being found in Akkadian, Ethiopian, Babylonian,
Hebrew, Nabatean, and other Semitic languages. 110 In Nabatean particularly,
as Noldeke established, all cases of i'ra!J.-.<!ammah, fat}Jah, and kasrahare found.''' In support of this, the 'ijarran inscription contains an accusative
form; e.g., dhti al mar.tU/. 112 In the Qur'anic text, there are many examples
whose meanings are unclear without taking i'rtib into account, such as
"lnnamti yakhshti Alltiha min 'ibiidihi al 'ulamti'u" (35:28), "Wa idh ibtalti
lbrahima Rabbuhu" (2:124), "Wa idhti }Jatjara al qismata ulu al qurha"
(4:8), and "Anna Alltiha barl'un min al mushrikina wa rasuluhu" (9:3).
Moreover, the Qur'an has been received by way of tawtitur with i'rtib in
written form and recitation. 113 The teaching of the Qur'an was in accordance
with i'rtib when it was read in prayers and taught to the students. The
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Qurrii' did not differ in the i'riib, except in a few cases that were related to
the pennission to read the Qur'an according to the seven a}Jruf. 114
The system of i'riib in the Arab language dates back to ancient times,
and what the grammarians introduced was simply a formulation of the
rules governing its use with special reference to the language of the Qur'an
and of fluent speakers. Thus, the grammarians created Arabic grammar as
a science.m 'Ali Waft points out that the writing of the m~}Jaf, which is
received by way of tawiitur, although free from vocalization, supports the
existence of i'riib; e.g., the presence of a/if in the case of the nunated
accusative (e.g., rasulan, bashiran, and shahidan), and i'riib with }Jurilf
(e.g., a/ mu'minun and al mu'minin). 116 The Qur'an refers to its language as
"clear Arabic language" (26: 195) and states that "[it is] a Qur'an in Arabic
without any crookedness [therein]" (39:28). This presupposes i'riib to
make things clear and understandable. The word i' riib, however, in its earliest appearance in the Arabic lexicon, means "speaking clearly, speaking
without incorrectness, without barbarousness, etc." 117 Statements are
attributed to the Prophet and certain Companions encouraging Muslims to
read the Qur'an according to i'riib. 118 AI Suyii.fi comments that what is
meant by i'riib in this context is no more than the knowledge of the meaning of the words. He objects to its interpretation as a grammatical term
on the ground that qirii'ah (recitation) without it is not considered or
accepted in any case and that there would be no reward without it. 119 In
this connection, Abii Bakr is reported to have said, "Verily reading the
Qur'an with the manner of i'riib is more beloved to me than just memorizing certain verses." 120 This statement is, however, misunderstood by
Paul Kahle. He comments that seeking i'riib and asking people to read
the Qur'an with i'riib indicates that it used to be read without i'riib, and
that the i' riib was later introduced to the text of the Qur'an. 121 The word
i'riib in the statement of Abii Bakr, if one accepts its validity, means clarity in reading the Qur'an and does not refer to grammatical terminology,
because this meaning evolved after the introduction of naq! a/ i'riib by
Abii al Aswad al Du'all during the reign of 'Abd al Malik Ibn Marwan. 122
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If, however, the Qur'an used to be read without i'riib, this would have
been mentioned in the oldest traditions and language sources. 123
Furthermore, certain early scholars are said to have objected to naq,t a/
i'riib and naq,t al i'jiim, but only on the grounds that they were not in
accordance with the orthographical practice of the salaf. If the inflectional endings in themselves had been an invention or innovation, these
scholars would have protested vigorously, whereas no such protest is
mentioned at all.
l'riib in its grammatical sense, as Ibn Faris states, "distinguishes the
meaning, and with the use of i'riib we understand what the speakers
meant."l24
As al An.taki notes, it is unlikely that a group of grammarians could
impose on Arabic these fabricated characteristics and force people to
accept and use them so quickly without any resistance or rejection. In
addition, the idea of invention in the field of languages is not acceptable,
and, while languages evolve, this is a gradual process. Thus, one can say
that the language of the Qur'an is a natural tongue in its development, and
its characteristics and qualities date back to centuries before Islam. 12.,
To return to the main discussion, the differences between dialects
spoken in the main part of Arabia (Hijaz, Najd, and the Euphrates region),
according to Noldeke, "were small and the literary language is based on
all of them equally." 126 Classical Arabic, according to Lyall, is "a language of poetic convention of tribal wordstocks that had grown up with
the absorbtion of the immense vocabulary of the Jiihiliyyah's qa$idah and
its great number of synonyms." 127
However, classical Arabic, states Guidi, is a mixture of dialects spoken
in Najd and adjoining regions, but not identical with any one of them. 128
Nallino maintains that the classical Arabic was based on the colloquial language of the tribes of Ma'add, 'Wlrlch were united because of
the rise of the kingdom of Kindah, whose kings welcomed poets and
rewarded them generously. According to Nallino, this colloquial tongue
became the common literary language in the middle of the sixth century A.D. and dominated most of the Arabian peninsula, including
Madinah, Makkah, and Ta'if in Hijaz. 129 Fischer and Hartmann held the
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view that classical Arabic was identical to a particular dialect but did
not specify which one. 130
Brockehnann, like Wetzstein and others before him, claims that "classical Arabic was never spoken in the form in which we know it." He does
not discuss its relation to the dialects. 131 Elsewhere, he describes the language of the Qur'an as based on the dialect of Quraysh. 132 Bergstriisser, in
his AI Ta.tawwur a/ Na/;lwlli a/ Lughah a/ 'Arabiyyah, 133 may be quoted in
favor of what he calls ijijati dialect, because he states that the orthography
of the m~/:laf was in accordance with ijijaii dialect. 134 Wolfensohn argues
that this common literary language is a mixture of many dialects and that
they became a united language after the disappearance of their speakers. 135
Blachere claims that the literary Arabic language is based on a native
dialect, but he does not say which one. He objects to the Quraysh1 dialect
as the native dialect on which the literary language was based.' 36 Rabin
offers what he calls the working hypothesis that "classical Arabic is based
on one or several of the dialects of Najd, perhaps in archaic form." 137 The
language of the Qur'an, according to Beeston, "is unmistakably that of the
poetic corpus of the sixth century." 138 He, however, maintains that it was
first written down in a form reflecting the pronunciation of the Western
di~c-.;t of Makkah. He adds that the scholars succeeded in introducing
certain features characteristic of the Eastern dialects by adding reading
marks to the language. 139
However, most Western scholars generally agree that classical Arabic
originated among the bedouins of Najd. Some believe it to have been originally the language of one tribe, others a combination of various dialects.
Some also think it acquired some purely artificial characteristics.' 40
However, Wansbrough, in his Qur'anic Studies, 141 devotes a chapter to
the "origin of classical Arabic" 142 in which, unlike the others, he rejects the
ailyclear alternaconcept of the literary Arabic language without
tive. He asserts that little is known about the text of the Qur'an or about

offerffi.g

130. Ancient West-Arabian, 17.
131. Ibid.
132. Fiqh al Lughiit al Siimiyyah, 30.
133. Published in Cairo: MaJba'at al Sa'adah, 1929.
134. Ibid., 27.
135. Tiirikh al Lughiit al Samiyyiih, 166.
136. Tiirikh al Adab ai'Arab, ai'A$r al Jiihin, 77.
137. Ancient West-Arabian, 3.
138. The Arabic Language Today, 13.
139.1bid.
140. C. Rabin, art. 'Arabiyya, E.I!, 1:565.
141. Oxford University Press, 1977.
142. Ibid., 85-118.
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classical Arabic prior to the "literary stabilization of both in the third/ninth
century." Nothing, he maintains, in the Qur'anic usage of the word 'arabi
and its cognate form supports Fiick's suggestion ('Arabiyya, Berlin 1905,
1-5) that 'arabi in the expression "clear Arabic speech" refers to the 'arabiyya that was the literary language of the bedouins. 143
Watt's final conclusion, however, is that the language of the Qur'an
falls somewhere between the poetical koine and the Makkan dialect. He
also notes the omission of the hamzah or glottal stop, which is mentioned
as a peculiarity of Makkan speech and has affected the orthography of the
Qur'an. 144 Alternatively, he states that one might say that the Qur'an was
written in a Makkan variant of the literary language.
This common literary language, however, according to certain contemporary Arab philologists, should not be attributed to a particular tribe,
but to all Arab tribes. Because this language has accepted elements from
all the tribes, it seems to be similar to all of them. 145
'Ali Wafi 146 accepts the view that the Qur'an is revealed in the common literary language, but disagrees with Western scholars in that he, like
Taha ijusayn and others before him, asserts that this common language is
based on the Quraysh1 speech. In order to reconcile these two ideas, he
postulates that the Quraysh1 influence spread throughout Arabia well
before Islam. He agrees with Vendryes in pointing out that the formation
of a standard or common language is "due either to the extension of an
organized political power, to the influence of a predominant social class,
or to the supremacy of a literature. Whatever may be its recognized origin, there are always political, social or economic reasons which contribute to its preservation." 147 'Ali Wafi then argues that at least the second and third of these reasons apply to Quraysh. Their dominating dialect
then became the language of art, as well as of prose and poetry. It also
was the language of correspondence, conferences, negotiations, and the
delegations' speeches and poems. 148 'Ali Waft's arguments for this theory
are not based on any linguistic evidence, but on what he sees as the dominant cultural and economic position enjoyed by Makkah in the
Jiihiliyyah period. 'Ali Wafi's arguments are used by most Arab scholars
and researchers with certain additions or modiflcations. 149
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.

A. T. Welch, art. a/ Kur'an, E.l.', 5:419.
Introduction to the Qur'an, 84.
Tammam ijassan, AI Lughah Bayn a/ Mi'yiiriyyah wa a/ Wagiyyah, 61-62.
Fiqh a/ Lughah a/ 'Arabiyyah, I 11.
Language: A Linguistic Introduction to History, 261.
Fiqh a/ Lughah a/ 'Arabiyyah, 111-12.
ijammudah, AI Qirii'iit wa a/ Lahajiit (Cairo: 1948); Shahin, Fi '1/m a/ Lughah a/ 'Amm
(Cairo: 1980); Mahdi al Makhz0ll11, Madrasat a/ Kiifah (Baghdad: 1955).
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Furthennore, this common literary language of pre-Islamic verse and
prose is, according to ijammudah, the language in which the Qur'an has
been revealed. However, he adds that the origin of this language is the
/ahjah (dialect) of Quraysh or what is called the ijijaii dialect 150
Moreover, Anis refers to the occasions of pilgrimage, general gatherings,
and cultural conferences before Islam, which were factors in uniting the
Arabic language on the basis of the Quraysh1 dialect. 151 He maintains elsewhere that the most eloquent manner of pausing in Qur'anic verses, which
is dominant in the Qur'an, is that of Quraysh and ijijaz. 152 However, he
asserts elsewhere that the language of the Qur'an represents the common
literary language of all Arabs and not only of Quraysh. 153
The Quraysh1 dialect, however, is argued to have contributed many
elements and features to the common literary language, to the extent that
attributing it generally to Quraysh or ijijaz may be accurate, as most
scholars believe. 154 But the Qur'an contains many other elements and features that are known to have disagreed with that of the ijijaz1 people,
including Quraysh. 1' 5
AI Ghamraw1, who accepts the common literary language, asserts that
the only difference between Quraysh1 and other dialects is that the influence of common literary language on the Quraysh1 dialect was so great
(because Quraysh were close to the markets). He distinguishes between
the literary and spoken language of Quraysh and postulates that both were
influenced by the common literary language (while for other tribes, this
influence was mainly on the language of poems). 156
However, objections have been raised against the view that the language of the Qur'an is based on the Quraysh1 dialect. These objections
may be summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.

The only reason for the Quraysh1 dialect to be favored is theological,
rather than linguistic (i.e., the Quraysh are the tribe of the Prophet)}'7
The Mufassirun quoted other dialects and cited poets belonging to
other tribes to interpret the meaning of archaic words.
The Quraysh tribe included few poets.
The philologists refer to bedouin dialects rather than to the Quraysh1
AI Qirii'iit wa a/ Lahajiit, 30.
Fiat Lahajiit ai'Arabiyyah, 32.
Min Asriir at Lughah, 215.
Mustaqbal a/ Lughah a/'Arabiyyah, 9.
Fu$iil min Fiqh a/'Arabiyyah, 69.
Ibid.
AI Naqd a/ Tal)lili, 210.
N61deke, Die Semitischen Sprachen.
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dialect.
5.
6.

The Suq 'Ukiz? had only been established shortly before Islam}'8
Certain non-Quraysh1 features, such as hamz, are dominant in the
Qur'an. 159

These points were, in tum, refuted by supporters of the view that the
language of the Qur'an is based on the Quraysh1 dialect. They objected
on the grounds that the Qur'an contains other dialect features that were
to be interpreted with reference to their origins, 160 but that it was the
influence of non-Arabs on the tongue of the ijijaz1 people after the
spread of Islam that led the philologists to seek the pure language in the
areas which were not occupied by non-Arabs or where their numbers
were very small. 161 As for the towns, the purity of language (ja~ii}J.ah)
vanished after the first half of the second century A. H. 162 The philologists
found during their research that the Quraysh1 tongue had become distorted, 163 but they continued collecting from bedouins and accepting their
dialects until the middle or end of the fourth century A.H. 164 Furthermore,
'Ukii? had come into existence not shortly before Islam, as claimed, but at
least a century before. 163
In conclusion, the Qur'an refers to the language in which it has been
revealed as "Arabic without any crookedness (therein)" (39:28) and a
"clear Arabic language" (26: 195).
This 'arabiyyah referred to in the Qur'an is neither Quraysh1 nor another language, but the common literary language of the people of ijijaz, Najd,
and other regions of the Arabian peninsula. Thus the Qur'an, which was
revealed in this language, could be understood by all, just as when the
Muhiljirun and An~iir meeting in Maamah communicated and understood
each other by the same. The delegations came to the Prophet from various
parts of Arabia, and the Prophet sent teachers with them. Apparently, they
had no difficulty in communicating or in understanding the Qur'an. 166

158. Nallino, "Kayfa Nasha'at al Lughah al Arabiyyah," 41-48; E.I.', 1:565; C. Rabin, art
'Arabiyya.
159. 'Abduh al Raji)Jl, AI Lahajiit ai'Arabiyyahfi'l Qirii'iit a/ Qur'iiniyyah (Cairo: 1968).
160. Shawq1 Qayf, A/'A,sr a/ Jiihin, 133-37; Na)Jiah, Lughat a/ Qur'iinfl Juz' 'Amma, 74-75.
161. Ibn Khaldun, AI Muqaddimah, 635; Shawq1 Qayf, A/'A,sr a/ Jiihin, 136-37; A/ Mufa,s,sa/
fi Tiirikh a/ Nal)w ai'Arabi, 18.
162. Khiziinat a/ Adab, 1:5-6; Tiirikh Adiib a/'Arab, 1:338.
163. AI Muzhir, 1:211.
164. Tiirikh Adiib a/'Arab, 1:128, 345; 'furuq Tanmiyat a/ Alfii+, 11-12.
165. Aswiiq a/ 'Arab, 342- 43; Lane, Lexicon, vi (introduction).
166. Ibn Hisham, AI Sirah, 7:357-427; Ibn Sa'd, AI 'fabaqiit a/ Kubrii, 1:258-358; Shawq1, AI
'A.sr a/ Jahin, 134; al Ghamriw1, AI Naqd a/ Tal)nn, 210-11.
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If the Qur'an had not been revealed in this common literary language
of all the Arabs, it would have been difficult for these people to understand
it or to be influenced by its verses.
The Qur'an's effect on all Arab dialects was so great that it eventually had an overwhelming influence on all literary endeavors. This does not
mean, however, that all dialectal features of the Arabs no longer existed.
In fact, the text of the Qur'an contains features of various Arabic dialects.
Although the orthography of the masiihif is said to be according to the
Qurayslii dialect, 167 the text of the Qur'an still allows variant readings, since
permission was given to all Arabs to read the Qur'an in various ways
according the seven a}Jruf. Thus, in practice, one finds various dialects in
sound, accepted readings or in canonical readings (qirii'iit mutawiitirah).
For example, in liikinnii (18:38) and ana u}Jyz (2:258), the final ii is
pronounced long in both continued speech and pausal form according
to the reading of Abu Jafar and Nafi' of Madinah (being
Tam1nii), while according to the other tribes and readings it is preserved
only in its pausal form. 168
Although the language of the Qur'an represents many Arab dialects; it
might be argued to have been based mainly on the dialect of Quraysh and
their eloquent neighbors in lJijaz and Najd, particularly Tam1m. In the
variant canonical readings of the Qur'an, as discussed in this chapter, one
observes the existence of various Arab dialects as regards etymology,
vocabulary, grammar, and morphology but Qurash1 or lJijaz1 is generally
more dominant

167. Buklulri, 6:479; lbdnah, 33; A/'Arabiyyah, 4; AI Ta.tawwur a/ Na/Jwi, 27; AI Munjid, 22;

AI Muqni', 114.
168. Abo Shlmah,lbraz a/ Mdani, 383; aiBannA, ltiJiif Fuqala' a/ Bashar, 193.
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CHAPTER

6

THE ORIGIN OF THE QJRA'AT
The Prophet received revelations of the Qur'an in portions of ayats,
taught them to his Companions, and recited them in his own prayers and
while leading prayers before the Companions. 1 In this connection, the
Qur'an addresses the Prophet:
Move not your tongue concerning the [Qur'an] to make haste therewith. It is for Us to collect it and to promulgate it: but when We have
promulgated it, follow its recital [as promulgated]: then it is for Us to
explain it [and make it clear]. (75:16-19)
The Qur'an also characterizes its revelation as being in stages:
[It is] a Qur'an which We have divided [into parts from time to time]
in order that you might recite it to men at intervals: We have revealed
it by stages. (17:106)
Furthermore, the Prophet asked certain Companions to recite to him. In
this connection, 'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'iid is reported to have been asked by
the Prophet to recite for him from the Qur'an and that he recited 3:1-41. 2
Ubayy Ibn Ka'b is also reported to have said that the Prophet asked him to
recite for him and that he recited surah 98.3
The Muslims studied and read the Qur'an from the very early Makkan
era. For example, Ibn lsl}aq reported that when 'Umar visited his sister and
her husband he found them with their teacher Khabbab Ibn al Aratt reading
and studying from a ~a/J.ifah surahs 20 and 81. 4 It is attributed to the Prophet
1.
2.
3.
4.

See Chapter 2, 41, 44.
Buklulri, 6:87-88.
Ibid., 456-57.
Sirat Ibn l~l;iiq, 161-62.
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that whenever he received Qur'anic verses, he taught them to his
Companions, the men first and then the women in a special circle.5
Certain learned Qurrii' were directed by the Prophet, when he was in
Makkah before the Hijrah, to teach the Qur'an to the people in Maomah.
The first Qiiri' was M~'ab Ibn 'Umayr, 6 and he was followed by 'Abd
Allah Ibn Umm Maktfun, 'Anunar Ibn Yasir, and Bilal.7 In Maomah after
the Hijrah, whenever individuals or delegations of newly converted Muslims came to the Prophet, he would appoint one of his learned Companions
to teach them the Qur'an.8 Furthermore, the Prophet is reported to have sent
Qurrii' to certain places and tribes, particularly after conquering Makkah.
In Makkah itself, Mu'adh Ibn Jabal was appointed to teach the people the
Qur'an.9 The number of Qurrii' who had committed the Qur'an to memory
was increasing gradually to the extent that at Bi'r Ma'fmah alone, in 5 A.H.,
seventy or forty of them were killed. 10
Among the Companions and their Followers who settled in different
conquered cities, the number of Qurrii' was considerable. Ibn Sa'd, in his
Kitiib a/ fabaqiit, counted hundreds who settled in KOfah, Ba:;rah, Sham,
and so on, and their students who transmitted from them. 11 After the days
of the Prophet, his caliphs appointed prominent Qurrii' to the cities; for
example, Abu al Darda' was sent to Damsacus, 'Ubadah Ibn al Samit to
ijims.. and Mu'adh Ibn Jabal to Palestine. 12 'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'ud was
appointed to teach the people of Kfifah, 13 and Abu Musa al Ash'ati was
sent to Ba:;rah. 14
After he compiled the ma~ii/J,if, 'Uthman, is reported to have appointed a Qiiri' to each of the a~iir to which a mu$/J,a[was sent, specifically to
teach the people of the city according to it. 13
Orthographical differences are reported among the ma~ii/J,if of the
cities prepared by the command of 'Uthman. Certain scholars assert that
these variations were intended to accommodate all authentic readings
received from the Prophet according to the revelation of the Qur'an in
seven a/J,ruf. The variations that could not be allocated in a single mu~IJ,af

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Ibid., 128.
Ghiiyat al Nihiiyah, 2:299.
AI Zinjanl, Tdrikh al Qur'dn, 40.
Tarflb al Musnad, 18:9.
Ibid.
See Chapter 2, 25 in this book.
AI 'fabaqdt al Kubrll, 7:5-493.
Ibid., 2:356-57.
Ibid., 6:3-14.
Ibid., 2:345.
Mandhil, 1:403-4; Ma' al Ma$d/Jif, 90-91; see Chapter 2, 48.
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were divided among the ma~ii}Jif of the cities. 16 For example, it is reponed that in 2: 132 we find wa aw$ii written in the ma$ii/Jif of Maamah and
Sham, while in the rest of the ma~ii}Jif it is written wa wa~$ii with the
omission of ali/. 11 In addition, it is agreed that the 'Ut.hmanic ma$ii/Jif
were free from naqf both of i'riib and i'jiim, this also being in order to
accommodate various dialects and readings that were permitted in reading the Qur'an according to certain authorities, until the time came to use
the naq.ts of i'riib and i'jiim. 18 Ibn Taymiyyah, followed by Ibn al Jazati,
asserts that the ma$ii/Jif in the time of the Companions were freed from
naq.t for the following reasons:
1.

The Companions depended on their memories rather than on the
ma$ii}Jif, bearing in mind that the Qur'an is transmitted with tawiitur.
In addition, the Qur'an was revealed in portions to facilitate its memorization. Thus they did not need to depend on a book as the People
of the Book did.

2.

Being Arabs, they did not need naq_t because they did not commit

lal;m.
3.

They wished to preserve the possibility of different readings such as

ya'maluna and ta'maluna.
Naq.t was introduced during the lifetime of the Followers, when some
of them started using naq! in their ma$ii}Jif with different colors because
of the appearance of la}Jn at that time. 19
As regards naq.t a/ i'jiim, it has been argued that it has always been
found with the alphabetical letters, because it was difficult to distinguish
between them without using it.20
Schools of reading in all the cities were established according to the
'Uthmanic ma$ii/Jif. Any reading which did not correspond with them was
abandoned, and the personal codices were destroyed by the command of
'Uthrnan. 21 The Tna$ii/Jif and readings of the a~r became famous and were
adopted throughout the Muslim world. Hence, all canonical readings are
attributed to the Qurrii' of the Om$iir, among whom are the following:
1.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

In Madlnah: Mu'adh al Qatt, Sa'ld Ibn al Musayyib, 'Urwah Ibn al
Zubayr, 'Umar Ibn 'Abd al 'Ailz, 'A.ta' Ibn Yasar, Salim Ibn 'Abd
Allah, Sulayman Ibn Yasar, Muslim Ibn Jundub, 'Abd al Rabmin Ibn
AI Muqni', 123-24; Nashr, 1:33.
AI Muqni', 109.
AI Mul)kam, 2.; also see Chapter 3, 106-09.
Fatawii, 12:100-1; Nashr, 1:7-8; Allbiinah, 68.
Sub/:1 al A'shll, 3:151; also see Chapter 3, 107.

Bu/cluJri, 6:479.
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Hurmuz, Ibn Shihab al Zuhti, and Zayd Ibn Aslam.
2.

In Makkah: 'Ubayd Ibn 'Umayr, 'Ata', Tawas, Mujahid, 'Ikrimah, and
Ibn Abi Mulaykah.

3.

In Kiifah: 'Alqamah, al Aswad, Masliiq, 'Ubaydah, 'Amr Ibn Shurabb11, al ijarith Ibn Qays, al Rabi' Ibn Khaytham, 'Amr Ibn Maymiin,
Abu 'Abd a1 Rabman al Sulami, Zarr Ibn IJubaysh, 'Ubayd Ibn FaQ"llah,
Abu Zar'ah Ibn 'Amr Ibn Jal'ir, Sa"id Ibn Jubayr, Ibriihim al Nakha'f,
and Sha'bi.

4.

In Ba~rah: 'Amir Ibn 'Abd Qays, AbU al 'Ahyah, Abu Raja', Na~r Ibn
·A~im, Yal)ya Ibn Ya'mur, Mu'adh, Jabir Ibn Zayd, al IJasan, Ibn
Sinn, and Qatadah.

5.

In Sham: al Mughtiah Ibn Ab1 Shihab al Makhziim1 (a pupil of
'Uthman) and Khulayd Ibn Sa'd (a pupil of Abu al Darda'). 22

The generation that followed these Qurrii' was more specialized, and
some scholars taught only qirii'iit. The people of their cities and students
from other places migrated to learn from them. The readings thus were
attributed to them because they had taught qirii'iit for a long time, because
of their ikhtiyiir 23 in qirii'ah and because people of their cities agreed on
their qirii'iit. These scholars include the following:
Na~al),

1.

In Maomah: AbU Ja'far Yaz1d Ibn al Qa'qa', Shaybah Ibn
Nafi' Ibn Ab1 Nu'aym.

2.

In Makkah: 'Abd Allah Ibn Kath1r, }Jumayd Ibn Qays al A'raj, and
Mul)ammad Ibn }Jusayn.

3.

In Kufah: Ya,bya Ibn Waththab, ·A~im Ibn Ab1 al Najud, Sulayman
Ibn al A'mash, }Jamzah, and al Kisa'i.

4.

In Ba~rah: 'AbdAllah Ibn Abi Isl)aq, 'l~a Ibn Abi 'Umar, AbU 'Amr
Ibn al 'Alii', ·A~im al Jul)dan, and Ya'qub allJal;fram1.

5.

In Sham: 'Abd Allah Ibn 'Amir, 'A~iyyah Ibn Qays al Kiliib1, Ismii'11
Ibn 'Abd Allah a1 Muhajir, Ya,bya Ibn al IJarith al Dhimiin, and
Shurayl) Ibn Yaz1d allJa!;lram1. 24

and

No differences had been reported in readings of the Companions in the
Makkan era. The first reports of this phenomenon were in Mactmah, after
the Hijrah and during the lifetime of the Prophet. In this connection, certain Companions were reported to have differed in reading certain al;.ruf of
the Qur'an and to have sought the Prophet's arbitration. Each of them sup-

22. Nashr, 1:8.
23. For an explanation of this term, see Chapter 7.
24. Nashr, 1:8-9.
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ported his reading by stating that he had been taught it by the Prophet himself. For example, 'Umar and Hisham were reported to have differed
before the Prophet and then to have referred each man's reading to the
Prophet, who asserted that the Qur'an had been revealed in both ways.15
These differences in readings continued even after the compilation of
'Uthman, although Muslims were now ordered to read and teach the
Qur'an according to the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/Jif and the teaching of authorized
Qurrii'. Thus, all readings that did not correspond with the 'Uthmanic
26
ma~ii/Jifwere rejected and regarded as shiidhdh. Ibn Man~. in his Lisiin
al 'Arab, adopts this view, quoting in support al Azhati, Ibn Mujahid, and
Ibn al Anban. 27
Al Zajjaj is quoted as having said that it is not permissible to read any
reading that does not correspond with the orthography of the 'Uthmanic
ma~ii/Jif on the grounds that it is sunnah to follow them and read according to them. 28 Ibn al Jazati reports on the authority of 'Umar and Zayd Ibn
Thabit among the Companions, and of their Followers Ibn al Mukandir,
'Urwah Ibn al Zubayr, 'Umar Ibn 'Abd al 'Aziz , and 'Amir al Sha'b1, that
qirii'ah is sunnah and that it was taught by the salaf to their descendants,
and thus any reading should be according to it.'/9
This statement, according to al Bayhaqi and Isma'11 al Qac,li, is to be
interpreted to the effect that we should follow any reading of the salaf that
is consistent with the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/Jif and that disagreeing with the
orthography of the ma~ii/Jif is forbidden. 30

The Development of the Conditions for
Accepted Readings
The Companions and their Followers read the Qur'an as they had been
taught by the Prophet and by those whom he authorized to teach others.
The only condition for the authenticity and acceptability of a qirii'ah was
that it should be read in accordance with riwiiyah, since whenever the
Companions and the Followers differed in reading they referred it back to
the riwiiyah, stating that they had been taught it by the Prophet.31 The
Followers also referred their readings to prominent Qurrii' of the
Companions, such as Ubayy Ibn Ka'b, 'AbdAllah Ibn Mas'O.d, and Zayd
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Bukhari, 6:482-83.
Munjid, 16-17; Nashr, 1:14; Lata'if, 1:64; ltqiin, 1:213-14.
Lisiin ai'Arab, 10:386.
lbriiz al Ma'iinl, 397.
Nashr, 1:17.
Allbiinah, 69-73; ltqiin, 1:211.
Bukhiiri, 6:482.
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Ibn Thabit32 Accordingly, the scholars agreed unanimously that transmitting of the qirii'ah must be learnt directly from the Qiiri', who was taught
it according to an isniid traced back to the Prophet (on the grounds that this
had been the practice with the Qur'an, as the Prophet had learned it from
Jibiil and taught it to his Companions accordingly).33 After the compilation
of 'Uthman, all the Qurrii' were asked to read only according to the
'Uthmanic ma~iil;lif. For this reason, the personal codices were collected
and destroyed. 34 Eventually, the 'Utlunanic ma~ii/;lif dominated all the
cities (a~iir), but with some slight resistance, for instance, as in the case
of Ibn Mas'Ud 35 and Ibn Shunbiidh.36
AI Qas.tallam maintains that some people of innovation (bid'ah) started
reading the Qur'an from the ~ii/;lif without depending on riwiiyah or
transmission of isniid in order to support their theological views, such as the
reading attributed to certain Mu'tazilites, "wa kallama A/liiha Miisii takliman" while the authentic reading is, "wa kallama Alliihu Miisii takliman"
(4:164). Another example of such an unauthentic reading was attributed to
certain Shi'ahs, "wa mii kuntu muttakhidha a/ 11UV.)illayn 'at;ludan," to interpret it as referring to Abii Bakr and 'Umar (the authentic reading is "a/
11UV.)illin" (18:51), with a plural fonn instead of dual).
AI Qas.talliiii argues that, in this way, the scholars chose certain
Qurrii' from each city to which the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/;lif were sent on the
basis of authenticity, integrity, knowledge, long experience in teaching
qirii'iit, correspondence of their readings with the orthography of
'Utlunanic ma~ii/;lif, and the consensus of the people of their cities on
accepting them.37 AI Tabaii is quoted, in his Kitiib a/ Qirii'iit, as having
authenticated all readings, provided that they conesponded to the orthography of 'Utlunanic ma~ii/;lif and were transmitted from the Prophet with
authentic isniid.38 Ibn Mujahid introduces more conditions, considering in
his evaluation of qirii'ah the Qiiri' rather than the qirii'ah. According to his
criteria the acceptability of a qirii'ah requires the following conditions:

1.

The Qiiri' should be perfect in his memorization of the Qur'an.

2.

He should have knowledge of different ways of i'rab, qira'at, and
lughiit.

3.

He must rely on riwayah (narration) and isntid.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

AI Ja'bun, Kanz a/ Ma'iini, fol. 15.
Bukhiiri, 6:481-83.
Ibid., 482-83, 485-86.
Seep. 31 of this book.
Seep. 124 below.
La/iJ'if a/lshariJt, 1:66.
A/lbiinah, 53.
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The people of his city must reach consensus on his qirii'ah.

4.

Ibn Mujahid (324/935) asserts that the seven Qurrii' of Hijaz, Iraq, and
Sham, whose readings he collected in his Kitiib a/ Sab'ah, were the descendants of the Tiibi'im and that their qirii'iit were accepted unanimously in
their own and neighboring cities.39 In connection with the conditions for
accepted readings, a new development took place when Makkl Ibn Ab1
'f"alib studied and classified them in his AI lbiinah, considering in his evaluation the qirii'ah rather than the Qurrii'. According to him, any qirii'ah is
acceptable if it agrees with the following three conditions:
Authentic transmission from the Prophet,
Linguistic soundness, and
Orthographic agreement with one of the 'Uthmanic ma$iibif.40

1.

2.
3.

Ibn al 'Arabi (543/1148), in his AI 'Awii#m min al Qawii#m, 41 attributes these three conditions to certain unnamed scholars and approves
them. 42 1bn al Jazati adopts Makki's conditions with slight modifications
as follows:
1.

2.
3.

Soundness of the isniid,
Consistency with the Arabic language in any of the forms of fluency, even if of lesser eloquence, and
Agreement with the orthography of one of the 'Uthmanic Tna$iibif,
either directly (such as the reading malik [1 :3]), or indirectly (i.e., in a
way that is consistent with the orthography as in the reading mii/ik).43

Ibn al Jazati elsewhere opted for the tawiitur (successiveness of isniid)
of qirii'ah, 44 but changed this to soundness on the grounds that if there is
tawiitur, then there is no need to seek other conditions.45
The soundness of isniid here means that it should consist of more than
ii/;liid (isolated reports) and that, although it may not be mutawiitir, it should
at least be mashhiir. This view is supported by Makki, al Baghaw1, al
Sakhawi, AbU Shamah, and Ibn al Jazati.46 According to them, a reading is
acceptable when it comes through a sound, mashhilr isniid that is supported by its fluency in Arabic and its agreement with the orthography of
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Kitiib al Sab'ah, 87.
Allbdmh, 51, 90-91.

Edited by Talib1, 2 vols.
Ibid., 2:485.
Nashr, 1:9.
Munjid, 15.
Nashr, 1:13.
Al/lxlmh, 51; AI Murshid al WaJiz, 145, 172; Nashr, 1:13.
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one of the 'Uthmanic masiihif. If one of these three conditions is not met,
the reading should not be accepted but should be regarded as shiidhdh. 47 In
support of his views on the three conditions for accepted readings, Ibn al
Jazafi quotes earlier scholars (Makki, al Dam, al MahdaWi, Abu Shamah,
and al Kawashi) and then adds that this is the view of all the sa/af without exception. 48 Ibn al 'Arab1, Ibn ijajar al 'Asqala.ni, al Qas.tallaru, and
al Suyii.fi agree, quoting many other named and unnamed scholars as having supported this view. 49
However, according to al Ja'buii, the only condition for an accepted
reading is the authenticity of its isniid, which necessarily includes the other
requirements of fluency and orthography.50 While according to al Hudhah,
in his AI Kiimil, all readings agreeing with the ma~ii/Jif are accepted provided that they do not contradict the ijmii'. 51
According to al Zurqan1, certain scholars did not make tawiitur an
obligatory condition of the accepted readings because the Qur'an is
mutawiitir, for the acceptability of a qirii'ah the three conditions might
be enough to give knowledge that is the same as mutawiitir. 52
Al Nuwayl'i (897/1492) objects to the view discussed above-that
tawiitur should not be obligatory-because, according to him, most scholars, like al Ghazzah, Ibn al :ijajib, Ibn 'Abd al Barr, Ibn 'Atiyyah, al
Nawaw1, and al Zarkashi, demand tawiitur as a condition for the acceptability of a reading. In addition, he states that the view that does not
impose the condition of tawiitur is an innovation and contradicts the consensus of jurisprudents, Mu}Jaddithitn, and others. Moreover, he asserts
that Makki was the first one to differ and that he was followed by certain
late scholars.53 Al Banna' al Dimya.ti, following the views of al Nuwayl'i,
asserts that Makki was the first one who did not impose the condition of
tawiitur for accepted readings. 54
Al ~alaqis1 (1118/1706) argues that, according to U~itlis, Fuqahii', and
the Qurrii', tawiitur is essential for the authenticity of a qirii'ah. Accordingly, a qirii'ah cannot be authentic with only a sound chain, even if it
agrees with the orthography of the ma~ii/Jif and fluency in Arabic, as was
maintained by Makki and then Ibn al Jazati.55 He adds that this madhhab
of Makki and Ibn al Jazati is not reliable, because it does not differentiate
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Ibid.
Nashr, 1:9, 44; ltqiin, 1:210.
Ibn al 'Arab1, A/'Awii#m. 2:485; Fatl) a/ Ban, 9:32; La.tii'if a//shiiriit, 1:67; ltqtin, 1:225.
Nashr, 1:13; ltqtin, 1:211.
Nashr, 1:36.
Maniihil a/'lrfiin, 1:427.
AI Qaw/ a/ Jiidhdh li man Qarti'a bi a/ Shiidhdh and La.tti'if a/lshariit, 1:70.
ltl]iif FlU/alii' a/ Bashar, 6.
55. Ghayth a/ Naf', 6.
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between what is Qur'an and what is not. Furthennore, according to al
~afaqis1, differing versions given by the Qumi' do not affect the successiveness of a qirii'ah, because it can be successive according to one group
of Qurrii' even if it is not according to all of them. He states, therefore,
that shiidhdh is what is not successive.~
Most jurisprudents do not accept a qirii'ah except with tawiitur of its
transmission. Only the ijanafis accept the shurah of an isniid.~
Ibn Miqsam (332/943) is reported to have read according to the two
conditions of agreement with the 'Utlunanic ma~iil')if and fluency in the
Arabic language. His reading, because it omitted the first condition of
authenticity of isniid, was abandoned and rejected by the scholars. He was
questioned by leading scholars of his time and was forbidden to continue,
after which he is reported to have repented and returned to the consensus
of the scholars.~8
Ibn al Baqillaru regards those readings that conflict with the 'Uthmanic ma~iil)if as having nonsuccessive chains (akhbiir ii/J.iid) and maintains that it is not permissible to read the Qur'an except in successive transmission. He adds that all the Muslims have agreed among that it is not permissible to write or to read the Qur'an according to these anomalous
shiidhdh readings. 59
However, all scholars, including Ibn al Jazati, regard any reading that
omits the first condition of transmission as false and fabricated, and maintain that whoever intentionally reads in this way is to be considered an
unbeliever (kiifir). 60
The orthographical differences among the 'Utlunanic ma~iil)if are
known from various works and books composed on the subject by early
scholars who had studied the 'Uthmanic ma~iil)if. In this respect, reference
may be made to AbU 'Ubayd's Fat}ii'il al Qur'iin,61 Ibn Mujahid's Kitiib al
Sab'ah, 62 al Dam's al Muqni' fi Rasm Masiihif al A~ii~and al Mu}Jkamfi
Naq,t al Ma~iil)if, 64 and al MahdaWi's Hijii' Ma~iil)if al A~iir.M In the
anonymous Muqaddimat Kitiib al Mabiini fi Na?m al Ma'iinf,66 the fifth
6

7

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Ibid., 1.
AI Zafzaf, AI Tdrif bi al Qur'iin wa al/fadith, 54-55.
Nu/«Jt allnti$iir, 60; Munjid, 52; Nashr, 1:17; Ghiiyat al Nihiiyah, 2:124-25.
Nu/«Jt allnti$iir, 100-2.
Munjid, 17.
Edited by Jawhan (Makkah: 1398/1973).
Edited by Shawql.Qayf (Cairo: 1972).
Edited by Otto Pretzl (Istanbul: 1932).
Edited by 'lzzat (Damascus: 1972).
Edited by M. Rama(lan in Majallat Mdhad al Makh.tii.tiit al 'Arabiyyah 19, part I,
(1973):75-141.
66. Anon., published with the Muqaddimah of Ibn 'Apyyah in Muqaddimatiin, edited by
Jeffery (Cairo: 1954).
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chapter is devoted to the question of ikhtiliif a/ mll~iil)if.61 Finally, the older
books of tafsir discuss these orthographical differences throughout the
Qur'an (for example, al Tabati'sliimi' a/ Bayiin 'an Ta'wU iiy a/ Qur'iin,68 al
Zamakhshati's Tafsir a/ Kashshaf,69 and al Qw:tub1's AI Jiimi' li Al)kiim a/
Qur'iin). 10
It is agreed upon unanimously that any qirii'ah must conform with the
orthography of one of the 'Uthmanic ma$iil)if. 11 Thus, Malik Ibn Anas is
reported to have said that anyone who reads according to personal codices
not corresponding with the 'Uthmanic mll$iibif should not lead prayer. 72
According to Ibn al Jazaii, the 'Utlunanic mll$iibif were written down
according to the fmal revealed version, and the people of every city read
according to their ma$iibif, having been taught by Companions who
themselves read according to the teachings of the Prophet. The Followers
continued accordingly, using the same method as the Companions in
teaching their students. 73 Ibn Shunbiidh, however, is reported to have read
in ways that differed from the 'Uthmanic ma~iil)if. These differences were
the same as those found in certain personal codices, such as that of Ibn
Mas'iid.74 These readings oflbn Shunbiidh were objected to by the scholars of his time, who met in Baghdad in 323 A.H. Under the chairmanship
of Ibn Mujahid and with the support of Ibn Muqlah, the 'Abbasid waiir
sentenced him to be beaten and forbade him to continue.75 Since no one is
reported to have opposed this condition, agreement with the orthography
of the 'Utlunanic mll$iibifwas insisted on, to the exclusion of the personal
codices of some Companions and their Followers, which were reported to
have differed in certain al)ruffrom the 'Utlunanic mll$iil)if.16 Thus, every
reading that did not correspond to the orthography of the 'Uthmanic
ma~iibif was rejected and regarded as shiidhdh, even if its isniid was
authentic and its language was sound. 77
The fmal condition, of being consistent with fluent Arabic, is apparent
because the Qur'an has been revealed "in the clear Arabic language"
(26:195).
67. MU(/addimatiin, 117-33.
68. Published in 18 vo1s. (Cairo 1388/1968); edited by ShAkir (incomplete) in 16 vols. (Cairo:
1347-89/1955-69).
69. Published in 4 vols. (Beirut, 1366/1947).
70. Published in 20 vols. in 10 (Cairo: 1966).
71. AI Nawawl, AI Tibyiinfl Atlab lfamalat at Qur'iin, 98-99.
72. Munjid, 11.
73. Nashr, 1:7-8.
74. AI Fihrist, 34-35; AI Murshid at WaJiz, 190.
75. AI Fihrist, 34; AI Tibyiin, 99; AI Murshid at WaJiz, 188-89; Munjid, 11.
76. For more infonnation, see Chapter 4.
77. Nashr, 1:16-17.
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As regards the degree of fluency in Arabic, the scholars disagreed.
Some scholars objected to certain readings on the grounds that they were
not in accordance with the most fluent practice.711 In conclusion, as Ibn al
Jazati says, if a qirii'ah is transmitted by an authentic isniid and corresponds with the orthography of one of the 'Uthmanic ma~iil;lif, then it is
acceptable if its language is acceptable, whether or not another reading
may be more fluent 79

The Kinds of Readings
The readings that met the conditions for accepted readings as discussed above differed according to opinion. According to Makki Ibn Abi
a1 Qaysi, the readings are classified into the following categories:
1.

The accepted readings that agree with the three conditions.

2.

The nonaccepted readings that (a) disagree with the orthography of
'Uthmanic masahif(such readings are refused, he says, for two reasons:
because they are ii/:uid [isolated reports], which is not acceptable in the
Qur'an, and because they contradict the consensus); (b) do not have
authentic transmissions; and (c) though their transmissions are sound
(but not mutawiitir) and correspond with the 'Uthmanic ~iii,Jif, do not
conform with the Arabic language.80

For the sake of brevity, Makki does not give examples .
However, Ibn al Jazati, after quoting Makki, provides the following
examples:
1.
2.

78.
79.
80.
81.

For the first kind: Two ways of reading malik and miilik in 1:4.
For the second kind: (a) the reading attributed to Ibn Mas'ud, "wa al
dhakara wa al unthll," which is in the mu~l:uifwith addition of "mii khalaqa" as "wa mii khalaqa al dhakara wa al unthll" (92:3); (b) the reading attributed to Ibn al Sumayfi' and Abu al Simal, "nunai,JI,Jika bi
badanika li takiina li man khalafaka iiyah," while the authentic reading
is "nunajjika bi badnika li takiina li man khalfaka iiyah"; and (c) the
reading attributed to Zayd and Abu ijatim on the authority of Ya'qub,
"adriya aqaribun," which should be read "adri aqaribun" without
fati,Jah. This last kind, however, is rare or non-existent, according to Ibn
al Jazati, and he quotes this here only to give an example.'•

This will be treated in Chapter 7.
Nashr, 1:15.
A/lbtinah, 51-52.
Nashr, 1:14-16.
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Ibn al Jazati divides the authentic readings into the following categories:
1.
2.

Authentic readings that are consistent with all three conditions
required for the accepted reading.
Nonauthentic readings that do not meet one of the conditions.82

He elsewhere divides them into three categories. The first is the
famous (mashhur) that are accepted by all people, such as the readings
of the accepted narrators and certain reliable books of qira'at. An example of the ways in which mashhur readings vary is in their treatment of
madd (prolongation). According to Ibn al Jazan, the variations in madd
date back to the seven al}rufrevealed to the Prophet, as do all the variations in accepted· readings, which all have the status of successive readings (qira'at mutawatirah). 83 He interprets mutawatir as that which is
transmitted by a group of people (without a fixed number of narrators),
narrating on the authority of another group to the end of the chain. He
adds that mutawiitir, thus defined, gives knowledge. 84
The second category is that which is not accepted by the people and is
not famous (mashhur). 85 The third category is that which has a sound chain
and is consistent with Arabic but does not correspond with the 'Uthmanic
ma$til}if. This category is called shadhdh, because it differs from the orthography of the 'Uthmanic ma$tii}if.8(,
Al 'Asqalaru divides the readings into three categories:
1.

2.
3.

The readings that correspond with the orthography of the 'Uthmanic
ma~iil}if, but are transmitted with strange isniuls. He regards these as
similar to the above.
The readings that differ from or do not correspond with the 'Uthmanic
ma~iil}if. He says that this kind is not regarded as Qur'an.
The readings that correspond with the orthography of the 'Uthmanic
~iil}if and are transmitted in mashhilr isniids and accepted by the
scholars generation after generation. This kind of reading is, according
to him, acceptable. He cites the readings of Ya'qiib and Abu Jafar as
examples.87
Al Qas.tallam classifies the readings into the following categories:

82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

Ibid., 1:15.
Munjid, 16-17.
Ibid., 15.
Ibid., 16-17.
Ibid.
Fatl} a/ &ifi, 9:32.
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1.
2.

The readings about whose successiveness opinions differ.

3.

The readings that are agreed to be anomalous (shiidhdh). 88

The readings that are agreed to be successive readings.

According to Jalal al Din al Bulq1n1 (824/1421), the readings are
divided into three categories:

1.

Mutawiitir, which are the seven prominent readings.

2.

AJ;ziid, which are the readings of the three Qurrii' completing the ten.
In addition, the readings attributed to the Companions are regarded as
the same as iil)iid.

3.

Shiidhdh, being the readings of the Followers, such as al A'mash,
Ya}Jyii. Ibn Waththii.b, Ibn Jubayr, and the like.89

Al Suyii_ti, in agreement with Ibn al Jazarf, objects to this view of al
Bulq1n1 on the grounds that acceptability of a qirii'ah should be subject
only to the three conditions for an accepted reading.90
In conclusion, al Suyii.fi classifies the kinds of acceptable readings in
greater detail and defmes each kind as follows:

1.

Mutawiitir, which is narrated by a group on the authority of another to
the end of chain, and for whom it would be impossible to agree on
something false. The example of this kind is what all narrators on the
authority of the seven readers agree upon transmitting for them. The
greater part of all readings is in this category.

2.

Mashhilr, which is narrated with a sound chain, but is not mutawiitir,
with the condition that it should correspond to one of the 'Uthmii.nic
ma~iil)if and be consistent with the Arabic language. An example of this
is where the readings of the seven Qurrii' vary. Al Su}'4fi asserts that
only these kinds are permissible in reading the Qur'an and that they
should be accepted without any doubt.

3.

Al;ziid, which are narrated with a sound isniid but are not consistent with
the Arabic language or the orthography of the ~iil;zif. Readings of this
kind are iil)ad even if their isniid is mashhur. This kind is not accepted
and it is not permissible to read the Qur'an according to it. An example
of this is found in al ijakim's Mustadrak, where he reports on the
authority of the Prophet the reading of rafiirif, which is found in the
mu~l)afas rafraf; and the reading qurriit, which in the mu~l)afis qurrat
(32:17).

88. La.tii'if, I: I70.
89. ltqiin, I :210.
90. Ibid.
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4.

5.

6.

Shddhdh, that which has no sound chain; for example, the reading of
malaka and yu'badu, which, according to accepted readings are maliki and na'budu (1:4-5).
MawQ.u', that which has no origin or is fabricated, such as the readings
compiled by al Khuza1, which were attributed to Abu ijanlfah; for
example, yaksha Al/iihu min 'ibadihi a/ 'u/amii'a, where the authentic
reading is yakh.sha Al/iiha min 'ibadihi al 'ulamii'u (35:28).
Mudraj, which is similar to al ~th al mudraj (what is added to the
text of the Qur'an as taf.sir); for example, the reading attributed to Sa'd
Ibn Ab1 Waqqa~. with the addition of min umm after wa lahu akhun aw
ukhtun (4:12) and the reading attributed to Ibn 'Abbas with the addition
offi mawii.sim al /:lajj to lay.sa 'alaykumjuniil)un an tabtaghilfa41an min
Rabbikum (2:197). 91

The Successive and Anomalous Readings
The scholars agree on the successiveness of the seven distinguished
readings of the a~ar, which were compiled by Ibn Mujahid in his Kitab al
Sab'ah. Thus, the readings were accepted and canonized by the consensus
of the scholars with their fourteen versions.9z Many books were composed
by prominent philologists in support of AI Sab'ah in their phonetical aspects
and linguistic features. 93 Ibn Mujahid regards those readings that are not
found in his AI Sab'ah as .shddhdh. His view was adopted by a group of
scholars,94 although others, while they agree with Ibn Mujahid on the successiveness of his AI Sab'ah, add the three readings of Abo Ja'far, Ya'qub,
and Khalaf. Thus, according to this view, the successive readings are ten. 95
In this connection, many books were composed on the readings of eight,
nine, or ten Qurra', adding one or more to Ibn Mujahid's list.96 1bn al Jazai'i
strongly supports this view and states that the ten readings have been
accepted by the .salaf and their descendants, because no objections have
been reported from them. Thus, according to Ibn al Jazai'i, the ten readings
were accepted by the people unanimously. He studies the chains (a.sanid)
of the three additional readings to prove that they have the same status as
the seven successive readings. In support of his view, he quotes Ibn
Taymiyyah and Ibn ijayyan to the effect that the seven readings differ from
91. Ibid., 1:215-16.
92. La.ta'if allshiirat, 1: 170; AI Bal)r, 2:324.
93. Abii 'Ah al FariSl, AI /fujjah, edited by al Najdl et al., 1st ed. (Cairo: 1966); Ibn
Khalawayh, Al/fujjah, edited by Mukarram, 2nd ed. (Beirut: 1977).
94. Ibn Khaldiin, AI Muqaddimah, 419.
95. Nashr, 1:38-43; Munjid, 15-16.
96. Nashr, 1:43, 58-59.
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the seven al]rufand were introduced by Ibn Mujahid in the fourth century.
Prior to that time, the ten readings were known in the a~iir and accepted
by the people. In addition, according to Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn I:Iayyan, the
ten readings are successive, but if certain people do not know them all, they
should not reject what they do not know.97 Moreover, Ibn al Jazati lists the
names of some prominent Qurrii' from the time of Ibn Mujahid in the
fourth century until his own time in the ninth century.98 In conclusion, he
asserts that the ten readings are equally successive without exception.'}!}
Finally, Ibn al Jazati devotes the fifth chapter of his Munjid a/ M uqri'in
to quotations from scholars supporting his view, referring to al Baghaw1,
Ibn Taymiyyah, and al Ja'buft! 00
According to Ibn al}fajib, the seven readings are successive except in
some styles of pronunciation, like madd and imiilah. 101 Ibn Khaldfm opts for
this view, approving the successiveness of only the seven readings. 102 The
scholars rejected this view on grounds that the seven readings were transmitted from the salaf with all their asiinid, orthogmphy, and linguistic
aspects, including phonetics and ways of pronunciation. In regard to madd,
for example, the Qurrii' agreed unanimously on the existence of prolongation and differed only concerning the degree of madd. 103
Abu Shamah regards the seven readings as successive when they
agree with each other. Thus, when they differ they are not successive!04
However, Ibn al Jazati objects to this view as contmdicting the view of the
majority. In support of this view, he states that each of the seven readings
was transmitted in a successive chain and that what Ibn Mujahid has done
is only to select two Ruwiit from among many for each reading! 05
Furthermore, according to Ibn al Jazati the ten readings are all successive in agreeing or disagreeing with each other and concerning all their
aspects.•06
Many books have been written in support of the ten readings. The first
author known as having composed ·a book on them was al Khuza'i (d.
408/1017), who wrote AI Muntahii fi al Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr! 117 He was followed by Abu 'Ali al MalOO (d. 438/1046), who wroteKitiib al Rawf/.ahfi

rn.

Ibid., 28-29; c.f. Fattiwti, 13: 390-94.

98. Munjid, 29-45.

99. Ibid., 45-46.
100. Ibid., 46-49.
101. Ibid., 51.
102. Muqaddimah, 419.
103. Munjid, 51-62; La.tii'if allshdrdt, 1:78-79.
104. AI Murshid a/ WaJiz, 177; Munjid, 63.
105. Munjid, 62-61.
106. Ibid., 54.
107. Nashr, 1:93; La.tii'if allshdrtit, 1:86.
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a/ Qirii'iit a/ I}J.dii 'Asharah (the ten readings and the reading of al
A'mash)! 08 Then came Abu Na~r al Baghdadi (d. 442/1050), AI Mufidfi a/
Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr; 1rR Ibn Slfi.ta (d. 443/1051), AI Tidhkiir fi a/ Qirii'iit a/
'Ashr; 110 Ibn Faris (d. 450/1058), AI Jiimi' fi al Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr; 111 Abu al
ljasan al Faris1 (d. 461/1068), Kitiib a/ Jiimi' fi a/ Qirii'iit al 'Ashr; 112 Ibn
Jubarah al Maghrib1 (d. 465/1072), AI Kiimilfi al Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr wa a/
Arba'ah a/ Zii'idah 'Aiayha; 113 Ibn Suwar (d. 496/1102), Kitiib a/ Mustanir
fi a/ Qirii'iit al 'Ashr; 114 Abu 'Ali al Khayya,t, (d. 499/1106), Kitiib a/
Muhadhdhab fi a/ Qirii'iit al 'Ashr;m Abii al 'Izz al Qalanis1 al Wasi.fi (d..
521/1127), Kitiib Jrshiid al Mubtadi' wa Tadhkirat a/ Muntahifi al Qirii'iit
al 'Ashr; 116 Ibn Khayriin (d. 539/1144), Kitiib a/ Millfil:zfi a/ Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr
and AI Miftii/:zfi a/ Qirii'iit al 'Ashr; 111 al Shahraziiti (d. 550/1155), Kitiib a/
118
Mi~bii/:z fi a/ Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr;
al Wasi.fi (d. 740/1339), AI Kanz fi a/
Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr and AI Kifiiyah fi a/ Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr; 119 Ibn al Jundi (d.
769/1367), Kitiib a/ Bustiin fi a/ Qirii'iit al 'Ashr; 120 Si\>t al Khayya.t (d.
541/1146), lriidat al 'fiilib fi al Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr; 121 Abii Na~r Man~iir Ibn
122
~d al 'Iraq1 (d. after 420/1029), AI Ishiirahfi a/ Qirii'iit al 'Ashr; and
123
Ibn al Jazati (d. 833/1429), AI Nashr fi a/ Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr, Taqrib a/
Nashr fi a/ Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr! 24 Ta/:zbir al Taysir fi Qirii'iit a/ A'immah al
'Asharah! 25 and '[ayyibat al Nashr fi a/ Qirii'iit a/ 'Ashr! 26
In support of eight readings, books have composed by Ibn Ghalbiin
(d. 399/1008), AI Tadhkirahfi a/ Qirii'iit a/ Thamiin; 121 Abii Ma'shar (d.
448/1056), Kitiib a/ Talkhi~fi a/ Qirii'iit a/ Thamiin; 128 Abii 'AbdAllah al
ljac;l.ram1 (d. 560/1164), Kitiib a/ Mufid fi a/ Qirii'iit a/ Thamiin (an
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
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Nashr, 1:73.
128.1bid.•
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abridgement of Kitab a/ Talkhi~ of AbU Mdshar [mentioned above]); 129
and Sib.t al Khayya.t (d. 541/1146), AI Mubhij fi al Qira'at a/ Thamfm. In
addition to them are the readings of Ibn Mul)ay~in. al A'mash, Khalaf, and
al Yaz1di. 130
Finally, certain scholars devoted their books to the readings of the
three additional Qurrii' or only one of them; for example, al Dam (d. 444/
1052), Mufradat Ya'qub; 131 Ibn al Fa1}1)am (d. 516/1122), Mufradat
Ya'qUb; 132 Abu Mu}Jammad al Sa'1di (d. after 650/1212), Mufradat
Ya'qub; 133 and Ibn al Jazati (d. 833/1429), AI Durrah al Mutammimahfi a/
Qira'iit a/ 'Ashr134 (being the readings of Abu Ja'far, Ya'qub, and Khalaf,
Shari} al SamnUdi 'ala Matn a/ Durrah al Mutammimahfi a/ Qira'at a/
'Ashr).m

Definition of Shiidhdh
According to Ibn al Salal.I. and later Abu Shamah and Ibn al Jazati,
shiidhdh is a reading that has been narrated as Qur'an without a successive
transmission or at least a famous (mashhur) transmission accepted by the
people. He refers to the material contained in Ibn Jinn1's AI Mul}tasib fi
Taby"in WujUh Shawiidhdh al Qira'at wa alltfiil} 'anhl{36 as an example. 137
According to Makki and Ibn al Jazati, shadhdh is a reading that contradicts the orthography of the 'Uthmanic ma~al}if or the Arabic although
it might be authentic in its chain. Alternatively, it has been transmitted in
an unauthentic chain, although it corresponds with the orthography and
fluent Arabic.
Another alternative is that it corresponds with the three conditions, but
it is not well-known (mashhur), and was not accepted by the people. 138
However, according to most scholars, shiidhdh is the reading that is not
transmitted in a successive manner. 139
Thus, al Qas.tallfuii states that'shddhdh ·is ·not regarded as Qur'an
because it lacks the condition of tawiitur. To support this view, he quoted
U~ulis, Fuqaha', and other scholars and referred to al Ghazzali, Ibn al

129. Ibid., 93.
130. Ibid., 83.
131. Ibid., 60.
132. Ibid., 1:75-77.
133. Ibid., 98.
134. Edited by al QA4l and Qamhlwl, 1st ed. (Cairo and Aleppo: 1393/1973).
135. Edited by al .Qabba' (Cairo: n.d.).
136. Edited by NAsif el al, 2 vols. (Cairo: 1386-89/1966-69).
137. AI Murshid a/ WaJiz, 184; Munjid, 18.
138. AI QA41, AI Qirii'iit a/ Shiidhdhah, 10; seep. 128 above.
139.1bid.
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ijajib, al QaQi 'A<;lud al Din, al Nawaw1, al Sakhaw1, and most scholars as
objecting to shiidhdh readings. 140
A1 Nawaw1 is reported to have said that it is not permitted to read
shiidhdh in or outside prayers. Moreover, Ibn 'Abd al Barr is reported to
have stated that the scholars agreed unanimously in rejecting shiidhdh
readings. 141 A1 Qas.tallan1 refers to al Adhru'1, al Zarkash1, al Asnaw1, al
Nasa"i, al Tirmidh1, and al 'Asqalfuii as having forbidden reading with
shiidhdh. 142
Furthermore, al Sakhaw1 is quoted by his pupil Abu Shamah, with his
approval, as having said that it is forbidden to read the Qur'an with
shiidhdh readings, because they contradict the consensus of the Muslims
and the tawiitur. 143
As regards use of the anomalous readings, al Sataqis1 quotes al
Nuwayfi as having allowed the use of shiidhdh in the interpretation of the
Qur'an for linguistic purposes and also its use as a source to substantiate
arguments in Islamic law, although this is only according to a certain group
of jurisprudents, since most scholars disagree with this opinion. According
to al Nuwayfi, the earlier scholars who were reported to have read with
shiidhdh must have read it only for the two purposes mentioned above, but
never as Qur'an. 144
How does one distinguish shiidhdh? To answer this question, Ibn al
Jazati states that the books composed on qirii'iit are divided into two categories according to their authors:
1.

2.

Those who compiled the accepted readings and whose readings the
people agree with unanimously, like the two books entitled AI
Ghiiyah of Ibn Marhan and al Hamadan1, Ibn Mujahid's AI Sab'ah, al
Qalanis1's Irshiid a/ Mubtadi', al Dan1's AI Taysir, al Ahwaz1's Mujaz,
Makki's AI Tab$irah, Ibn Shurayl).'s AI Kiifi, Abu Ma'shar al Tabati's
AI Ta/khis, al Safraw1's All'liin, Ibn al Fal).l.tam's AI Tajrid, and al
Sha.tib1's lfirz a/ Amiini.
Those who compiled books or readings that they received, irrespective of whether the readings were successive or anomalous, like the
books of Sib.t al Khayya.t, Abu Ma'shar, al Hadhah, Shan-raziiti, Abu
'Anal Maliki, Ibn Faris, and Abu 'Ah al Ahwaz1. 145

Ibn al Jazati elsewhere attributes to certain unnamed scholars the practice of accepting shiidhdh readings that were attributed to the personal
codices of some Companions and their Followers. He states that most
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.

La!ii'ifallshiiriit, 1:72-73.
Ibid., 73.
Ibid., 74.
AI Murshid at Wajiz, 181-82.
Ghayth a/ Naf, 7.
Munjid, 18-19.
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scholars object to shiidhdh readings on the grounds that they are not
mutawiitir and that, even if they were authentic in transmission, they are
abrogated by the final revised version or by the consensus of the
Companions on the 'Uthmanic ma~iil')if. 146

Development of the Concept of Shadhdh
After the compilation of the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/Jif, the readings differing
from the 'Uthmanic ones were regarded as shiidhdh. Thus, to be deemed
authentic, readings had to correspond with the orthography of the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/Jif. Accordingly, the readings contradicting the 'Uthmanic
ma~ii/Jif were abandoned and destroyed.
The first development was that Ibn Mujahid, after introducing his AI
Sab'ah, regarded the other readings rather than his AI Sab'ah as shiidhdh.
At this stage, Ibn Jinn1 composed his book AI Mu/Jtasib and Ibn Khalawayh wrote his books AI Badt and AI Mukhta~ar. They both regarded the
other readings not included in the seven readings compiled by Ibn Mujahid
as shiidhdh. Ibn Jinn1 regards shiidhdh as the readings that were not included in Ibn Mujahid's Kitiib al Sab'ah. 141 He reports that the people of his
time described them as shadhdh. 148 Accordingly, the term shiidhdh here
does not necessarily mean that which is linguistically anomalous or lughah
shiidhdhah. 149
The next step was the introduction of the three conditions for the
accepted readings as a result of which any reading that omits one of the
three conditions is regarded as shiidhdh. This had the effect of accommodating the other three readings while four readings over the ten readings
were finally regarded as shiidhdh. These four anomalous readings are as
follows:

146.
147.
148.
149.
150.

The Qiiri'
Al ijasan al Ba~I'i
(d. 21/614)
Ibn Mul_tay:;in
(d. 123{740)
Al A'mash
(d. 148{765)

His district

FirstRawi

SecondRawi

Basrah

Yabyli al Yaiidi
(d. 202/817)

Baghdad

Shujli'
(190/805)
Al Bazii
(2501864)
Al Shunbildhi
(388/998)
Sulaymlin Ibn
al ijakam
(235/849)

AlDOI'i
(246/860)
Ibn Shunbiidh
(328/939)
Al Mu.tawwi'i
(371/981)
Al;lmad Ibn

Makkah
Kiifah

Nashr, 1:14-15.
AI Mul)tasib, 1:32.
Ibid., 32-33.
Ibid.

AI Qirii'iit a/ Shiidhdhah.
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Farab
(303/915) 1 ~

These four readings are included al Banna' al Dimya,fi's ltl}iif Futjalii'
al Bashar bi al Qirii'iit al Araba'ata 'Ashar} 51

The Relationship Between the Qjra'at and the
Qur'an
AI Zarkaslii, followed by al Qas.tallaru and al Banna', differentiates
between the Qur'an and the qirii'iit. According to him, the Qur'an is the
revelation miraculously revealed to the Prophet, while the qirii'iit are the
orthographical, phonetical, and linguistical variations in the readings of
the Qur'an! 52
In fact, no major difference exists between the authentic readings
and the Qur'an, and the relation between them is that of the parts to the
whole.
Although there is an overlapping and close connection between the
Qur'an and the qirii'iit, this does not unite and make them the same. Thus,
the·difference between them remains distinguishable.
Ibn al Jazan does not compare the definitions of Qur'an and the
qirii'iit, but opts for al Zarkaslii's definition of the qirii'iit. He states that
qirii'iit is the science of knowing the agreement of the transmitters, how
they differ in the transmission of the Qur'an in regards to lughah and i'riib,
and the orthographical differences between the ma~iiJ:uf.
153

The Compilation of the Qjra'at and
the Earliest Compilers
The first step in the collection of the qirii'iit was that certain scholars
started collecting qirii'iit and composing books on them, without restricting themselves to a fixed number of qirii'iit. The first scholar known to
have composed a book on qirii'iit is Yal,lya Ibn Ya'mur (d. 129(746), who
is reported to have written a book according to the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/:lif.
Next, Yaq'iib Ibn Is\laq al ija4ram1 (d. 205/ 820) composed a book on
qirii'iit called AI Jii'mi!ss
According to Ibn al Jazati, the first author on the subject is Abu
'Ubayd al Qasim Ibn Sallam (d. 224/838). His book is reported to have
included twenty-five readings. 156 He was followed by many other scholars
154

151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.

Edited by al Qabba' (Cairo: 1359).
AI Burhiinfi 'Uliim al Qur'iin, 1:318; lo..tii'if allshiiriit, 1:170-71; lt/JiJf FIU}alii' al Bashor, 5.
Munjid, 3.
Qur.tubi, 1:63.
AI Zab1dl, Tabaqiit al Lughawiyyin wa al Nal}wiyyin, 51.
Nashr, 1:34; La,tii'if, 1:85.
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who composed books on the qirii'iit of the cities. AJ;unad Ibn Jubayr al
Kiifi (d. 258/871) is reported to have written a book on the readings of the
five cities, selecting a Qiiri' from each city. This was followed by the book
of Isma'il Ibn Is}Jaq al Maliki (d. 282/895), which is said to have contained
readings of twenty Qurrii'. After this came al Tabati (d. 310/922), whose
book on qirii'iit is reported to have contained more than twenty readings,
and al DajOrii (d. 324/935), which is reported to have included eleven readings. They were followed by Ibn Mujahid (d. 324/935), the first scholar
known to have introduced the seven Qurrii' and to have selected them
from the five cities of Mactmah, Makkah, KOfah, Ba~rah. and Sham
(Damascus).' 57 His book is entitled Kitiib a/ Sab'ah. 158 The Qurrii' whose
readings Ibn Mujahid compiled are the following:
TheQiiri'

His District

Nafi' (d. 169!785)

Madinah

Ibn Katliir (d. 120(737)

Makkah

Ibn 'Amir (d. 118(736)

Damascus

Abii 'Amr (d. 154(770)

B~rah

'~im (d. 128(744)

Kiifah

ijamzah (d. 156(772)

Kiifah

A1 Kisa'i (d. 189/804)

Kiifah

Ibn Mujahid's work was criticized by certain scholars of his time on
the grounds that it had confused the masses about the relationship of the
seven al)ruf to the seven canonical readings.' 59 Accordingly, to alleviate
this confusion, certain scholars are reported to have composed books on
the qirii'iit of only one Qiiri' or eight or ten Qurrii'.' 60
In support of Ibn Mujahid's book, his pupil AbU Tahir Ibn Ab1 Hashim
states that people misunderstood Ibn Mujahid, who was far too intelligent
to confuse the seven al)ruf and the seven readings. 161 Furthermore, it is
argued that he selected seven readings simply because he wanted this
number to agree with the number seven that occurs with regard to the revelation of the Qur'an in seven al)ruf. 162 1bn Mujahid mentions in his introduction that he selected these seven Qurrii' based on the evaluation of the
men rather than their qirii'iit.' 63
157. La!ii'if, 1:85-86; Nashr, 2:33-34.
158. Edited by Shawql .Qayf (Cairo: 1972).
159. Nashr, 1:36-37; Munjid, 70-71.
160. Nashr, 43-44.
161. Munjid, 12-13.
162. Lafii'if, 1:86.
163. Kitiib al Sab'ah, 45-46.
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Although the Ruwiit of his AI Sab'ah were nwnerous, Ibn Mujahid
selected only two or three Ruwiit for each Qiiri'. He reduced them to facilitate readings by choosing the two most prominent among the Ruwiit.
According to him, the following Ruwiit were the most knowledgeable and
reliable:
TheQibi'

His First Riwi

His Second Rawi

Nafi'

QaiOn (d. 220/835)

Warsh (d. 197/812)

Ibn Kath1r

Al Bazz1 (d. 250/854)

Qunbul (d. 291,1903)

Ibn 'Amir

Hisham (d. 245/859)

Ibn Dhakwan (d. 42/856)

Abii 'Amr

Al Diiii (d. 246/860)

Al Siis1 (d. 261/874)

·~im

Shu'bah (d. 193/809)

ijaf:o (d. 180/805)

ijamzah

Khalaf (d. 229/843)

Khallad (d. 220/835)

AI Kisa'l

Abii al ijarith (d. 240/864)

Al Diiri (d. 246/860) 164

Ibn Mujahid's work was adopted and revived among his Followers,
such as Makki Ibn Ab1 Talib a1 Qaysi, who wrote AI Tab$irah fi a/ Qirii'tit
a/ Sab' 165 and AI Kashf'an WujUh a/ Qirii'iit al Sab') 66 and al Danf, whose
book AI Taysir was adopted and followed by the scholars and has become
the standard work for students of the seven readings in their fourteen versions.
Ibn Mujahid regards the readings other than his a/ Sab'ah as
shiidhdh.' 61 This view was rejected by certain scholars on the grounds that
many Qurrii' were claimed to be equal in status to his AI Sab'ah or even
greater (such as AbU Ja'far of Maomah (d. 128/747), the teacher of Nati',
whom Ibn Mujahid himself mentioned in his introduction as a learned and
respected Qiiri'). Furthermore, Yaq'iib al ijac;lrami of Ba:;rah (d. 205/820)
was one of Ibn Mujahid's own al Sab'ah before he replaced him withal
K.isa'i. The reading of Khalaf al Baghdadi (d. 229/843 ), in addition to these
two, has been argued to be as authentic as the al Sab'ah of Ibn Mujahid.
Thus, according to this view, the successive readings are ten, these three
latter readings being added to the seven of Ibn Mujahid. 168
However, according to certain other scholars, some or all readings of
the following Qurrii' are argued to be authentic and accepted: Ibn M\lQay:;in (d. 123/740) of Makkah, AI Yaiidi (d. 202/817) of Ba~. Al ijasan al
Ba:;ti (d. 110/720) of Ba:;rah, and Al A'mash (d. 148/765) of Kiifah.

164.
165.
166.
167.
168.

Ibid; AI Budur al Ziihirah, 8-9.
Edited by al Nadaw1 (India: 1983).
Edited by RamaQan, 2 vols. (Damascus: 1974).
AI Mulflasib, 1:32-33.
Munjid, 15; Nashr, 1:36-36.
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To support this view, it is pointed out that the acceptability of a reading should be subject only to the conditions for the accepted readings, and
that the transmission of some or all these readings is authentic according
to certain districts or people who received it in the manner of tawiitur. 169
However, al Qas.tallaru asserts that the readings that were agreed to be
qirii'iit shiidhdhah are these remaining four after the ten. 170 Moreover,
according to Ibn al Salal), AbO N{lsr al Subki and his son AbO al ijasan,
and al Baghaw1, all readings over the existing ten readings are anomalous
(shiidhdh ). 171
In conclusion, we may say that variations in readings have existed
since the Prophet's lifetime and that all who differed in reading referred
to the fact that they had been taught by the Prophet in this way. The
Successors followed the Companions in this practice, and among them
certain distinguished Qurrii' were sent to different cities to teach the people the Qur'an. The number of the Qurrii' increased, and some became
famous and devoted themselves to the qirii'iit. Hence, the readings are
attributed to them. Eventually the seven highly esteemed readings dominated and were canonized by the selection of Ibn Mujahid, although an
additional three readings are argued to have the same position as the
seven of Ibn Mujahid. The successive readings have been studied,
together with the definition of shiidhdh and its development. Thus, we
fmd that the acceptability of readings is subject to the conditions ruling
them. It is confirmed that the seven readings differ entirely from the
seven al)ruf, since the first compilers and books on the subject collected
an unlimited number of readings. It is emphasized that riwiiyah is the
most important condition for acceptability of any reading, and that any
reading that does not correspond with riwiiyah or the other two conditions (agreement with the ma~iil)ifand the Arabic language) is regarded
as shiidhdh, obscure, or unacceptable.

169. Ibn Taymiyya, Fatiiwa, 13:392-93; Ibn ijazm, AI Qirii'iit a/ Mashhurah, 269-71; Nashr,
1:39.
170.ln!ii'if,1:77, 170.
171. Munjid, 16.
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lkhtiyiir refers to the selection by certain qualified scholars of one or
more readings from among a number of readings; ikhtiyiir is based on the
most authentic and fluent ways of reading in their judgment.• It is reported that the choice of the Qurrii' of certain qirii'iit is based on the three
conditions for accepted readings: fluency of Arabic, correspondence with
the ~iiiJ.if, and agreement of the •iimmah on accepting them. 2 The term
'iimmah is interpreted as meaning either the people of Maamah and
KUfah, this being a strong reason for ikhtiyiir, or the people of Makkah
and Madinah. 3
In discussing the attribution of qirii'iit to the Qurrii', Ibn al Jazati states
that they selected certain readings and preferred them in their own readings
and teaching of their students. This ikhtiyiir is exercised only in respect to
selection from existing readings, and never extends to inventions or their
own composition.4 In this connection, the word ikhtiyiir occurs frequently
in the books of qirii'iit, for example:

1.

"The ikhtiyiir of Yaq'Ob is followed by the common [people] of
Ba~rah."

2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

5

"The people agreed upon their ikhtiyiir" (i.e., the Qurrii' of the ten
readings). 6
"In this book I have mentioned the readings of distinguished Qurrii'
who were famous by their qirii'iit and ikhtiyiiriit."1
AI Tibyiin, p. 99.

See Chapter 6, 119-125.
AI Murshid a/ WaJiz, 172; Allbiinah, 89.
Nashr, 1:51.
Ghiiyat a/ Nihiiyah, 2:43.
Nashr, 1:37.
Ibid.
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4.

Ibn Khalawayh in the work attributed to him,Allfujjahfi a/ Qirii'iit a/
Sab' ,8 mentions that the seven Qurrii' based their ikhtiyiir on the iithiir
(traditions).9

No doubt exists as to how essential it is to depend on the iithiir for any
ikhtiyiir in the qirii'iit, nor that it is not left to individual discretion to adopt
or select readings that are not subject to the conditions for accepted readings mentioned above. Accordingly, any reading that does not conform to
these conditions is rejected and regarded as shiidhdh. 10
The next step after ikhtiyiir and the compilation of the qirii'iit was that
certain scholars started composing books to establish the authenticity of
selected readings on the basis of transmission, correspondence with the
ma~ii/Jif, and fluency of Arabic (bearing in mind that the philologists differed concerning the degree of fluency required for accepted or preferred
readings). Accordingly, the Qurrii' and the philologists had differing views,
and hence their ikhtiyiir differed. The first author known to have composed
a book on this subject is al Mubarrid (d. 285/898), who wrote Kitiib I/Jtijiij
a/ Qirii'iit. 11 He was followed by Abu Bakr Ibn al Sarraj (d. 316/928), author
of Kitiib I/Jtijiij al Qirii'ah; 12 Ibn Darastuwayh (died after 330), author of
Kitiib a/ 1/Jtijiij li a/ Qurrii'; 13 and Ibn Miqsam (d. 332/943), author of several books on qirii'iit, Kitiib 1/Jtijiij a/ Qirii'iit, Kitiib a/ Sab'ah bi 'Ilalihii a/
Kabir, Kitiib a/ Sab'ah al Awsa,t, and Kitiib a/ Sab'ah a/ Saghir known as
Shifii' a/ Sur.jur; 14 Abu Tahir 'Abd al W$d al Bazzar (d. 349/960), a pupil
of Ibn Mujahid and author of Kitiib a/ Inti~ar li lfamzah; 15 Mul)amrnad Ibn
al ijasan al ~(d. 351/ 962), to whom is attributed Kitiib al Sab'ah bi
'Ilalihii a/ Kabir; 16 Ibn Khalawayh (d. J';J/980), to whom is attributed Kitiib
allfujjahfi a/ Qirii'iit a/ Sab' ; 17 Abu' Ali al Farisf, the author of a large book
in support of his teacher Ibn Mujahid's Kitiib a/ Sab'ah entitled Kitiib a/
lfujjah li a/ Qurrii' a/ Sab'ah; 18 Abu Zar'ah 'Abd al Ral;unan Ibn Mul;lam-

8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Edited by Mukarram, 2nd ed. (Beirut: Dar al Shuroq, 1397/1977).
Ibid., 62.
See Chapter 6.
AI Fihrist, 65.
Ibid., 86.
Ibid., 38, 68-69.
Ibid., 35-36.
Ibid., 35.
Ibid., 50.
Edited by Mukarram, 2nd ed. (Beirut, 1397/1977). The authenticity of this attribution to
Ibn Khalawayh is disputed; see Mul)ammad al 'Abid al Fas1, "Nisbat al ijuijah ila Ibn
Khalawayh La T~ii)l:l," Majallat a/ Lisim ai'Arabi 8, 1:5, 21; al Afghani, (ed.),lfujjat a/
Qirii'iit, 24.
18. AI Fihrist, 69. This book of Ibn Faris is edited by al Naijar et al., vol. 1, 1st ed. (Cairo:
1966).
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mad Ibn Zanjalah (one of al Faris1's students), whose lfujjatu a/ Qirii'iit 19
was composed before 403/1012;20 and Abu Bakr Al)mad Ibn 'Ubayd Allah
Ibn Idtis, whose a/ Mukhtiir fi Ma'iini Qirii'iit Ahl a/ A~iir includes the
reading of Yaq'ub al :ijac;Jram1 in addition to the seven of Ibn Mujahid. 21
In the fifth century, we find Ma.kki's (d. 437/1080) book a/ Kashf'an
WujUh a/ Qirii'iit a/ Sab' wa '1/a/ihii wa lfujajiha. 22

Refutation of Free Exercise of Choice in Selection
of Readings
Ibn al Baqillarii is concerned that certain people might misinterpret the
differences among the Qurrii' as meaning that they were free to choose
whatever way of reading they desired. He asserts that this view is groundless and that it is agreed unanimously that no single reading should be
accepted unless it has been transmitted with authentic chains. The condition
of riwiiyah, he says, is most essential and obvious from the practice of all
Qurrii' of the Qur'an, since they did not react immediately by rejecting any
reading they heard from each other for the first time, fearing that it might
be authentic and based on the riwiiyah according to the other readers. In this
connection, al A'mash is reported as having said that when he read in a different way from what he had been taught by his teacher, lbralfim al
Nakha'1, the latter would not say, "It is wrong" but, "Read so and so."23
Ibn al Baqallan1 comments that since this was the practice of the sa/af,
it is unlikely that the Qurrii' would allow the Qur'an to be read without fulfillment of the condition of riwiiyah. 24 In support of the condition of
riwiiyah, we fmd many statements attibuted to distinguished and famous
Qurrii' of the Qur'an, among whom we may quote the following:

1.

Nafi' is reported to have said that he had been taught the Qur'an from
seventy Qurrii' among the Followers and that he based his ikhtiyiir on
the agreement of two of them.~

2.

Ibn Mujahid states that Nafi' was following the iithiir of the Qurrii'
before him. 26

3.

Sufyan al Thawti is reported to have supported the reading of :ijamzah
on the grounds that "he had not read a single l]arf of the Qur'an with-

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Edited by Sa'ld al Afghanl, 2nd ed. (Beirut: 1399/1979).
Ibid., 30, 39.
Ibid., 22
Edited by RarnaQAn, 2 vols. (Damascus: 1394/1974).
Nukat allnti~iir, 415.
Ibid., 416.
25. Ibn Mujahid, Kitiib a/ Sab'ah, 62.
26. Ibid., 54.
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out depencing on iithiir.'m
4.

AbO 'Amr Ibn al 'Ala' is reported to have said that if he had been free
to read in certain ways as he desired, he would have read so and so.28

5.

Abo 'Amr Ibn al 'Ala' is also reported as having been asked, concerning his own reading and ikhtiyiir, whether he had heard it all from the
salaf. He replied that if he had not heard it, he would not have read it,
because reading of the Qur'an should be according to the sunnah (i.e.,

riwiiyah ).29
Accordingly, Ibn al Baqillaru states that it is forbidden to read in a way not
corresponding with riwiiyah. 30
As regards the grounds on which the Qurrii' support their ikhtiyiir,
using grammatical and other evidence, Ibn al Baqillaru says that the Qurrii'
who substantiate their own readings all agree that they have been transmitted from the Prophet himself and that there is no objection to adding to the
evidence of riwiiyah other logical evidence in support of riwiiyah. No one
among the Qurrii' is doing more than supporting his ikhtiyiir, explaining
why he selects this reading but not rejecting or refuting the readings of
other Qurrii'. Ibn al Baqillaru only says in support of his own ikhtiyiir that
this way is the most fluent in Arabic and more beautiful than the others.31
Furthermore, al Qas.tallaru states that preference for certain readings is
based only on conformance with the most eloquent and best known ways
in the Arabic language, since they are all authentic and accepted readings.32 Hence, linguistic evidence in support of the qirii'iit is used only to
substantiate the reason for choosing or selecting this way of reading, but
never as the sole reason for ikhtiyiir. In this connection, Ibn al Munayyir
disagrees with al Zamakhshati, who thought that the seven distinguished
Qurrii' had exercised their ikhtiyiir as if they were free from the condition
of riwiiyah. 33 The right of using ikhtiyiir among the various authentic readings is still permissible among the scholars, provided that it is according
to the riwiiyah and used by qualified and authorized Qurrii'. 34
The right of ikhtiyiir is restricted to use only in accordance with riwiiyah. A free hand in using synonyms or reading according to the meanings
of the vocabulary of the Qur'an is not regarded as ikhtiyiir, because it contradicts the conditions for accepted readings. Hence, it is strongly rejected
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Ibid., 82.
GIUJyat al Niluiyah, I :290.
Nukat allnti$Or, 417.
Ibid., 418.
Ibid., 419-20.
La.ta'if allsluirat, I :170.
Allnti$ii/With AI Kashshiif, 2:69-70.
Nashr, 1:44.
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and considered beyond shiidhdh.35 The scholars have agreed unanimously that this kind of reading is forbidden and should be stopped and
destroyed. Certain examples, which are attributed to personal codices,
were regarded as either unauthentic in their transmission or abrogated,
according to the final revealed version of the Qur'an.36
Goldziher uses examples of this latter kind of reading to conclude that
they were used to make fundamental changes in the successive readings/7
ignoring the fact that all readings of this kind in contradiction of the common accepted readings are regarded as shiidhdh and isolated reports
opposed to mutawiitir.38 Abii 'Ubaydah, on the other hand, is reported as
having said that the purpose of this kind of anomalous reading is to explain
the meanings of the well-known (mashhur) readings.39
The written text of the Qur'an is agreed to represent the first l)arf in
which it has been revealed. 40 Thus, the various other ways of reading in
accordance with the permission to read the Qur'an in seven al},ruf, regardless of the scholars' differences in their interpretation, were only variations
in the ways of reading, which had to correspond with riwiiyah. In this
respect, the Companions and their Followers referred their readings to the
teachings of the Prophet himself. Two examples are 'Umar Ibn al Kha.t.tab
and Hisham Ibn :ijakim.41
Thus Ibn Khalawayh, in his Kitiib l'riib Thaliithin Surah min a/ Qur'iin
a/ Karim, 42 states that the only authentic and accepted reading in the beginning of 89:1 is "sabbil}, isma Rabbika," although, linguistically it could be
read as "sabbil}, (bi) ism(i) Rabbika," as we fmd elsewhere in the Qur'an,
or ''fasibbil}, bi l)amdi Rabbika" (15:98). But this reading is not accepted,
because the qirii'ah should be according to the riwiiyah. 43
Ibn al Jazaii asserts that to use free analogy in selecting certain readings is forbidden. He attributes to certain Companions and their Followers
('Umar, Zayd, Ibn al Mukandir, 'Urwah, 'Umar Ibn 'Abd al 'Aziz, and al
Sha'bi) the statement: "Qirii'ah should be according to the sunnah (i.e.,
transmission of generations, one from each other) and everyone should
read as he has been taught. "44
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The 'Uthmanic ma~ii/:lif are said to have been freed from vocalization
and dotting in order to preserve various authentic readings that correspond
with the orthography of the ma~ii/:lif, but not to create readings according
to every possible way of reading the text.4s
For example, Sibawayh, in his AI Kitiib,46 supports certain qirii'iit and
objects to others, although they might be substantiated linguistically on the
ground that the qirii'ah should be according to the sunnah and should not
be rejected by the 'iimmah. 4' He uses certain qirii'iit in support of grammatical arguments to substantiate the authenticity of certain grammatical constructions. For example, he says the evidence for the authenticity of a certain construction is the reading of the people of Maamah.@
We find that earlier the Companions and their Followers supported
certain chosen qirii'iit, mentioning the reasons for which this way or that
is preferred. The first man among the Companions known as having
adopted the practice of choosing certain qirii'iit and explaining the reason for his choices was Ibn 'Abbas, 49 who is reported as having read nanshuruhii (2:259) and substantiated his reading by quoting "thumma idhii
shii'a ansharah" (80:22).
Among the earlier philologists we fmd al Khalil Ibn AQmad, followed
by his student Sibawayh, using grammatical, morphological, and phonetical evidence to substantiate the authenticity of certain qirii'iit.50
We also notice this phenomenon of choosing and selecting ceqain
qirii'iit and of supporting them with evidence in the discussions of Qur'anic
scholars and in books on such topics as tafsir,s• ma'iini al Qur'iin,s2 and i'riib
al Qur'iin.s3
For example, al Zu.ijaj in his Ma'iini al Qur'iin wa /'riibu~ studies linguistically the various ways of reading al /:lamdu (1:2) and adopts raf'
because it corresponds with the authentic riwiiyah that should be followed
in the Qur'an.ss
Harun Ibn Miisa al A'war (d. before 200/815) is reported to have gathered certain readings and to have investigated their transmission and other

Munjid, 56.
Published in Biiliiq: 1316/1898.
Ibid., 1:74.
AI Kitiib, 1:417 and passim.
AI Bal)r al MuW, 2:293.
AI Kitiib, passim.
Abii ijayyiin, AI Bal}r al Mul}i,t, in 8 vols.
AI Farra', Ma'iini al Qur'iin, in 3 vols.
Ibn Khiilawayh,/'riib Thalatliin Sarah min al Qur'iin al Karim (Cairo: 1360/1941).
Edited by 'Abd al Jahl Shalab1 (Cairo: 1394/1974).
55. Ibid., 1:7.
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evidence in order to authenticate them. 56 The people of his time objected to
this work of al A'war on the grounds that the acceptability and authenticity
of any qira'ah should be subject only to its successive transmission. 57
In this connection, Abii IJayyan reports Abii al 'Abbas Al}mad Ibn
Ya\lya as having not preferred any one of the seven readings and having
said: "When the seven Qurra' differ concerning the i'rab and the Qur'an, I
do not prefer one to another, but when I turn to the ordinary speech of the
people I prefer the form which is stronger." Abii IJayyan agrees with the
above statement, referring to Abii al 'Abbas as reliable, a man of religion,
and a scholar of grammar and language.58
According to certain writers, numerous variations in ways of reading
came about because the 11Ul~a1Jif were free from vocalization and dotting.
Hence, the Qurra' had differences of opinion as a result of the different
possible readings. 59 An early example of this tendency is provided by Ibn
Miqsam (d. 328/939), who is said to have relied only on the written text
of the mu~IJaf and the Arabic language. He was prevented from propagating his views by the 'Abbasid authorities, who were backed by the
consensus of Qur'anic scholars of his time. His approach is not valid for,
as we have seen, the qira'ah was subject to the riwayah, and we have the
example of the argument between 'Umar and Hisham (where each of
them referred to the Prophet as his authority). 60 The various readings were
only according to the riwayah and existed before the compilation of the
Qur'an and the distribution of the 'Uthmanic 11Ul~a1Jif to the am~ar (which
were themselves accompanied by distinguished Qurra' to teach the people of their cities according to the riwayah).61 Moreover, if the people had
been left free to read in any way possible compatible with the orthography of the mu~IJaJ, it might have been expected that all such readings
would have been accepted. For example, from the grammatical point of
view, the Qur'anic phrase kun fa yakun (3:47; 36:82) can be read either
with na~b or raf'. But the only way accepted in 3:47 is raf', while both
ways are accepted in 36:82.62
Another example of this kind of this reading is found in 22:23, where
in the Uthmanic text the word IJI'J1' is written with a/if (the same word is
written without alifin 35:33). If the Qurra' had followed only the orthog-

.

Munjid, 69.
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raphy, they would have read the word with na~b in the first example and
with khaf4 in the latter. However, Nafi' and 'A:;im read both words with
na~b. while the rest of the Qurrii' read the first with na~b and the latter
with khafl/.. 63
In regard to dotting, the only way of reading found in 2: 123 is wa Iii
tanfa'uha shafii'atun, while a similar example is read with both yii' and tii',
in the same surah, i.e., wa Iii yuqbalu minhii shafii'atun and wa Iii tuqbalu
minhii shafii'atun (2:48). 64
In 4:94, the word,_,....... is read as both/a tathabbatu and fa ta-bayyanu,
because both were transmitted, while in 9:114 the word olol is readable
according to the orthography as •\tl iyyiihu. This is the authentic reading
attributed to the 'iimmah, while the other possible way, ·~' abiihu, is an
anomalous reading contradictory to the common reading and is regarded as
a strange reading (although it is attributed to ijammad al Rawiyah).
Furthermore, in 7:48 the word iJJ~ is read by the 'iimmah as tastakbirun, as opposed to the strange reading tastakthirun, which is regarded as
shiidhdh on the grounds that it contradicts the riwiiyah. 65
On the other hand in certain words we fmd various authentic readings
(e.g., Jibrll, Jabrll, Jabra'll, and Jabra'il), while the orthography itself
does not provide them all (which also confirms how essential riwiiyah is). 66
Some other Qur'anic words are written differently from the usual way, but
indicate only a single reading, which is that which is according to the
riwiiyah. Examples of this kind are ~~1\/ (27:21), :~~ 18:23), and
~~~ j (89:23), with the addition of an a/if, which are read as Ia
adhbal,tannahu, li shay'in, and ji'a. In this connection we also fmd
~~ (51 :47) and ~~ (68:6), with the addition of a yii', which are read
as bi aydin and bi ayyikum.61 Accordingly, the original basis of any qirii'ah
is agreed to be the riwiiyah, while the orthography is always dependent on
this. 68 Hence, in practice we find that the Qurrii' read in some places with
consensus and differ in others although they are orthographically the same.
For example, they agree unanimously on miilik a/ mulk (3:36) and malik
al niis (114:2). However, they differ in 1:4 because certain Qurrii' read
malik and others read miilik, and these readings are all authentic because
of the soundness of their transrnission.69
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Moreover, we find certain theoretical ways of reading that correspond
with the orthography of the ma~iil:zif and agree with the Arabic language but
which no one among the Qurrii' is reported as having read. This also tends
to confinn how essential riwiiyah is. In this connection, scholars refer to wa
Qur'iinanfaraqnilhu li taqra'ahu 'alii a/ niisi 'alii mukthin (17:106), which
from the linguistic point of view could be read mukth, makth, and mikth, but
is read by the consensus of the Qurrii' only as mukth.70
Goldziher advances the theory that these different readings arise from
certain Qurrii' interpreting a vocalized and undotted text in accordance with
their own understanding at a relatively late date. However, as we have seen
above, this theory overlooks the importance of riwiiyah and ignores the
existence of many scholars who had devoted their studies to this subject
Whatever the reasons for the existence of variant readings, whether accepted or shiidhdh, the explanations that Goldziher offers do not seem to rest on
any real evidence. For example, he refers to a report that Qatadah (d.
117{735) (2:54) read fa aqUu anfusakum instead of the authentic fa uqtulu
arifusakum. Goldziher maintains that Qatadah considered the latter reading
to convey a severe punishment that was incompatible with the sin mentioned and thus recited the passage in the alternative way attributed to him
above. Commenting on this, Goldziher says: "In this example we see an
objective point of view which was the reason behind the differing reading."'•
However, to refute this we fmd that all versions except one report
Qatadah as having read/a uqtulu anfusakum and having interpreted it as
meaning that they stood fighting each other in two rows until they were
asked to stop and that the result was martyrdom for those who were killed
and repentance for those who remained alive. 72 AI Qw:tub1, who reports
Qatadah as having read fa aqUu arifusakum, interprets the word aqUu
(save) as meaning "save yourselves from error by killing," thereby giving
it the same meaning as aqtulu. 73 Another example of this is Goldziher's
treatment of 48:9, in which he uses certain authentic readings as opposed
to others. Thus he notes that tu'azziruhu is read by certain Qurrii' as
tu'azzizuhu, using ziiy instead of rii'. The reason behind this supposed
change, he suggests, is that they may have wished to avoid the fonner
word because it implies material aid, while the latter word is less restrict-·
ed in meaning. 74 In fact, however, both words occur in different places in
the Qur'an (for example, in 7:157 and 48:9) with no apparent difference
in meaning. Furthennore, in the Arabic lexicon, 'azzara and na~ara are
70. AI Bal}r al Mul}if, 6:88.
71.
72.
73.
74.
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not different. Ibn Man{'.:iir interprets 'azzarahu as fakhkhamahu, wa
'azzamahu, wa a'{mahu, wa qawwiihu, and wa na~arahu. He quotes in
support of his interpretation li tu' azziruhu wa tuwaqqiruhu (48:9) and wa
'azzartumuhum (5:12)/5 He adds that in the Arabic language a/ tiizir
means a/ na~r by tongue and sword. He reports Waraqah Ibn Nawfal as
having said in support of the Prophet at the very beginning of the revelation, "If he is sent while I am alive I will aid him" (sa u'azziruhu wa
an~uruhu). Ibn Man{'.:iir says that here a/ ta'zir means aid, elevated
respect, and succor time after time. 76 Thus it cannot be maintained that
'azzara and 'azzaza are different in meaning.
With the same general approach, Goldziher considers that certain differences among the Quml' are because of their fear of attributing to God
and his Apostle something that may detract from their attributes.
In support of this theory, Goldziher quotes 37:12: bal 'ajibta wa
yaskharun (Truly do they marvel while they ridicule), in which some of the
Qurrii' of Kiifah read 'ajibta withfatQ, while the common reading of the
rest of the Qurrii' is with fjammah (i.e., 'ajibtu). He argues that the
Mufassiriln interpreted the word 'ajab as referring to God with a difference
of opinions, while some preferred to attribute the "marveling" to the
Prophet, since it is inappropriate to attribute this to God. He maintains that
the original meaning is 'ajibtu with fjammah and quotes al Tabati. In fact,
however, al Tabati authenticates and accepts both readings on the grounds
that the Qur'an has been revealed in two ways, 77 although he does mention
that Shuray)). (d. 80/699) read 'ajibta withfatQ and objected to the other
reading on the grounds that 'ajab cannot be attributed to God. However,
Ibraliim al Nakha'1 is reported as having objected to Shuray)).'s argument
and stated that 'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'iid, who used to read 'ajibtu with
fjammah, was more knowledgable than Shuray))..78 According to Goldziher,
the two readings contradict one another and the acceptance by a1 Tabaii of
both readings indicates that it was difficult at his time to abandon one reading in favor of the other.79 However, a1 Tabati in his discussion confirms
the authenticity of both readings and states that, although they differ in
meaning, they are both correct and sound. He states in support of this view
that the Prophet marveled at the verses that he was given, that the polytheists ridiculed him for this, and that God marveled at what the polytheists
said.
75.
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Furthermore, al Qtu:tubl reports 'Ali Ibn Sulayman as having said that
both readings agree to give one meaning and that the reference in both
'ajihta and 'ajihtu is to the Prophet. He also quotes Abii Ja'far al Na.\ll.las
as having approved this interpretation and regarded it as sound. AI Qm:tubl
adds that the meaning of hal 'ajihtu may be something like, "Truly their
action is heinous in my eyes," and he quotes al Bayhaql in support of this
as having connected the word 'ajiha in this context with the hadith 'ajiha
Rahhuka.I!IJ Moreover, al Naqqash is reported as having interpreted hal
'ajihtu as hal ankartu. AI ijasan Ibn al FaQl is reported as having supported this by stating that 'ajah, when it refers to God, means inkiir and ta'iim,
and that this is an old Arab usage (wa huwa /ughat a/ 'Arah). 81
In fact, if readings were really not subject to the riwayah or if a supposed fear of attributing to God and his Apostle certain defects had led the
Qurrii' to change some ways of reading, as Goldziher thought, one might
expect the Qurrii' to have changed many similar examples in the Qur'an. In
fact, they have done nothing except interpret them according to the Arabic
language. Examples may be quoted as follows:
God disdains not (Iii yastalji) to use the similitude of things lowest as
well as highest. (2:26)
They plot and plan and God too plans, but the best of planners is God.
(8:30).
Nay, both his hands are widely outstretched. He gives and spends (of
His bounty, as He pleaseth). (5:67)
Soon shall We settle your affairs, 0 both you worlds! (55:3It2
Moreover, Shurayb's opinion was rejected and regarded as unacceptable on the grounds that he contradicted the tawiitur. 83 Finally, there is no
evidence whatever for Goldziher's hypothesis that 'ajihtu with rjammah is
the original reading.
The Mufassirun interpret the verse so that both readings confirm one
another, 84 and the Qurrii' accept and authenticate the two readings, because
they agree with the conditions for accepted readings.85
Goldziher further argues that, in 12: 110, the original reading is kadhabU
and that the Muslims were confused and faced with the problem of fmding
a way to discard this reading. According to him, many solutions were sug-
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gested, a fact that indicates that it was the original reading and that the readings kudhibU and kudhdhibU were introduced subsequently by the Qurrii'."'
Once again, however, it seems pointless to assert that any one reading
is the original, since the text of the Qur'an does not provide any evidence
for such a claim. This reading, in fact, is not attributed to any Qiiri' except
Mujahid.87 Indeed, it has been argued that the original readings are kudhibu
and kudhdhibu, which are the common ones, and that the anomalous reading that is attributed solely to Mujahid is derived from the two authentic
readings88 (and not the opposite, as Goldziher maintained).89
Mujahid is reported as having interpreted the verse as meaning,
"When the Apostles gave up hope of their people (who rejected their message) being punished and that their people thought that the Apostles told a
lie, there reached them Our help." 90
However, al Tabati states that this reading has been rejected unanimously on the grounds that it contradicts the authentic readings of the
am~lir. He argues that if the reading were permissible, it would have been
interpreted in a way not contradicting the successive readings and would
have been better than that of Mujahid. The best interpretation for Mujahid's
reading, according to al Tabati, is, "Until when the Apostles give up hope
of their people who treated them as liars-being punished by God-and
the Apostles knew that their people lied ... "
Al Tabati offers this interpretation, on the authority of alij:asan and
Qatadah, that ?ann may give the meaning of 'ilm (knowledge).91 Thus,
both Mujahid's reading and his interpretation contradict the consensus of
the Qurrii' and Mufassiriin. 92 Ibn al Jazati states that Abu al Qasim al
Hudhan, in his AI Kiimil, attributes to Mujahid certain readings with a
nonauthentic isniid 93 and elsewhere describes al HudhaU's book as full of
errors concerning the aslinid of qirii'iit and as containing unaccepted
readings that have no authentic transmission. 94 Ibn Khalawayh also
includes this reading of Mujahid in the anomalous readings. 9'
Goldziher mentions 'A'ishah's contribution to this discussion, but his
account is misleading, in that the discussion was concerned purely with
the question of kudhdhibii as opposed to kudhibii, which she rejected in
86.
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favor of the formef<i (although her objection was in fact to the interpretation attributed to Ibn 'Abbas rather than the qirii'ah itselfV'
Al Qas.tallani argues that' A'ishah's objection was to the reading kidhibu,
on the grounds that she had not received it in the manner of tawiitur. 98 As
for the reading kadhabU, it does not appear at all in this discussion, and
Goldziher is incorrect in supposing that she was objecting to kadhabu.
While Mujahid's reading is regarded as shiidhdh, being attributed
only to him, two authentic and successive readings are among the highly
esteemed seven canonical readings. The first is kudhibU, which is attributed to Ubayy, 'Ali, Ibn Mas'ud, and Ibn 'Abbas among the Companions;
to their Followers Mujahid, Tal]J.ah, and al A'mash; and to ·A~im.
ijamzah, and al Kisa'i, who represent the KOfans among the seven distinguished Qurrii'. 99 Al Zamakhshati based his tafsir on this reading and
interprets it as meaning, "Until when the Apostles· thought that their souls
were telling them a lie when they told them that they would be victorious," or, "Their hope told them a lie." 100
Goldziher misunderstood al Zamakhshati, believing that his interpretation represented kadhabU. 101 However, a careful reading of the interpretation confirms that it is based on kudhibU, and the matter is resolved further
by the fact that he mentions kadhabU separately, attributing it to Mujahid. 102
The second authentic reading is kudhdhibU, which is attributed to
'A'ishah}03 It is also attributed to al ijasan, Qatadah, Mu]J.ammad Ibn Ka'b,
Abu Raja', Ibn Abi Mulaykah, and al A'raj among the Followers, 104 and to
Nafi', Ibn Katliir, Ibn 'Amir, and AbO 'Amr Ibn al 'Ala among the seven distinguished Qurrii'.•os
'A'ishah is reported to have interpreted this verse according to her
reading kudhdhibu as "until when the Apostles gave up hope of their people who had treated them as liars becoming believers, and the Apostles had
come to think that they had been treated as liars among their own fellows,
there reached them the help of God. " 106
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AI Tabaii attributes to certain other scholars who read kudhdhibii the
following interpretation of the verse: "Until when the Apostles came to
think that (meaning by ?Qnn in this context 'ilm [knowledge]) their people
treated them as liars, there reached them our help." 107 This latter interpretation of the word ?ann to mean 'ilm is attributed to al ijasan and Qatadah.
However, al Tabaii objects to the interpretation on the grounds that it contradicts the views of the Companions. He adds that the Arabs use the word
?Qnn in the place of 'ilm only where the knowledge is acquired by the
means of reports or when it is not physically seen. Thus the word ?ann in
this verse cannot mean 'ilm.•lll
In another example, which Goldziher also quotes in support of his theory, Ibn 'Abbas is reported as having read fa in amana bi rna amantum bi
hi or fa in amana bi a/ /adhi amantum bi hi as opposed to the common
reading that corresponds with the 'Uthmanic ma~al)if:fa in amana bi mithli rna amantum bi hi (2:137). Ibn 'Abbas bases his objection to the common reading on the grounds that there is no being similar to God. 109
However, al Tabaii states that this report about Ibn 'Abbas contradicts the common ma~al)if of the Muslims and the consensus of the
Qurra'. 11°Furthermore, Ibn 'Abbas himself is reported as having agreed
on the reading with the 'Uthmanic ma~a/J.if. According to al Tabati, the
interpretation of this verse should be: "When they believe in what is mentioned in this passage of the books of God and his Prophets as you believe
in them, they are indeed on the right path." He concludes that what is
meant by similarity in this connection is the similarity between two
beliefs, not between what is believed. 112
On this point, al Zaijaj argues that if someone were to ask if anything
is similar to iman other than iman itself, the reply is that the meaning is
clear; that is, if they believe as you believe in the prophets and believe in
unity as you do, they are therefore on the straight path and have become
Muslims like you. 113
Furthermore, the author of Muqaddimat Kitab a/ Mabani 114 studies the
construction of this verse linguistically and supports its authenticity on the
following grounds: It means if they believe as you believe; the letter ba'
is added only for emphasis (ta'kid) and the sense of the phrase is mith/a
111

107. Ibid.
108. Ibid., 16:309.
109. Ibid., 2:114.
110. Ibid.
Ill. Ibid., 2:113.
112. Ibid., 2:114.
113. Ma'iini a/ Qur'iin wa l'riibuhu, 1:195.
114. Anonymous, see Muqaddimatiin, 116.
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ma iimantum bi hi; and the word mithlis added in order to provide corroboration (tawkid) and the sense of the phrase is thus fa in iimanu bi ma
iimantum bi hi.
In this connection, reference is made to 42:11, laysa ka mithlihi
shay'un (nothing is like Him), where the word mithl is added for the purpose of intensification so that the meaning of the passage is: ''There is
nothing whatever like unto Him." Another example in support of this
interpretation is this poetic verse: "Ka mithl al shams idh bazaghat bi hii
nuiJ?ii wa mi',tiiru, where the word mithl is added in the same way. 115
Ibn Ab1 Dawud narrates this riwiiyah in different versions, but
objects to them all and states that it is written bi mithl ma iimantum bi hi
in M~IJaf a/Imam and all the ma~iibif of the cities, and that it is accepted
in the language of the Arabs. It is impossible, he says, that the people of
the cities and the Companions should have agreed on an error, particularly
in the Qur'an and the practice of prayers. He continues that it is right and
accepted in the speech of the Arabs to say to a person who meets you in
a manner of which you disapprove, "Ayustaqbalu mithli bi hiidha?" ("Does
someone like me get treated like this?") He quotes in support, laysa ka
mithlihi shay'un (42:11 ), which means laysa ka mithli Rabbi shay'un, and
the expressions Iii yuqiilu li wa Iii li mithli and Iii yuqiilu li akhika wa Iii li
mithli akhika, in which these expressions mean "myself." 116
In conclusion, the report attributed to Ibn 'Abbas, like many others
that contradict the 'Uthmiinic ma~iil}if, is no more than an isolated report
(khabar iil)iid) in opposition to successive (mutawiitir) readings, which
are accepted by the consensus of the Qurrii' on the gounds of their
authenticity in transmission, orthography of the 'Uthmanic ma~iil)if, and
accordance with the Arabic language.
Ibn al Jazati states that the readings may differ in various meanings
according to the revelation of the Qur'an in seven al)ruf. These variations
in meaning do not contradict one ~other, because it is impossible that
contradiction could be found in Qur'an 4:82, which states: "Do they not
consider the Qur'an (with care)? Had it been from other than God, they
would surely have found therein much discrepancy." 117
Goldziher thinks that the Qur'an includes examples of contradiction
and that 30:2-4 is one example to support his theory. Here he argues that
the two readings ghalabat . .. sayughlabUna and ghulibat . .. sayaghlibuna contradict each other, because the victorious according to the former reading are the defeated according to the latter reading. He main115. MUQaddimottin, 116.
116. Kitab a/ Ma~til)if, 76-77.
117. Nashr, 1:48.
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tains that most of the Qurrii' read in accordance with the former reading, 118 and that the Muslim scholars regarded the victory of the Greeks in
625 A.D. as a miracle of the Prophet, because the event took place
according to his prophecy (although according to Goldziher it indicates
no more than a hope). 119
In fact, however, the former reading is attributed only to certain Companions ('Ah, Abii Sa'id al Khudii, Ibn 'Abbas, and Ibn 'Umar) and
Followers (Mu'awiyah Ibn Qurrah and al ijasan). 120 It is not accepted by the
consensus of scholars and thus is regarded as shiidhdh. The only authentic
reading accepted by the 'iimmah and regarded as mutawiitir is the latter
reading. 121
The former reading, although regarded as shiidhdh, does not in fact
contradict the common reading in its meaning if the historical accounts
are studied carefully, or, as al Aliisi puts it, if it is permissible for two
readings to differ from each other in regard to their meaning (provided
they do not contradict one another, and there is no contradiction in a
group of people being victorious and defeated at two different times). 122
Thus, around the year 615 A.D., the Byzantine Empire was defeated by
Persia while Persia was defeated later by the Byzantines around the year
622 A.D., which confirms the common reading:
The Roman Empire has been defeated in a land close by; but they
(even) after (this) defeat of theirs will soon be victorious-within a
few years. With God is the decision in the past and the future: on the
day shall the believers rejoice with the help of God. He helps whom
He will and He is exalted in Might, Most Merciful.
In regard to the other shiidhdh reading, we find in its support that the
Romans, after their victory in Syria, were defeated by the Muslims in Jordan in 8 A.H. in the battle known.as Ghazwat Mu'tah, which was followed
by the battle of Yarmiik in 14 A.H. 123
Finally, the prophecy of these Qur'anic verses is accepted by Muslims as a miracle in their mutawiitir reading, irrespective of Goldziher's
interpretation. In this connection, al Zamakhshati asserts that this verse
is one of the greatest miracles that bears witness to the trueness of the
prophecy of the Prophet and to the fact that the Qur'an is revealed from
118. AI Madhiihib alls/iimiyyah, 18; c.f. Madhiihib a/ Tafsir a/ls/iimi, 29-31.

ll9. Ibid.
120. A/ Bal)r a/ Mul)il, 7:161; Qur.tubi, 14:4; al Aliis1, Rul) at Ma'iini, 21:17.
121. A/ Bal)r a/ Mul)if, 7:161.
122. AI Aliis1, RUI) a/ Ma'iini, 21:17.
123. Ibid.; ijammiidah, AI Qirii'iil wa a/ Lahajiit, 198.
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God, because it relates knowledge of the unseen, which is not known
except to God. 124

The 'Uthmanic Ma$ii/:lif and the Problem of
Grammatical or Orthographical Errors
It is reported that when the ma~il/Jif were compiled and brought before
'Uthman to look through, he found lal:m in certain a/Jrufbut told the committee of the ma~a/Jif to leave them as they were, on the grounds that the
Arabs would read them soundly. 12S According to another version, he added
that if the scribe was from Thaq1f and the reciter from Hudhayl, there would
not be any la/:ln. 126
However, al Dam states that this report is groundless and not acceptable for the following reasons: first its chain is weak, being mursal, and its
context (matn) is mur.f!arib (weak). Second, it seems impossible that
'Uthman, who, with the agreement of the Companions, compiled the
ma~il/:lif in order to unite the Muslims and end the dispute among them,
would have left any la/:ln or error in the ma$il/)if to be corrected by those
who came after him. 127
Finally, al Dam argues that if the report is supposed to be authentic,
the word lal)n means the recitation rather than the orthography, because
many words, if read according to their orthography in the ma~il/:lif, would
have a different meaning; for example ~:,1\r , l_,.w.J1\r , ~ )1 ts~ ,y
~JJLand ly.)l. 'Uthman may thus have meant this latter kind, which
the Arabs would read soundly, since the Qur'an had been revealed in their
language. 128
AI Dam goes on to report that when 'A'ishah was asked about this
la/:ln, she replied that the scribes had erred (akh.ta'u). The passages that she
cited as including mistakes are the following:

1.
2.

3.

20:63
4:162
5:72

in hadhiini Ia sal)iriini
wa a/ muqimina a/ $aldta wa al miitiina al zakilta
inna alladhina iimanii wa alladhina hiidii wa a/ $iihi'iind 29

AI Dam argues that 'A'ishah considered these readings not to be the
most fluent and regarded her own ikhtiyar as the best, on the grounds that
she could not have used the word akh.ta'u literally, since the scribes had
124. AI Zamakhshan, AI Kashshiif, 3:467.
125. AI Dan!, AI Muqni,' 124.
126. Ibid., 125.
127. AI Muqni', 124.
128. Ibid., 124-25.
129. Ibid., 126-28; AI Tabatl, Tafsir, 9:395; Muqaddimatiin, 104-5.
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written in this way with the consensus of the Companions. In support of his
argument, AI Dam quotes certain scholars as having interpreted 'A'ishah's
statement as meaning that the scribes made mistakes in choosing the best
from among the seven al;ruf. According to them, lal;n means recitation or
lughah, as in the statement of 'Umar: "Ubayy aqra'unti wa innti Ia nada'u
ba'rja lal;nihi" (i.e., qirti'atihi-his recitation). 130
The author of Kittib a/ Mabtini 131 attributes to certain scholars the view
that 'A'ishah objected to these readings because they did not correspond
with the Quraysh1 dialect, although they are sound according to the other
dialects of the Arabs. 132
In addition, it is said that there are other orthographical errors in the
ma~ti}Jif as follows:
1.
2.

3.

2:177
63:10
21:3

wa a/ mufuna bi 'abdihim idhti 'tihtidu wa a/ $iibirina
fa a~~addaqa wa akun min a/ ~tilil}in
wa asarru a/ najwti alladhina 1-alamu 133

However, al Tabar1 supports the authenticity of all the examples
mentioned above according to various Arab dialects. 134 He states that if
they had been written wrongly in the 'Uthmanic ma~ii}Jif, we would
have found all earlier ma~til;if disagreeing with the 'Uthmanic ma~til;if,
whereas Ubayy is reported as having agreed in his reading and mu~J;af
with the 'Uthmanic ma~iil;if. For example, wa a/ muqimina a/ ~altita wa
a/ mutuna a/ zaktita (4:162) is found in the mu~J;af of Ubayy in the
same way as in the 'Uthmanic ma~ti}Jif. Al Tabaii concludes that the
agreement of the 'Uthmanic ma~ti}Jif with that of Ubayy indicates that
what is in our ma~iil;if today is sound and correct, and that if in fact
there had been mistakes in the orthography of the 'Uthmanic ma~til;if,
the Companions would not have taught their Followers except in the
correct manner. Finally, he states that the transmission by the Muslims
of these read~ngs, in accordance with the orthography as found in the
'Uthmanic ma~iil;if, is the strongest evidence of their correctness and
soundness. He adds that this has nothing to do with the scribes and one
should not attribute to them any mistake in writing. 135
The scribes of the 'Uthmanic ma~til;if are reported to have differed as
to whether the word"""' yUI should be written with final tti' or hii'. 'Othman
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.

AI Muqni', 127-28.
Included in Muqaddimatiin, edited by A. Jeffery (Cairo: 1954).

Ibid., 115.
Ibid., 104.
AI Tabati, Tafslr, 3:352-54, 9:394-97.
Ibid., 9:397-98.
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is said to have commanded them to write it with fmal tii', according to the
Quraysh1 dialect, on the grounds that the Qur'an has been revealed in their
dialect. 136
Since the scribes consulted 'Uthman whenever they differed in writing
certain words and he would correct them, it is unlikely that he found cases
of la~n in the a~ruf of the Qur'an and left them to the people to correct in
their readings. If he had told the scribes to leave alleged la~n to be corrected by the Arabs, it is reasonable to suppose that he would have done
the same thing with the word ..:..y.\:11 .
Furthermore, the author of Kitiib a/ Mabiini 131 studies all examples
mentioned above and substantiates their acceptability as good Arabic
according to various Arab dialects, quoting in support of each example
many lines of ancient Arab poetry. 138
As to the authenticity of these examples from the linguistic point of
view, the views of the commentators are discussed in detail below:

1. Qur'an 20:63: Qiilii inna hiidhiini Ia siihiriini
Abii 'Ubaydah is reported as having stated about the mu~~af of
'Uthman concerning I)_,.....J 1).1..1)1 (20:63) that it was with the omission
of a/if, being marfu', and that the scribes added yii' in cases of na~b and
khaf4. 139 This Qur'anic passage is read in variant accepted readings that we
will discuss with their different i' rab and interpretation as follows:
In hiidhiini Ia sal}irani being attributed to IJaf~. the riiwi of ·A~im.

a.
b.

In hadhiini Ia sal}iranni being attributed to Ibn Kath1r} 40 Both of these
readings read ~I as in.

In both of these cases hadhani is mubtada' and its khabar is Ia sal:zirani or Ia sa~iranni.

c.

lnna hadhani Ia siil}iriini, which is read by 'ammah of the Qurrii'. It
is attributed to Nafi', Ibn 'Amir, Shu'bah (another Rawi of IJaf~).
IJamzah, al Kisa'I, Abii Ja'far, Yaq'iib, and Khalaf. 141

The grammarians suggested various kinds of i' riib and interpretations
for this reading as follows:
1.

136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.

It is 4amir a/ shdn with the -hu omitted and is to be understood as
Bukhiiri, 6:479.
Ml«pU}dimatiin, edited by A. Jeffery (Cairo: 1954).
Ibid., 104-16.

AI Ba/Jr a/ Mu/Ji.t, 6:255.
Ibid.; Nashr, 2:320-21.
Nashr, 2:321.
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meaning innahu htidhiini. This view is regarded its weak. In support
of this interpretation, 'Abd Allah Ibn al Zubayr is reported as having
said "lnna wa riikibahll' to a poet who said to him, "La'ana Alliihu
2.

niiqatan /:lamalatni ilayka." 142
Inna in this context is said to mean na'am: 43 It is also said that hadhiini
is mubtada' and its khabar is Iii siiQirani (as attributed to al Mubarrid,
Isma'il Ibn Isl;laq, and Abu al ijasan al Akhfash al Sagh1r).

3.

Abu:ijayyan cites the following Arabs as using the dual of this word
with a/if in all cases: Kinanah, Banu al :ijarith Ibn Ka'b, Khath'am,
Zab1d and the people of his region, Banu al Anbar, Banu Hajim,
Murad, and 'Udhrah. Abu:ijayyan considers this the best explanation
of this reading. 144

AI Zamakhshaii similarly states that certain Arabs treat the a/if of the
dual as alifrnaq$ilrah (i.e., invariable). 145 The author of Muqaddimat Kitiib
al Mabiini 146 claims that Quraysh adopted this form from Banu al :ijarith.
He states that the Quraysh say akramtu al rajuliini, rakibtu alfarasiini, and
na-;artu ilii al'abdiini. He reports al Farra' as having narrated on the authority of a man belonging to al Azd on the authority of certain people of Banu
al :ijarith that they recited the saying of al Mutalammis as follows: Fa
a.traqa #raqa al shujii'i wa law ra'ii I masiighan liniibiihu al shujd
la$amrnamii, and that Banu al :ijarith say htidhii kha.tJu yadii akhi a'rifuhu.
He also attributes to them the poetic verse Inna abiihii wa abii abiihii qad
balaghiifi al rnajdi ghayatiihll. 141
Finally Abu 'Amr Ibn al 'Ala' is reported as having read inna htidhayni
Ia sii/:ziriini. However, AbU ijayyan reports al Zajjaj as having objected to
this reading on the grounds that it did not correspond with the 'Uthmanic

Tna$ii/:lif.l48
2. Qur'an 4:162: Wa al muqimina al ~alata wa al miitiina al zakiita.
The word al muqimin is written and read with na$b being the na$b of
praise while, according to Sibawayh, al muqirriin is in khaff/., being in opposition to the word minhum. 149 AI Zamakhshaii states that no attention should
be paid to the claim that an orthographical error appears, here or elsewhere.
This claim, he says, is made only by those who do not know the various
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
. 147.
148.
149.

Muqaddimatiin, Ill.
AI Bal]r a/ Mul]if, 6:255.
Ibid.
AI Kashshiif, 3:72.
Included in Muqaddimatiin .
Ibid., 109.
AI Bal)r a/ Mul)~t. 6:255.
AI Kashshiif, 1:590.
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ways the Arabs use their language. He argues that the salaf, who were
known for their wide knowledge, their virtues, and their vigorous support
of Islam, could not possibly have left any defect in the ~l}afto be corrected by the following generation. 150

3. Qur'an 5:69: lnna al ladliina iimanu wa al ladliina hadu wa al
$abi'una wa al N~ara.
The word a/ ~abi'una is written and read with raj' being a mubtada'
whose khabar is omitted, which may be understood as meaning inna a/

ladhina amanu wa alladhina hadu wa a/ Na~ral}ukmuhum kadha wa a/
Sabi'una kadha/ika.
In support, al Zamakhshaii cites Sibawayh as having quoted the following example: wa ilia fa 'iamu anna wa antum bughatun ma baqina fi
shiqaqi meaning/a 'iamu anna bughatun wa antum kadha/ika. 151
4. Qur'an 2:177: Wa al mufuna bi 'ahdihim idhii 'iiho.du wa al pzbiiina.
The word a/ ~abirin is read with na~b. as it is written in the ma~a/Jif
as being regarded as a na~b of distinction and praise. 152 AI Tabaii states
that this form is found in the Arabic language and quotes in support certain lines. 153
S. Qur'an 62:10: Fa a~~addaqa wa akun min al ~iililiin.
The word akun is read with jazm, as it is written in the ma~a/Jif as
being dependent on the phrase law Ia akhkhartani, as though the sentence
were In akhkhartani a~~addaq wa akun ... 154

6. Qur'an 21:3: Wa asarrii al najwii alladhina f,Qiamu
Abu :ijayyan states that all the various kinds of i'rab, raj', na~b, and
kha/4 are suggested for alladhina ?alamu in 21:3. They are as follows:
First, raj', with various interpretations:
a.

It is badal (permutative) of the noun of asarru.

b. It is the agent (ja'il) belonging to the verb ?alamu, while wa asarru indicates only the plural.
150. Ibid.
151. Ibid., 660-61.
152. Ibid., 220.
153. AI Taban, Tafsir, 3:352-53.
154. AI Kashshiif, 4:544.
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According to this interpretation it would be an example of lughat
akaliilii al baraghith. This latter interpretation is regarded by certain scholars as being lughah shiidhdhah. However, according to
others it is lughah /;lasanah, being attributed to lughat Azd
Shanu'ah. This is supported by a similar passage in 5:71, thummil
'amil wa ~ammii kathirun minhum, and a poetic verse attributed to
a poet among the Azd Shanu'ah: Yalumiinanifi'shtira'i al nakhili
ahli wakulluhumu alwamu.
c.

According to certain other grammarians, al ladhina is mubtada'
and its khabar is wa asarru al najwa.

d. Alladhina isfa'il and its.fi'l is omitted, being understood from the
passage. It may be assumed to be, for example, yaqulu or asarra-

ha.
e.

According to certain other grammarians, alladhina is khabar and
its mubtada', which is hum, is omitted.

Second, it is suggested that the i'rab of alladhina is na~b either to
indicate blame or with the word a'ni understood.
Finally, it is suggested that the i'rab of al ladhina is khaf4, on the
assumption that it is attributed to the word li al nasi in the first verse, or
that it is badal of this word.
However, Abulfayyin regards this as unlikely (ab'ad al aqwal),' 55
while al Zamakhshati does not mention it at al1. 156
The text of the Qur'an allows variant readings according to the revelation of the Qur'an in seven al)ruf. Also, the language of the Qur'an is the
common litemry language of the Arabs and includes various Arab dialects.
Therefore, the philologists and the grammarians should not have disputed
any reading corresponding with one of the Arab dialects. In fact, many of
them are reported as having objected to certain authentic readings only
because they do not correspond with the most fluent Arabic or they considered them strange, wrong, or of uncommon usage.
The grammatical schools of Ba$rah and Kflfah disagreed on the
authenticity and acceptability of certain readings only because they did not
correspond with their analogies or to their criteria of fluency for the various Arab dialects. 157
The scholars of the Kflfan school are, in fact, said to have respected
and accepted the qira'at more than those of the ~ school, although in
a few cases the Kflfans did object to certain accepted readings. In this con155. AI Ba/p' a/ Mlllfil, 6:296-97.
156. AI Kashshiif, 3:102.
157. Madrasat a/ Kiijah, 337.
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nection, we refer to a Kfifan grammarian, al Kisa'1, who is at the same time
a Qiiri'. He is reported to have objected to the reading of the 'iimmah in
58:11, qad sami'a with the i?hiir of diil in qad, preferring his own ikhtiyiir
with idghiim (i.e., qas-sami"a)! 58 In addition, al Farra' is reported as having
refuted the reading oflbn 'Amir in 6:137!59
The scholars of the Ba~ school are known to have objected to certain linguistic features in the readings even if they originated with the seven
highly esteemed canonical readers listed by of Ibn Mujahid. To cite an
example, Abu al Tayyib al LughaWi denied the scholarship of the Kfifan
Qurrii' and grammarians. 160 He was supported by his student al Mubarrid,
who vehemently rejected any reading that did not correspond with his
161
B~ analogy. For example, he objected to the reading of .ijamzah in
4:1, wa attaqu Alliiha alladhi tasii'aliina bi hi wa a/ ariJjimi with kha/4 in
a/ arhiimi,'62 while the majority read it with na~b! 63 AI Qw:tub1 reports al
Mubarrid as having said that if he had heard any imam reading thus, according to the reading of .ijamzah, he would have certainly left him and gone
away! 64
However, both ways of reading are accepted among the Qurrii', and
the reading of }Jamzah with khaf4 is accepted as fluent Arabic! 65
In fact, the philologists and grammarians agree in theory that the
Qurrii' follow the sunnah in their ikhtiyiir and that their readings correspond with the orthography of the 'Uthmanic ma~iil)if and agree with the
Arabic language. In this respect, Ibn Jimii supports certain readings,
although he sometimes cannot fmd any linguistical evidence in their su~
port. He accepts them on the grounds that the Qiiri' mu~t have heard it and
that he could not have read freely without relying on the riwiiyah. 166
However, the philologists and grammarians failed to apply their theory in practice consistently. This includes Ibn Jimii, who, following his
Bat$ran school, objects to certain authentic readings. 167
In fact, we fmd this phenomenon even among certain Qurrii' who are
reported to have objected to certain accepted readings. This includes Abu
'Ubayd and al Zaijaj, who are reported to have objected to the reading in
14:22 of wa mii antum bi ~rikhiyyi with kha/4 as opposed to bi
158. AI Bal)r al Mulflf, 8:232.
159. MdiJni al Qur'iJn, 1:357-58; see pp. 170-171 of this study.
160. Mariitib al Nal}wiyy1n, 26.

161. 'Ucjaymah, ed., int, AI Muqta(lab, 1:111.
162. AI Kamil, 3:39.
163. AI Bal)r al Mulfl/, 3:157.
164. Tafsir, 5:2.
165. AI Bal)r al Mulfl/. 3:157. FOF more information, seep. 164-165 of this book.
166. AI Mlllpasib, 1:85-86, 2:1:1,252.
161.Ibid.,1~3;AIKhaiD'q,1:12-13.
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mu~rikhiyya.

168

Abu 'Amr ibn al 'Ala' is also reported as having objected
to the reading of ijamzah in 18:44 of huniilika al wiliiyatu and miilakum
min wiliiyatihim (8:72) as opposed to the commoner al waliiyatu and
waliiyatihim, regarding the former as lal_ln. 169 Likewise, Hartin al A'war is
reported as having objected to the reading of Ibn 'Amir in 19:42 of yiiabata which, according to him, is lal_ln, as opposed to yii abati. 170
Let us look at certain examples in which grammarians objected to
certain accepted readings among the seven distinguished readings, and
then examine them and substantiate their authenticity and acceptability
in the Arabic language with references to their origins among the various Arabic dialects.
In 14:22, the common reading is wa mii antum bimu~rikhiyya with na~b
of the flnalyii', while ijamzah, one of the seven distinguished Qurrii', reads
bi mu~rikhiyyi. A1 Zamakhshati considers this latter reading weak. 171
AbU ijayyan reports certain philologists and grammarians as having
rejected this latter reading, but he states that the reading is authentic and
sound Arabic, though rare, being attributed to the dialect of the Banu
Yarbfi'. He quotes Qu.trub and certain other authorities in support of his
argument. 172
In 4:1, the common reading is wa attaqu Alliiha alladhi tasa'aluna bi
hi wa al arl_liima, while it is read by ijamzah, being attributed also to al
Nakha'1, Qatadah, and al A'mash, as arl_liimi. 113 Certain grammarians
object to this latter reading on the grounds that it is not sound Arabic, and
leading Ba~ran grammarians do not accept this form. 174 AbU ijayyan, however, supports this reading because of its authenticity and the fluency of its
Arabic, as supported by various examples in Arabic prose and poetry. He
states that the Kfifan school, which accepts and supports this form, is correct and that the Ba~rans are wrong in objecting to it. 175
In addition, AbU ijayyan studies the transmission of the latter reading. He asserts that it is a successive reading and has been received from
the Prophet by way of tawiitur, and that ijamzah has not read any J.zarf in
the Qur'an except with iithtir. He concludes that it is not necessary that
the Arabic language follow either the Ba~ran school or any other, for
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there are many parts of Arabic transmitted only by the Klifans and many
other parts transmitted only by the Ba~rans. 176
Ibn al Jazati states that .ijamzah was the chief Qiiri' of Kiifah, after
'A.sim and al A'mash, and that he was reliable; knowledgeable in the
Qur'an, the Arabic language, and other fields of Islamic studies; and
devout. 177 He elsewhere states that ijamzah has not read a single l].arf
except with iithiir. 118
Ibn 'Amir, one of the seven canonical Qurrii', is reported as having
read 4: 137 as wa kadhiilika zuyyina likathirin min a/ mushrikina qatlu
awliidahum shurakii'ihim, while the common reading of the people of
ijijaz and Iraq is wa kadhiilika zayyana likathirin min a/ mushrikin
qat/a awliidihim shurakii'uhum/19 which means "Even so, in the eyes of
most pagans, their 'partners' made alluring the slaughter of their children." AI Zamakhshati objects to the former reading in which Ibn 'Amir
read qatlu with raj', awliidahum with na~b. and shurakii'ihim with
khaf4 on the grounds that it is not fluent and should not be used in the
language of the Qur'an. He maintains that Ibn 'Amir read in this way
because he saw the word shurakii'ihim in certain ma~ii/J.if with yii' as
......

•
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However, Ibn al Munayyir refutes al Zamakhshati's allegation and supports the reading of Ibn 'Amir on the grounds that it has been transmitted
with tawiitur. He rejects al Zamakhshati's idea that the Qurrii' of the seven
readings read optionally or simply followed the orthography of the ma~ii/J.if
without relying on riwiiyah. 181
AbU .ijayyan discusses and supports the reading of Ibn 'Amir and says
that certain grammarians accept this form in Arabic, although the majority
of the Ba~ran school reject it (except in the case of poetic license). He
asserts that Ibn 'Amir's reading is correct on the grounds that it has been
transmitted in the manner of tawiitur and is attributed to a fluent Arab, Ibn
'Amir (who received it from 'Uthman before the appearance of /al].n in the
tongue of the Arabs), and that many verses of poetry support this form. 182
Ibn al Jazati refers to Ibn 'Amir as a great lmiim, a respected Follower, and a prominent scholar who led prayers in the Umayyad Mosque
in Damascus during the reign of 'Umar Ibn 'Abd al 'Az1z . Ibn 'Amir was
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also the chief Qiicfi and Qiiri', and his reading is accepted with consensus
of the salaf. 183
Moreover, Ibn ijajar al 'Asqalaru points out that the i'riib of the hadith
fa hal antum tiiriku li a$/Jiibi agrees with that of the reading of Ibn 'Amir,
since in the latter passage the mwjiif and the mufjiif ilayhi are separated by
a prepositional phrase, while in the former they are separated by the direct
object 184
Arabic grammar perhaps should have been based on all Arabic literature in its various dialects, and the Qur'anic readings should have been
accepted and used in the construction of Arabic grammar. However, the
grammarians opted for the opposite when they rejected certain qirii'iit
because they differed from their analogy or the common rule.
Al Raii objects to this approach and states that often the grammarians
have been uncertain as to how to support the fluency and acceptability of
some Qur'anic words. He adds that they are happy to find an unknown
poetic line. He comments that this practice surprises him and that, whereas
they regard this unknown poetic line as an indication of the correctness of
the Qur'anic words, the right method would have been the opposite (i.e., to
authenticate the words of the poetic lines on the grounds that they are found
in the Qur'an). 185
The grammarians, in fact, could not deal with all the constructions
found in the Qur'an and its readings. 'Uc;laymah fmds examples of their
objecting to certain kinds of i'riib, although they are found in the Qur'an. 186
He adds that they objected to any reading if it did not correspond with their
analogy, if they could not fmd substantiation for it according to their
know ledge, and if it did not agree with what is in common usage, or
because they misunderstood certain qirii'iit (although they are successive
readings and are in accordance with their analogy). 187
In conclusion, we may say that ikhtiyiir was not left to individual
choice, but depended upon the three conditions for acceptability discussed
above. It was in no way dependent upon the orthography of the ma~a/Jif or
related to the fact that they were undotted and unvocalized. And although
accepted readings may differ in meaning, they do not contradict one
another. Since the Qur'an was revealed in seven a/Jruf, all of them are good
Arabic, none should be rejected on grammatical grounds. In practice some
grammarians, particularly those of B~rah. may have rejected certain read-
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ings on the grounds of their analogy. Nevertheless, these readings are valid
on the basis of other dialects, and other grammarians have accepted them.

167 .

CONClUSION

CONCLUSION
This conclusion briefly reviews the main issues discussed in the preceeding seven chapters.
First, the Qur'an has been revealed in seven al)ruf. The differences
among the Companions apparently arose after the Hijrah to Maomah,
when the number of Muslims from various tribes increased, and the al)ruf
were intended to facilitate the reading of the Qur'an among them.
The alyidith that substantiate the revelation of the Qur'an in seven
al)ruf are regarded as sound and successive (mutawiitir).
The term seven al)ruf means seven linguistical variations reflecting
various Arab dialects used in reciting the Qur'an.
To aid the memories of the Companions, the Prophet would have
scribes write down what was revealed to him in verses or portions on
materials available at the time. (Many of the Companions knew by heart
all or parts of the Qur'an; some even had their own codices.) The Qur'an
was thus preserved in the hearts of the Qurrii' as well as in book form.
The first development was that Abu Bakr gathered the Qur'an from
its sul)uf and different materials, as it had been transmitted from the
Prophet, and compiled them in the m~l)af. The word mu$1)a/ denotes the
entire text of the Qur'an (this title was given to the Qur'an during the lifetime of the Prophet). It is an ancient Arabic word used in pre-Islamic
poetry.
The next step was the compilation of 'Uthman, who copied rruzyiil)if
from the ~l)af of Abu Bakr and distributed them to the metropolitan
cities accompanied by distinguished Qurrii' to teach the people accordingly. The purpose was to unite them and end disputes among the people
in the encampments, the a~iir, and in Madinah itself. Hence, 'Uthman
destroyed the personal codices. The arrangement of the surahs as well as
the verses in the 'Uthmanic ma$ii/Jif are shown by many sound reports to
be based on the revelation because they were found in the original and supported by their transmission from the Prophet
u, , ,,
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The problem of naksh is studied along with the two episodes of the
ghariiniq and the scribe who is said to have altered thefawii#l (the verse
endings of the Qur'an). As a result, the completeness and trustworthiness
of the Qur'an has been demonstrated because nothing is missing nor were
any parts read and abrogated by naskh a/ ti/iiwah either with or without

/;lukm.
As to the relation between the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/:lif and the seven
a/;lruf, the most acceptable two opinions among the scholars are that the
'Uthmanic Tna$ii/:lif accommodate either all or some of the a/;lruf, which
correspond with the orthography of the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/:lif (including
what is transmitted by tawiitur but not ii/:liid readings attributed to certain
personal codices and transmitted to us in unauthentic chains). The
ma~ii/:lif were recorded in one /:laif with the permission to recite in seven

a/;lruf.
The additional interpolations attributed to the personal codices are
found to be their own explanations and interpretations. They all are generally isolated reports (akhbiir ii/;liid), dubious, or rejected.
The accounts alleging that Ubayy added to his mu~/;laf the du'ii' al
qunut as one or two surahs and that Ibn Mas'Od denied a/ Fiiti/:lah and al
Mu'awwidhatayn are to be regarded as unauthentic.
The 'Uthmanic ma~ii/:lif remained unchanged, without vocalization or
dottings, for they used to be read soundly according to the riwiiyah and
teaching of the Qurrii'. The former was introduced by AbO al Aswad al
Du'ali as a result of the appearance of la/;ln, because of the overwhelming
numbers of non-Arabs in Iraq. The second was done by the students of AbO
al Aswad at the request of al ijajjaj during the reign of 'Abd al Malik Ibn

Marwan.
The signs of vocalization and dottings were further developed with
the adoption of the /;larakiit of al Khalil Ibn Al}mad and have remained
unchanged since then. What can be attributed to al ijajjaj is no more
than adding naq.t a/ i'jiim to the 'Uthmanic ma~ii/:lif. Thus, he introduced no alteration or recension of the ma~ii/:lif, and the printed
ma~ii/:lif of the present day represent the received text of the Qur'an
without alteration.
The language in which the Qur'an has been revealed is studied in
ancient as well as in modern linguistical sources to investigate the views
of the scholars. The text of the Qur'an is found to reflect the influence of
various dialects of the Arabs. The views of the scholars who interpret the
seven a/;lruf as seven dialects also are examined. Some scholars held that
they belong entirely to Quraysh or to the most fluent dialects of all the
Arabs, and they differed according to their criteria for fluency. An attempt
172
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is made to distinguish between lughah and lahjah in ancient sources and
modem studies.
The language of the Qur'an is concluded to represent the common spoken literary language of the Arabs ,which is based on all their dialects with
a predominance of Qurayshi features.
The origin of qira'at is investigated, and it is concluded that they date
back to the teaching of the Prophet, for we find that every Companion,
when he differed in readings with someone, would say that the Prophet
had taught him this way. The following generation taught the Qur'an
accordingly. Accepted readings are found to correspond with certain conditions, while readings that do not correspond with them (or any one of
them) are regarded as shadhdh (dubious) or completely unaccepted. The
development of these conditions is studied. The theory of reading the
Qur'an in accordance with the meaning is shown to be groundless; rather
the Qurra' would teach their students according to the conditions governing them and as they received the qira'ah from the Companions who were
taught it from the Prophet (bearing in mind the fact that the Companions,
whenever they differed in reading, would refer their reading to the Prophet
or come to him to arbitrate between them).
The fJrSt compilers of qira'at would compile an unspecified number of
qira'at. Ibn Mujahid was the fJrSt to introduce the seven readings of the
seven Qurra' of the distinguished A"'iar, regarding the other readings as
shiidhdh. In choosing this specific number, although it corresponded to the
number of aW, he never intended to confuse the seven al)ruf with his
seven readings.
The seven readings compiled by Ibn Mujahid were adopted in the
a"'iar and dominated the circles of the Qurra', although another three
readings in addition to Ibn Mujahid's al Sab'ah were supported and strongly argued to have the same position as his seven. Many books have been
written on the subject
lkhtiyar, or selection, in reading is considered next. The Qurra' do
not have free hand in this, because any reading should be subject to correspondence with riwayah, the orthography of the mll~a}J.if, and the
Arabic language. The emphasis is on substantiating the fact that the
'Uthmanic mll~a}J.if include no grammatical or orthographical errors. The
Qurra', when they selected certain readings, supported their choice by
mentioning the reasons behind their preference for a certain ikhtiyar. But
they did not reject other accepted readings.
Although the philologists and grammarians agreed theoretically
that any reading agreeing with the conditions for accepted readings
should not be objected to, in practice they disagreed on the degree of
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fluency required. Some of them objected to certain authentic and highly esteemed readings. This book has studied examples and concluded
that they are accepted readings on the grounds of their sound transmission, fluency, and correspondence with various Arab dialects.
Finally, although the sound readings may differ in meaning, they do
not contradict each other. The orthography of the ma~al},if preserves the
authentic readings, which are subject to the riwayah, and the orthography
itself does not initiate or create any readings.
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